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INTRODUCTION
Since the first Jarndyce bloods catalogue in 1994 it is encouraging that proper
biographical and bibliographic research has greatly increased into a formerly rather
neglected but lively form of cheap fiction designed for a mass readership.
In the past this has largely been carried out by collectors with more enthusiasm than
discipline. Now there are more solid facts and reasonable assumptions, but further
discoveries may be made. Much of the investigation has been genealogical rather
than literary. I have extended my own study of advertisements to seek publishing
information and more correct dates for some titles.
The volumes themselves are becoming more difficult to find.  This catalogue
contains a wide range of titles from the earliest period of bloods (Section I, items
1-348), including a good selection of works by Prest and Rymer, through to penny
dreadful boys’ literature (Section II, items 349-592), with some related fringe
material and reference works (Section III, items 593-611).
There are items from the collection of the late Peter Haining who, in his writings,
sometimes allows his enthusiasm supersede accuracy, and also from the collections
of Richard William Plummer, Frank Seton and the Australian, Michael Birch, with
the remaining later boys’ publications from the John Medcraft collection.

Helen Smith
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AINSWORTH

SECTION I. BLOODS: Authors writing mainly before 1870
This section contains penny bloods and periodicals largely written for adults up to about
1870, together with later reprints and editions. It also includes literary publications in parts
and other related items.
1.

AINSWORTH, William Harrison. Merry England; or, Nobles and serfs. (The Fall
of Somerset. Tower Hill. Beatrice Tyldesley. Chetwynd Calverley. Jack Sheppard: a
romance.)  John Dicks, Office of ‘Bow Bells’;  (Greening & Co.)  Fronts, illus by Frederick
Gilbert. 6 works in 1 vol. in half black calf, red label.
¶The first five items are cheap uniform editions of late works, first serialised in ‘Bow
Bells’ 1871-78  and issued by Dicks with two column text. The three volume first editions
were published by Tinsley. The sixth item is an unillustrated edition published by Greening
& Co in 1903, not in columns and on paper now browning. Ainsworth’s popular historical
novels, particularly ‘Rookwood’ featuring Dick Turpin, were the inspiration for blood
authors writing in a cheaper format. His early novels were plagiarized by Thomas Prest
and others. As Ainsworth’s popularity declined, his late novels were only published in
cheap two column form by John Dicks.

[1878] - 1903
2.

£75

AINSWORTH, William Harrison. Talbot Harland. (The Lancashire Witches. The
Goldsmith’s Wife.  The Miser’s Daughter.)  John Dicks, Office of ‘Bow Bells’.  Fronts, illus
by Frederick Gilbert, Paul Hardy and George Cruikshank. 4 works in 1 vol. in later red cloth;
spine faded. Armorial bookplate of George Oakley Fisher.
¶Cheap uniform editions issued by Dicks with two column text.  ‘Talbot Harland’ is the later
issue of the First edition, 1871, ‘The Goldsmith’s Wife’ (another tale of Jane Shore) was published in 3 vols by Tinsley in 1875; the second edition is published by Dicks in the same year.

[1871-80?]

£380

__________

3.

ALEXANDER, Gabriel. Wallace: the Hero of Scotland. With beautiful wood engravings,
drawn by George Standfast. Published, for the Proprietor, by John Dicks. Illus signed Arthur
Miles &c. Contemp. half purple calf; rubbed & worn at head of spine.
¶In 35 parts, each with illus, the text in two columns. Dedicated to the Great Scottish
Nation, by a contributor to Reynolds’s Miscellany. Although BL gives the date of c.1860,
advertisements show that the first edition appeared in 1848 with a revised edition in 1850.  
Little seems to be known about Alexander: born in 1793, he contributed to Reynolds’s
Miscellany, applied to the Royal Literary Fund in 1834 for financial help, and died in St
Giles in London in the last quarter of 1854.

[1850?]
4.

£60

BASED ON CRUIKSHANK
ALEXANDER, Gabriel & ROBERTS, Edwin Franklin. The Bottle; or, The drunkard’s career.
With beautiful wood engravings. Drawn by George Standfast. Published for the Proprietor, by
John Dicks at the Office of “Reynolds’s Miscellany”.  Half title, illus.;  the odd spot & tear, some
browning & repairs to margins, loss of text on pp.54-55, 70-71, 78-79, 93-95 due to adhesion,
interleaved with loose sheets. Rebound in half brown pigskin. Bookplate of Peter Haining.
¶Not in Ono. This edition not recorded on Copac. In 19 parts, 18 with illus, text in two
columns. The plot is based on the series of engravings by George Cruikshank published
in 1847, but here re-imagined as a novel taking place in the family of a James Mowbray.
Alexander’s version was advertised in 8 penny parts at 1/- in 1847 with 13 plates. An
edition in 32 pts was advertised in 1848. It was next published by Dicks expanded into 19
parts in 1849? and all 6 copies on Copac are of this edition. In December 1850 this reissue
‘written in concert by two such popular authors’ was advertised in Reynolds’s Miscellany.
As the number of parts is the same, this is either a revelation of Roberts previously
undisclosed share in the original expansion of the work or an attempt to attract purchasers
by a more popular author’s name. Only six works are attributed to Alexander who died in
1854 but Roberts was a prolific contributor to the Miscellany. A comparison of any two
editions would be desirable. See also item 34.

[1850]
__________

£180

2

7

ANGELA

5.

BANDIT MONK
ANGELA. Angela, the Orphan; or The Bandit Monk of Italy. A romance. T. Paine.
(Printed by W.J. White.) Illus; without the front. given with pt 1. Rebound red cloth. A good
clean copy.
¶Only 2 copies recorded on Copac, at BL & Oxford. James p.184. In 25 pts, all but the
last with rather rough illus, three signed March.

1841

£200

ARCHER, Thomas, 1789-1848
Actor and dramatist, author of a number of melodramas, some from French sources and some
based on current publications, including cheap fiction.
6.

THE LION KING - THE AVENGERS
Richard of England; or, The Lion King. FIRST EDITION. F. Hextall, 1842. Front. & 2
of 3 plates damp stained or foxed, illus. BOUND WITH: Adam Bell, Clym o’ the Cleugh,
and William of Cloudeslie. By Pierce Egan the younger. F. Hextall, 1842. Front. foxed
with offsetting on title, illus. BOUND WITH: MYSTERIOUS DAGGER. The Mysterious
Dagger; or, The Avengers. (F. Hextall.) (G. Peirce, printer), [c.1842] Front & plate browned,
illus. 3 works in 1 vol. Contemp. half calf; sm. split at head of spine, dark green label as
‘Richard of England’.
¶‘Richard of England’, the only dated copy on Copac in BL, is in 30 pts, priced at
twopence, most parts with a woodcut, some signed Geo. Wall.  ‘Adam Bell’ is in 12
pts, not all illustrated but with the frontispiece signed by Pierce Egan.  ‘The Mysterious
Dagger’, only in BL, is bound without title & is in 16 pts with the two plates reused from
‘Richard of England’.  Inserted are the title leaf and frontispiece of a later edition of the
first work as’ Richard Cœur de Lion’ published apparently anonymously by George Peirce,
in 1845. See item 8.

1842/1842/[c.1842]
7.

£250

Richard of England; or, The Lion King. FIRST EDITION. F. Hextall. (Peirce, printer.)
Front., engr. title & 3 plates by W.J. Davey, foxed, illus; a few spots. Contemp. half dark
green calf, crimson label; splits at head of leading hinges.
¶Dedicated to the publisher for his ‘care and attention to the work when in progress’ and
‘liberality and urbanity’.  James p.189.

1842
8.

£120

(Richard of England.)  Richard Cœur de Lion.  A historical romance.  (Printed by Geo. Peirce.)  
[1845] Plates, calligraphic title, illus. BOUND WITH: TALES. Tales of Chivalry; or, Perils
by flood and field.  Illus. ... by S. Williams. (Vol. I.)  G. Berger.  [c.1845]  Front. browned, illus,
index bound first.  Some spotting & browning.  2 works in 1 vol. in contemp. half calf, black
label; leading inner hinge cracking. Monogram style bookplate of Charles Turnbull.
¶The first work was published by Hextall in 1842 and republished here anonymously in 48
parts, with the same text and plates. It is bound without the printed title. The change of
title has meant the work is anonymous in both catalogue entries on Copac. The reason for
the change is obscure. Thomas Archer died in 1848. The frontispiece to the second work
resembles the drawings of Pierce Egan. BL gives the date of [1835?] but it was advertised
by Berger in 1845. For Vol. II of Tales of Chivalry in 53 pts which is largely composed of
fiction, see item 314.

[1845]/[c.1845]
9.

£180

Robert of Artois. An historical romance of the fourteenth century. E. Farrington. (Printed
by W.M. Clark.) Front. spotted, illus. Contemp. dark green cloth; sl. worn at head & tail
of spine. Binder’s ticket of G. Moxon, Portsea and Bookseller’s stamp of E. Graham, 25, St
James’s Rd, Southsea.
¶Summers states that the tale was first published in 1845, with this being a reissue.  The
only copy on Copac is at Cambridge University Library dated c.1850, but it was advertised
for sale at 2/- in 1847.  Jarndyce Catalogue 100 names Archer as author of the first edition,
but it is now anonymous.

[1847?]

£220

ARCHER
ARCHER, Thomas, continued
10.

Roderick-Dhu, Clan Alpine’s Chief; or, The Scottish Outlaw. A romance. FIRST EDITION.
Hextall & Wall. Engr. title with imprint of F. Hextall, and Peirce, printer, illus.; internal
marking.  Contemp. half green roan as ‘Scottish Outlaw’;  rubbed, hinges splitting.  Renier
booklabels.
¶In 32 pts with crude woodcuts. The engraved title has the imprint of F. Hextall at 11½
Wellington-Street North, and G. Peirce, printer on verso. The titlepage address is 113 Strand.

1843
11.

£60

Roderick-Dhu, .... FIRST EDITION. Hextall & Wall. 1843. Engr. title, illus. BOUND
WITH: Kenilworth Castle, or, The days of Queen Elizabeth. An historical romance. W.J.
Stych, Clerkenwell. [c.1843] Illus. BOUND WITH: Tales of the Wars: or, Naval and
military chronicle. [No.1?] Vol.I. [W.M.Clark. 1836?] Illus. 8pp. BOUND WITH: The
British Log Book; or, Yarns of the ocean. No.1. G.Mansell. [1839] Illus by J.Smeeton.
16pp.  BOUND WITH:  Floris & Blanchefleur.  n.p., n.d.  p.17-30.  Some spotting.  6 works
in 1 vol. in contemp. half maroon roan; hinges splitting.
¶The first work in 32 pts with crude woodcuts.  The engraved title has the imprint of F.
Hextall at 11½ Wellington-Street North, and G. Peirce, printer on verso; the titlepage
address is 113 Strand.  ‘Kenilworth Castle’ is in 11/12 parts with “Complete, price 1s.6d.”
at head of title, but the final leaf appears to be a reprint and the 1841 edition in 13 parts
(see item 128). W.Stych is only recorded so far in 1840. This seems to be largely a
remainder issue.  ‘Tales of the war’s was published 1836-37 in two volumes with text in
two columns. This number deals with the Battle of Trafalgar, but the part number has been
erased.  ‘The British Log Book’ also has text in two columns.  The final tale is probably
the third part of a collection designated by the letter c and is unillustrated.  The final page
begins the tale of ‘Ambrosio and Acantha’.

1843/[c.1843]&c.
__________

12.

£180

FIRST ENGLISH EDITION
ARNOULD, Auguste Jean François & FOURNIER, Narcisse. Struensee: or, The Queen
and the Favourite. A romance of Danish history. Translated from the French. By J. Martin.
Bruce & Wyld. ( Novel Newspaper, no. 474-81.)  Two column text;  paper slip pasted over ‘End
of the nineteenth volume’ at end. Neatly rebound in dark blue binder’s cloth, black leather label.
¶A translation of ‘Struensee, ou La Reine et le Favori’, 1833.  The sole copy of this first
English edition is recorded only in BL.

1846
13.

£110

ROYAL SCANDALS
(BAILLY, Alexandre) Mysteries of the Old Castles of France, or Secret Intrigues of the
Kings and Queens, Princes and Princesses, and other great personages of the times. By
a Society of Arch Seers, under the direction of A.B. Le François. Translated by William
Thomas Haley. W. Strange; E. Dipple. Front., engr. illus, some of higher quality. Later half
green morocco; spine faded to brown, sl. rubbing, red label. A good clean copy.
¶In 44 parts;  the text in two columns, the last part without illlus.  A translation of ‘Mystères des
vieux chateaux de France, ou Amours secrètes des Rois et des Reines ...’, 1848-49.

[1848-49]
14.

£75

(BARKER, Matthew Henry) Jem Bunt:  a tale of the land and the ocean.  By “the Old Sailor”.  
With twenty-three illus. on steel, by R. Cruikshank. Willoughby & Co. Front., added engr. title
& plates, browned & marked, illus., 8pp cata. Orig. dark blue cloth, gilt blocked.
¶In 39 penny parts, the illustrations variously signed.  The first edition was published by
How & Parsons in 1841.

[1850?]
15.

£50

DEDICATED TO HIS COUSIN THACKERAY
BEDINGFIELD, Richard. The Peer and the Blacksmith. A tale. FIRST EDITION. R.
Thompson; Strange; Berger. Zinc engraved plates, by L. Sebbers & others; some spotted.
Contemp. half maroon morocco rubbed; new marbled sides & e.ps.

BEDINGFIELD
¶BL sole location recorded on Copac. In 50 pts, of above average quality production.
The author’s dedication to his cousin W.M. Thackeray is dated September 1844. The
introduction aims for moderation in society:  “the mischievous effects of oligarchy are
still felt among us ... But every rational man knows that government must be adapted
to a people, not a people to a government”.  Block p.18;  not in Summers, or James who
lists the Ono copy of a similar title: The Peer and Beggar (c.1840). One depiction of the
peer is Byronic, and the plate opposite p.384 depicts ‘The Poet Shelley and Reginald’, a
supposedly true incident when the poet was found asleep in the street at night.

[1844]

£160

BENNETT, Mary, 1813-1899
Little is known about Mrs Mary Bennett, née Saunders, who was from a family of London
publishers and married to the editor and author John Bennett. She received several grants
from the Royal Literary Fund. Her works remained in print for half a century from the 1830s.
16.

COTTAGE GIRL
The Cottage Girl;  or, The Marriage Day.  Edwin J. Brett. (“Wedding Bells” edition.)  
Illus.; some internal marks, sl. affected by damp at end. Contemp. dark green binder’s
cloth; sl. rubbing.
¶In 33 pts in smaller format. Final part is only 3pp; presumably the beginning of another
novel would have followed.

1871
17.

£35

The Cottage Girl; .... Copyright edn. Hogarth House. A few marks in text, title frayed &
mounted. Contemp. binder’s cloth in maroon & crimson.
¶Originally in 24 pts, with full page illus. & two column text. With the front wrapper for
the complete edition at Two shillings.  Block gives (1835) as the date of the first edition,
and Summers 1842. The illustrations seem to date from about 1855.

[c.1875]
18.

£40

FOLDING PLATES
The Cottage Girl; (or The Marriage Day.) n.p. (Edwin J. Brett.) Illus. Contemp. maroon
patterned binder’s cloth; hinges rubbed.
¶See Ono 17. In 33 pts with 16 folding bi-colour plates without general titlepage. On the
last page The Cottage Girl’s edition of Elinor Clare is advertised.

[c.1880?]
19.

£50

ELINOR CLARE
Elinor Clare;  or, The Haunted Oak.  By the Authoress of the “Cottage Girl” etc.  FIRST
EDITION? Newsagents’ Publishing Co. Sl. spotted. Contemp. half purple calf; sl. rubbing.
Leather booklabel of S.E. Turtle.
¶Sole copy on Copace at BL. In 33 pts in smaller than usual format, each with a contemporary illus. Some parts have a prize ticket number at head to encourage sales. In this
copy are also the free double plates ‘The Duke Orsino and Viola.  From a picture by F.R.
Pickersgill’ presented free with no. 6, and ‘The Maid of Saragossa’.  At the end is ‘Result
of the “Elinor Clare” Prize Drawing’, 8pp with names and addresses.

1868
20.

£75

Elinor Clare; … FIRST EDITION. Newsagents’ Publishing Co. Title sl. foxed. Contemp.
dark green binder’s cloth; sl. marked.
¶This copy does not have the double plates or 8pp ‘Result of Prize Drawing’.

1868
21.

£30

GIPSEY BRIDE
The Gipsey Bride:  or, The Miser’s Daughter.  By the Author of “Jane Shore”, etc.  FIRST
EDITION. W. Bennett. Front., engr. title dated 1840 & plates; a little browned. Contemp.
half maroon calf, blind-tooled spine sl. rubbed, hinges sl. weakening but sound, black label.
¶Block p.84 (anonymous). Ainsworth’s ‘The Miser’s Daughter’ was not published
until 1842.

1841

£85

BENNETT
BENNETT, Mary continued
22.

The Gipsey Bride: … J. Tallis & Co. Front., engr. title & plates. Contemp. half maroon
roan; rubbed.
¶In 96 pts with continuous signatures. Summers dates this edition as (c.1844) but BL dates
as (1853).  The engraved title is ‘The Gipsy Bride’ with imprint of J. & F. Tallis.

[1853]
23.

£60

The Gipsey Bride: … London Printing & Publishing Co. Front., engr. title & plates, sl.
foxed; some text gatherings browned. Contemp. half brown calf; sl. rubbing, black label.
Renier booklabel. v.g.
¶A later issue of the Tallis edition, with some extra plates, in a different order.

[c.1855?]
24.

£50

JANE SHORE
Jane Shore:  or, The Goldsmith’s Wife.  By the Authoress of the “Cottage Girl”; ...  FIRST
EDITION?  John Lofts, 262 Strand.  Engr. front. & added engr. title, plates; without ‘Directions
to the binder’, some staining, spotting & browning. Rebound in blue-green cloth, black label.
¶In 46 pts, the plates engraved by W. Watkins or T.L. Sangar. The engraved titlepage (with
Lofts’ address at 368 Strand) describes Bennett as Authoress of the “Jew’s Daughter” as
BL copy. Part 1 was given with no. 245 of Reynolds’s Miscellany.

[1853]
25.

£120

WITH WINNERS OF PRIZES
Jane Shore;  …  (Boys of England edn.)  By the Authoress of the “Cottage Girl”, etc., etc.  
Newsagents’ Publishing Company. Col. plates, illus. Contemp. half brown calf. v.g.
¶In 30 pts with ‘Presented gratis with no. 92 of the “Boys of England”’ on the engraved
title of pt I, and including the texts of the 4pp. stories added to the later parts. This
copy contains 6 coloured plates presented with various parts, one bound as frontispiece.
Following the titleleaf is a 6pp. list of prizewinners with names and addresses, drawn in
various classes. Prizes include muslin dresses, watches, gilt clocks, silk dresses, writing
desks and gloves. This list would make an interesting study. An old bookmark is the
visiting card of Miss E.M. Stubbs, Brockley.

1869
26.

£60

Jane Shore;  ... (Wedding Bells edn.)  By the Authoress of the “Cottage Girl”, etc., etc.  
Publishing Office, 173, Fleet Street (E.J. Brett.)  Front. & plates, illus.;  text sl. browned with
some internal marks & a few marginal tears. Dark blue binder’s cloth; rubbed with spine
replaced with black tape.
¶This edition not on Copac. In 30 pts, without the additional complete short stories and
with part nos. removed.  The engraved title of No. 1 states ‘Presented gratis with no. 311
of Wedding Bells’ and there are uncoloured plates presented with nos. 1/2, & 3.

1877
27.

£45

Jane Shore,  ...  (“Wedding Bells” edn.  Published at No. 178 Fleet Street.)  Plates;  sl. spotting
& browning. Later half green binder’s cloth imitating leather, marbled boards; lacking leading
free e.p.
¶A reissue in 30 pts at one penny, with part nos removed from engr. titles, only no. 30
remaining at page foot.  In this copy the filler stories have been left at the end of each part
as issued. Without the Wedding Bells note on no. 1. Wedding Bells was published 1870-79
and Wedding Bells Novelettes nos. 1-10, 1880-83.

[c.1878?]
28.

£50

ORIGINAL PARTS
Jane Shore, ... No. 1-16, 18-26, 28 (defective) of 30 pts. (E.J. Brett?) Folded as issued; no.
1 sl. browned & damp marked, no. 28 defective on last two leaves of added story.
¶No. 1 bears the note that the novel will be published every Tuesday with “Something to
Read”.  Later parts include the added fiction fillers.  Included is a coloured plate given
away with no. 20, possibly not of this edition.

[c.1881?]

£45

33

34

BENNETT
BENNETT, Mary continued
29.

The Orphan Sisters, or, The Lover’s Secret. John Lofts, 262, Strand. Front., engr. title &
plates; sl. foxed or damp stained, directions leaf. Contemp. boards; a little rubbed & neatly
rebacked in dark brown sheep. Renier booklabel.
¶Issued in 42/43 pts in 337pp, but with the title and first three pages re-set from the
c.1843 edition to include a vignette headpiece on p.1.  The result is that five lines of text
are omitted at the end of p.3, whilst p.4 begins in the middle of a now incomprehensible
sentence. Issued from Loft’s later address, 1853-66.

[1860?]
30.

£75

The Orphan Sisters, ... J. & T. Thridgold Bros., 9, Sydney Street, Commercial Road; & at
31, Oxford Street, Mile End. Front. & plates; sl. marked. Contemp. boards, recently neatly
rebacked in brown calf. Labels of F.D. Westcove Subscription Library, Beckenham.
¶This issue not recorded on Copac. The same text with the error of the second Loft issue,
still using the 5 Loft plates, without the engraved title. Thridgold seems to be unrecorded
as a publisher of bloods.

[c.1865?]

__________

31.

£65

BLIND BEGGAR. The Blind Beggar of Bethnal-Green and Pretty Bessy. Peirce & Hyde.
1848. BOUND WITH: STOCQUELER, J.H. King Alfred the Great: a tale for Englishmen.
George Peirce. n.d. [1849] Front. by J. Parmenier sl. spotted with tears in margins & laid
down, illus. & front. to King Alfred damp marked & torn without loss; a few spots in text. 2
works in 1 vol. Later boards, maroon roan spine, untitled. Signature of Georgiana Abram the
original owner.
¶The first work, BL & Oxford only;  the second not on Copac.  In 24 & 10 pts respectively.  
James lists an undated Peirce edition, c.1846, of The Blind Beggar, which involves Jack
Cade and Joan of Arc. Barry Ono sold his copy of this work. See also item 293.

1848/[1849]
32.

£200

ONE TITLE UNRECORDED
BLIND BEGGAR. The Blind Beggar of Bethnal-Green and Pretty Bessy. Peirce & Hyde.
1848. Front., illus. BOUND WITH: EGAN, Pierce, the Younger. Adam Bell; or, the Archers
of Englewood Forest. G. Hextall. n.d. Front., illus. BOUND WITH: BLACK WARRIOR.
The Black Warrior; or The Saxon’s Revenge. n.p. n.d. Illus.; without titlepage. 3 works in 1
vol. in contemp. full tree calf, neatly rebacked with gilt spine in keeping, with gilt borders. First
item has stamp of Athenaeum & Mechanics Institution, Longton.
¶‘The Blind Beggar’, in 24 pts, BL & Oxford only on Copac.  ‘Adam Bel’l is in 25 (?) pts,
Hextall’s address is 83 Farringdon Street.  ‘The Black Warrior’, in 23 pts, is rare and not in
BL, James or recorded on Copac.  It contains in pt 4 an illustration also used in ‘The Red
Cross Warrior’, 1843, published by Hextall & Wall.

1848/[c.1844]/[c.1844?]
33.

£350

JACK SHEPPARD
BLUESKIN, pseud. Life of Jack Sheppard the Housebreaker. FIRST EDITION. Glover.
(John B. Bateman, printer.) (Illustrated Library of Romance.) Lithographed front. & 19 plates
by W. Clerk; a little internal spotting & browning. Bound in the wrappers for No. 13 in sl.
later green cloth; spine sl. sunned. Signature of William Wood, January 1849.
¶Ono 37. In 20 pts at 2d with lithographed plates of superior quality. The wrappers
advertise publications of Alfred Carlile and H. Hetherington, and portraits of Chartist
leaders. The earlier parts of the Illustrated Library dealt with Dick Turpin. Blueskin was
the highwayman Joseph Blake, 1700-1724. See also items 281, 282 & 426.

1840
34.

£300

BASED ON CRUIKSHANK
BOTTLE The Bottle;  or, The first step to crime.  A romance.  Printed & published by E.
Lloyd.  Illus.; paper flaw in p.15 with no loss of text.  Contemp. cloth spine, marbled boards;  
leading hinge cracking. A good clean copy.
¶Only in BL on Copac, but not in Ono catalogue. A novel in 12 parts with two column

BOTTLE
text, each with a full page horizontal engraving based on George Cruikshank’s ‘The
Bottle’ and ‘The Drunkard’s Children’  which were published in 1847.  This, featuring
John Ashman, is completely different from that by Gabriel Alexander. See also item 4.

[1847]

£450

‘BOW BELLS NOVELS’
35.

GRAHAM, Austyn. Will She Have Him? With 10 illus., by F. Gilbert. John Dicks. Half
title/front., plates. Disbound.
¶Text in two columns. Not in BL.

[c.1880]
36.

£25

PHILLIPS, Watts. For a Woman’s Sake. (A novel.) With seventeen illus. by Louis Huard.
John Dicks. Front & plates, text in two columns. Disbound.
¶BL records ‘The Wild Tribes of London’ 1855 but not this romantic novel.  One copy only on
Copac at Birmingham.  Phillips is best known as a dramatist and author of ‘The Dead Heart’.

1871
37.

£75

REBAK, H. (BAKER?) Doomed. (A novel.) With 11 illus., by Louis Huard. John Dicks.
Half title/front. & full page illus. Disbound.
¶Text in two columns. Not in BL. The author’s name is probably Baker.

[c.1880]
38.

£45

RIVERS, Starr. Overtaken. (A novel.) With illus., by J. Proctor. John Dicks. Half title/
front. & full page illus. Disbound.
¶Text in two columns. Not in BL.

[c.1880]
39.

£45

ROSS, Charles Henry. Hush Money. A life drama in four acts. (A novel.) John Dicks.
Front & plates, text in two columns. Disbound.
¶Cambridge & Birmingham only on Copac.  Ross, the creator of Ally Sloper edited ‘Judy’ and
wrote a number of novels and stories.  ‘Hush Money’ first appeared in Bow Bells April 1868.

1871
40.

£65

ROSS, Miriam. Against Tide. (A novel.) With thirteen illus. by F. Gilbert. John Dicks.
Front & plates, text in two columns. Disbound.
¶Not in BL; sole copy on Copac at Birmingham. Miriam Ross may be Marie Duval
(Emiliè de Tessier) wife of Charles Henry Ross.

1871
41.

£65

ROSS, Miriam. Counterfeit Coin. (A novel.) With eleven illus. by Adelaide Claxton. John
Dicks. Front & plates, text in two columns. Disbound.
¶Not recorded on Copac; not in BL.

1871

£75

__________

42.

THE BLACK BAND: LARGE FORMAT YELLOWBACK
(BRADDON, Mary Elizabeth) The Black Band or, The Mysteries of Midnight. Illus. by
Gustave Doré, Janet Lange, Bertal, and other artists. Tall 8vo. George Vickers. Illus. Orig.
yellow boards, illus. and printed in red, blue & black, with ads but plain e.ps; some rubbing
& wear to corners & hinges, cover paper torn from part of back board, affecting a few letters.
Bookplate of Frank Seton.
¶Ono 66.  In 17 pts, text in two columns. Rare.  ‘The Black Band’, the earliest serial
fiction written by Mary Braddon appeared in 1862 in The Halfpenny Journal edited by her
mother, Fanny Braddon.  This reissue, the first separate publication, in penny weekly parts
is still anonymous, and comparatively late for a blood novel, but perhaps prompted by the
success of current sensation fiction.  Priced two shillings the version in yellowback boards
in this large format is most unusual and Wolff 628 describes his own copy and says that he
knows of no other, but it is now in BL.

1877

£1,800

BRISTOL

43.

BRISTOL HOAX
BRISTOL. The Bristol Hoax; or, The Merchant’s Wedding. Being a history of the
adventures of the renowned Mr. Woolly in search of a wife, and £47,000!!! Printed by W.
Dugdale. Illus.; paper sl. browned. Half purple roan. Booklabel of Jos. Lucas.
¶Published in 22 pts very much in penny dreadful style, but referring to an actual scandal,
involving the future Mrs Woolly and her seducer Jenkins ‘a Bristol Police Officer’.

[1842]
44.

£120

BRITISH. The British Log Book. (Or Tales of the Ocean.) Vol. I no. 24. n.p. Disbound;
sl. marked.
¶See also item 11.

[1839]
45.

£10

CHAMEROVZOW, Louis Alexis. The Chronicles of the Bastile. First series. The
Bertaudière.  An historical romance.  T.C. Newby.  Additional engr. title, foxed, & plates by
Robert Cruikshank. Contemp. half calf worn and chipped. Internally a good copy.
¶Not in Wolff; Oxford, Cambridge & BL only on Copac. First published in parts in 1844.
‘La Bertaudière’ is the first part of Chamerovzow’s series of historical novels, ‘Chronicles
of the Bastile’.  pp.607-640 contain ‘The Iron Mask:  an episode.  1697-1703’.

1845

£85

COCKTON, Henry, 1807-1853
Although influenced by, and possibly even influencing, Dickens, Cockton’s novels were published
in cheaper parts for a mass market. His attack in ‘Valentine Vox’ on the abuses of private lunatic
asylums probably influenced a number of bloods, including ‘The String of Pearls’.
46.

The Life and Adventures of Valentine Vox, the Ventriloquist. (With sixty illus. by T. Onwhyn.)
George Routledge. (Printed by R. Willoughby.) Front., additional engr. titlepage, plates sl.
foxed at edges with some offsetting. Early half blue calf; a little rubbed, red label. A good copy.
¶First published in 1840. The publishing history of this popular work is complicated.
Here the engraved title which also carries Routledge’s imprint is dated 1844. The edition
was not published in parts.

1846
47.

£80

The Life and Adventures of Valentine Vox, the Ventriloquist. Willoughby & Co. Engr. front.,
added engr. title & plates by Thomas Onwhyn with only sl. spotting in margins. handsome sl.
later half dark brown morocco by Tout, gilt bands & compartments. t.e.g. v.g. clean copy.
¶This reissue, dated from the engraved titlepage, originally appeared in 80 parts and has 60
illus. by Onwhyn.

1849
48.

£90

The Life and Adventures of Valentine Vox the Ventriloquist. Henry Lea. Engr. title still with
imprint of Willoughby & Co. & plates by T. Onwhyn. Orig. purple cloth; rubbed & marked,
gilt blocked spine faded, e.ps replaced.
¶Lea worked with Willoughby at 22 Warwick Lane, but his address here is 125 Fleet
Street. The edition still has 80 part numbers.

[c.1863]
49.

£35

The Life and Adventures of Valentine Vox, the Ventriloquist.  (“Young Men of Great Britain”
edition.) Published for the Proprietor, at 173 Fleet Street. (E.J. Brett) Col. front given with
No.2; a few spots in text. Orig. dark blue cloth; rubbed and covered in a transparent sticky
wrapper by a previous owner.
¶Published in 45 parts, all but the last with full page illus. part titles. The notes state that
other coloured plates were given away, and each part bears the number of a prize ticket.

1869
50.

£25

The Life and Adventures of Valentine Vox ... John Dicks. Front., engr. title, illus. by T.
Onwhyn. Rebound in blue binder’s cloth, black leather label.
¶Two column text.

[c.1870?]

£25

COCKTON
COCKTON, Henry, continued
51.

The Love Match. 3rd edn. W.M. Clark. Lacking the front. port of the Author and with only 7
of the plates by T. Onwhyn, added engr. title, 2pp ads with minor flaw;  plates foxed, a little sL.
browning. Orig. red cloth; dulled & rubbed with tears at head & tail of spine. A good text.
¶In 24 pts, and scarce.  An account of ‘the various conflicting influences which sprang
from the union of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Todd’.

1849
52.

£40
ILLUSTRATED BY CRUIKSHANK, LEECH & CROWQUILL
Stanley Thorn. Henry Lea. Front. & plates. Orig. purple cloth; faded with some wear at
head & tail of spine, inner hinges cracking.
¶Published in 39 penny pts. The frontispiece is by George Cruikshank (Cohn 147) and
the other plates by John Leech (one sl. shaved in misbinding) & Alfred Crowquill. First
published in 3 vols in 1841.  This copy has a pencil date ‘Oct. 63’ and ownership signature
of ‘Charles Edmd. Newton Oct 1865’;  P.A.H. Brown gives Lea’s dates as 1852-62 in
Warwick Lane.  The titlepage attributes ‘Master Passion’ to Cockton but it is a work,
published in 1845, by Thomas Colley Grattan.

[c.1855?]
53.

£50

The Steward: a romance of real life. [2nd edn?] [W.M. Clark.] Lacking title leaf, front.
by T. Onwhyn foxed. Orig. orange cloth; dulled & rubbed, inner hinge splitting. Label of
Parry’s Public Library, 97, Renshaw St, Liverpool.
¶In 24 pts: as in an earlier Jarndyce copy, parts have printed spine note that an engraving
for each is available separately at one penny, but this cheap cased edition has only one.

[1851]
54.

£35

Sylvester Sound the Somnambulist. 3rd edn. William Mark Clark. Front. port., added engr.
title & plates by T. Onwhyn;  sm. hole in final plate, a few spots.  Contemp. half red calf, gilt
spine; rubbing & sl. splitting to hinges. Armorial bookplate & that of Frank Seton.
¶In 23 pts corresponding with signatures. First published in 1844.

1849
55.

£75

Sylvester Sound; the Somnambulist. A novel. Philadelphia: T.B. Peterson & Bros. Illus.,
text in two columns, 5pp ads. Orig. grey printed wraps; chipped & torn at back.
¶Originally published in 12 parts with crudely engraved illustrations at the
beginning only.  This copy has ‘Comps of ‘ in facsimile ms. above the imprint on
the wrapper.

[c.1880?]

__________

56.

£30

LIFE OF A HIGHWAYMAN
COLONEL JACK. Colonel Jack; or, The Life of a Highwayman. A historical romance of
the time of George the Second. H. Lea. (R. Beard, printer.) Illus.; tears without loss in title
and last leaf. Contemp. maroon cloth; rubbed & chipped at head & tail of spine. Except at
ends a good clean copy.
¶Ono 136. BL, Oxford, NLS only on Copac. In 104 pts, the text in two columns. Pts
from about no. 52 carry a note in the gutter celebrating the abolition of paper duty in
1861. The illustrations are a mixture of 18th and 19th century images. The work was
presumably published to compete with and imitate Rymer’s ‘Edith the Captive’ but it is
not as well written.

[1860-61]
57.

£200
AMERICAN MURDERS
CONFESSIONS. Confessions, Trials, and Biographical Sketches of the Most Cold Blooded
Murderers, who have been executed in this country from its first settlement down to the
present time - compiled entirely from the most authentic sources; ... Hartford: S. Andrus &
Son. Half title/front., illus.; some heavy spotting, sm. tear in pp.209-10 without loss. Orig.
brown cloth, gilt blocked spine; sl. rubbing. A sound copy.
¶The illustrated half title reads: Murders and daring outrages committed in this country,

43

56

57

59

CONFESSIONS
with the frontispiece illus. on the verso. Library of Congress has editions in 1840, 1841
and 1847, but not this one. The only edition in UK is 1840 at NLS.

1854
58.

£150

CAPTAIN COBLER
COOPER, Thomas. Captain Cobler; or, The Lincolnshire rebellion: an historical romance
of the reign of Henry VIII. J. Watson. Final ad leaf; some marks & browning in text.
Contemp. half maroon roan; lacking following f.e.p.
¶In 25? pts.  The final leaf lists a cloth bound edition at 2s. 6d.  A substantial serious novel
in small format on a radical theme by the celebrated Chartist, possibly influenced by the
historical novels of Pierce Egan. The novel is listed among bloods by A.E. Waite, but is on
the borderline of the literature.

1850
59.

£150

LOVE AND RUIN
COPSON, H.J. The Gipsey’s Warning; or, Love and ruin. An entirely original romance of
real life. Printed & published by B.D. Cousins. Illus.; sl. browning caused by e.ps. Sl. later
dark blue cloth. v.g.
¶Ono 139. In 20 pts. This tale of criminals introduces as padding from Chapter 26 the
story of Maria Marten; the date is suggested by Louis James; that given by BL maybe
being too early. It has been suggested that this is a pseudonym, perhaps used by the
same man who is referred to by Edward Lloyd as T.H. or J.H. Fenton, author of the
early ‘The Black Pirate’, 1839 and also a Life of Horatio Nelson.  It is possible that
J.H. Newton, q.v. may be another pseudonym for the same author; see items 166-169.

[1841?]
60.

£180

ADVENTURES OF A MAID SERVANT
(CROWE, Catherine) Susan Hopley; or, The Adventures of a Maid-Servant. Edinburgh:
William Tait, &c. Half title, front. Contemp. half brown calf; hinges sl. splitting. Renier
booklabel. A nice clean copy.
¶This is the first one-volume edition, Sadleir 663a, Wolff 1654a.  In 1-6, IV-XVIII parts
on better quality paper; text in two columns. This popular novel originally published
in 3 vols, 1841, with subtitle ‘Circumstantial evidence’ was immediately plagiarised
by T.P. Prest as Susan Hoply, 1842 (Medcraft No. 28) see item 203. It obviously also
suggested the subject for Reynolds’s ‘Mary Price’. James lists an edition published by
Tait in 1848.

1842
61.

£150

THE HEIRESS OF MONTALVAN
(CUTHBERTSON, Catherine) Santo Sebastiano; or, The Heiress of Montalvan. A
romance of the eighteenth century. W. Caffyn. (Press of W.M. Clark.) Double front. of
2 plates, illus; a few marks, tear in pp.391-92 without loss. Contemp. half maroon calf;
rubbed, paper cover torn from front board, brown label.
¶In 68 pts, suggesting a 3 vol. publication;  the running heads read ‘The Heiress of
Montalvan; or, First and second love’. Despite the titlepage the characters largely wear
contemporary costume.  The work is a reprint of the 5-volume novel first published in
1806 as ‘Santo Sebastiano, or The Young Protector’.  Cuthbertson also wrote a novel
entitled ‘The Forest of Montalbano’.  This story begins in 1800 in Great Russell Street in
the premises of a bookseller, Goodwin.

1847

£60

DUMAS, Alexandre, the Elder, 1803-1870
Dumas’ popular historical novels sometimes achieved several different translations, and some
were published in cheap literature formats. See also items 106, 174 & 303.
62.

The Forty-Five Guardsmen. E. Appleyard. (Roscoe’s Library edn.) Front. port., plates by
W.G. Mason & K. Carter; a few blotted ink marks. Contemp. half maroon roan; sl. rubbing.
¶In 30 pts, the text in two columns;  the first edition of this first English translation of ‘Les
Quarante-Cinq’.

1848

£75

DUMAS
DUMAS, Alexandre, the Elder, continued
63.

The Forty-Five Guardsmen. Henry Lea. (Roscoe’s Library edn.) Front. & two plates. Orig.
red publisher’s cloth, gilt spine; dulled & stained on front board.
¶Text in two columns. This is a remainder of the Appleyard edition.

[c.1860]
64.

£50

Pascal Bruno, the Sicilian bandit. George Peirce. Front., illus. one signed B. Clayton. Older
red cloth, without title. Signature of Joan M. Bennett Deane.
¶In 8 16pp. pts in smaller format. First published in a French periodical with a loose
English translation by Theodore Hook appearing in London in 1837.

1850
65.

£65

The Three Musketeers. (Geo. Vickers.) Titlepage not bound in, text marked & sl. browned,
ink scrawls on last page, tear in pp 111-12 repaired. Contemp. half black calf.
¶In 17 pts, the text in two columns.  ‘Les Trois Mousquetaires’, was first published in
1844-45.  The first complete English edition, 1846, was published by Bruce & Wyld, and
there were several incomplete and unauthorized editions the same year, including this
by a prolific bloods publisher.  In this copy the titlepage is a neat ink production.  A note
records that it was issued in 1853 as ‘Buckingham and Richelieu’.

[1846]

__________

£150

EGAN, Pierce, the Younger, 1814-1880
This rather neglected author trained as an artist and illustrated works by his father, his own
titles and some works by others. He began by writing wild historical blood romances but later
moderated his style to produce more conventional but still dramatic novels.
66.

Adam Bell; or, The Archers of Englewood Forest. G. Purkess, Compton Street, Soho. Added
engr. title bound second, illus.; text spotted. Contemp. half maroon roan; rubbed with splits
at head & tail of spine.
¶Published in 24 pts. The same text as the 1842 Hextall edition, and possibly a piracy.
See also items 6 & 32.

[c.1842?]
67.

£60

Edward the Black Prince; or, A tale of the feudal times. Tall 8vo. W.S. Johnson. Front. &
illus.; sl. browning caused by e.ps. Rebound in two shades of red cloth, black leather label.
¶In 36 pts, all but the last with illus.; text in two columns. First published in 1848-49 as
‘The Black Prince, or Feudal days’.

[1855]
68.

£60

Fair Rosamond, an historical romance. FIRST EDITION. William Barth. Front. & plate by the
Author, illus. Contemp. half calf, black label. Presentation inscription to E. Carpenter [18]80. v.g.
¶In 41 pts, each with an engraving of varying size and quality. A version of the story of
Rosamond Clifford, mistress of Henry II.

1844
69.

£50

Fair Rosamond, .... [H.] Barth. Illus. Contemp. green patterned cloth, black leather label.
Verse bookplate of W. Spurrell and booklabel of Arthur Waite.
¶In 33 pts, with different engravings which are not placed according to the Index.
Cambridge UL dates this as c.1851 because of a gutter advertisement on pt 8 which is
not present in this copy, but it was advertised to begin in 1850 in Reynolds’s Miscellany.
William Barth seems to have worked until 1853 according to P.A.H. Brown. The H.
is from gutter imprints, where pt 2 has an advertisement for a new romance in penny
numbers by Edwin F. Roberts whose fiction is usually of a later date.  Arthur E. Waite was
a student of the occult, and a well informed bibliographer of early penny literature.

[1851?]
70.

£80

Harry Racket Scapegrace, the spoiled child. A tale for the wilful. 4to. William Barth. Illus.
Green binder’s cloth with marbled sides. Booklabel of David Laing Philips. v.g.
¶Probably originally published in 22 pts as ‘The Young Rake’;  Philips suggests that

EGAN
EGAN, Pierce, the Younger, continued
this edition may have had 13 numbers, but there is no trace of part publication. It may
represent an ‘upmarket’ Christmas publication, using the original illustrations with one of
superior quality in addition, or just possibly be a reissue of the first edition.

[c.1850]
71.

£90

The London Apprentice, and the Goldsmith’s Daughter of West Chepe; a tale in the times
of Bluff King Hal. W.S. Johnson. Front. & illus.; a few spots. 3 vols in 1 in contemp. dark
brown half calf; sl. rubbed, scar on leading spine leather, inner hinges cracking.
¶91 parts, issued to form 3 vols, separately paged. The text is in two columns, each part
with a full page engraving, but this copy is as usual without the large coloured plate ‘The
Evil May Day’ presented with No. I. First published in 1850.

[1852]
72.

73.

£90

The London Apprentice, ... W.S. Johnson. Front. & illus.; without engraving, some leaves
torn & repaired with sellotape, hole with sl. loss in pp.vii-viii, sl. staining at end, last illus. to
vol. I misbound facing title to vol. II, vol. II pp.141-42 misbound following p.144. 3 vols in
1 in contemp. half black calf, crimson label; sl. rubbing, child’s scribbling on pastedowns,
lacking following free e.p. Renier booklabel. A complete but poor copy.
£50
[1852]
‘POPULAR NOVELS OF ABSORBING INTEREST’
The Poor Girl.  BOUND WITH:  The Flower of the Flock.  Office of Pierce Egan’s Popular
Novels. Illus. 2 works in 1 vol. in half maroon roan; sl. worn at leading hinge.
¶In 32 & 21 pts respectively, text in two columns. Neither novel has the listed frontispiece
(engraved title?) which may not have been issued with this reprint.

[c.1885?]
74.

£65

Quintin Matsys, the Blacksmith of Antwerp. A historical romance. FIRST EDITION? W.W.
Barth. Front., plate, illus. Contemp. half dark brown morocco. v.g.
¶In 63 pts.  BL dates the first edition (1839), but it was published after ‘Fair Rosamund’,
1844 and part no. 1 was advertised in 1846. This copy has a cropped signature possibly
of E.P. Hingson 184- on p.1. The plate is a portrait of Matsys and the frontispiece a rough
sketch of a painting of merchant bankers of which a published reproduction is inserted.

[1848?]
75.

£85

Quintin Matsys, … William Barth. [1850] BOUND WITH: The Old Oak chest: being a
careful and choice selection of short poems, aphorisms, and opinions ... collected and arranged
... by Pierce Egan the younger. [1850] BOUND WITH: Harry Racket Scapegrace, the spoiled
child. A tale for the wilful. Illus. [1850] BOUND WITH: The last of the Esmonde’s (sic),
or, The Egyptian’s revenge. And other tales. Illus. [1850] 4to. Plates, engr. title leaf tipped
in, illus. 4 works in 1 vol. in contemp. half brown morocco; sl. rubbing. v.g.
¶All the works in larger format, the text in two columns, but not seemingly published in
parts. The dates are from Bodleian copies. ‘Quintin Matsys’ is an early issue with “Qiuntin”
on titlepage, which follows the engraved title and dedication. See also item 70.

[1850]
76.

£150

Quintin Matsys, ... 4to. William Barth. Plates, illus; without the frontispiece. Early rebound
retaining the original free e.ps, suggesting the frontispiece was then absent. Green paper
covered boards, white cloth spine sunned.
¶In larger format, with two column text. The frontispiece in the related copy (see previous
item) is the first plate, which suggests that the frontispiece may have been the engraved
titlepage; the title here is correctly spelt.

[1850]
77.

£70

Quintin Matsys, ... Tall 8vo. W.S. Johnson. Engr.title, illus.; without the frontispiece, a few
marks. Contemp. half calf; rubbed with splits in hinges. Armorial bookplate of John E. Sandbach.
¶In 40 parts, the text in two columns, and seemingly published after Johnson’s edition of
‘The London Apprentice’ 1852, and before Harrison’s reissue in 1860.

[c.1852]

£70

EGAN
EGAN, Pierce, the Younger, continued
78.

ROBIN HOOD WITH BALLADS
Robin Hood and Little John; or, The Merry Men of Sherwood Forest. FIRST EDITION.
Foster & Hextall. Front. & plates by the Author, browned, tear in margin of pp.401406. WITH: Robin Hood Ballads ... Foster & Hextall. Illus. 2 works in 1 vol. in
contemp. half green roan; rubbed, spine chipped at head, lacking leading free e.p. Renier
booklabel.
¶The novel in 41 pts, most with a crude woodcut, and the Ballads in six parts, separately
paginated. Price on title: seven shillings. Summers gives the publishers in 1840 as
Hextall & Wall which may represent a later issue, since Foster & Hextall published 183839 according to James.

1840
79.

£150

Robin Hood and Little John; ... Hextall & Wall. (Printed by G. Peirce.) Front. & browned
plates, illus.; wanting pp.461-64 which are replaced with a typewritten insert. Later boards,
black cloth spine without title.
¶In 41 pts most with a crude woodcut. An owner’s note lists this as the 3rd edition stating
that it lacks one plate of 9.

1843
80.

£65

Robin Hood and Little John; ... George Peirce. Front. & 5 of the 9 plates listed,with one
duplicate; pp.15-16 torn in margins affecting a few letters, a few spots. Contemp. half black
calf. Signature of M.H. Taplin 1862 & Ilford bookseller’s ticket.
¶In 41 pts most with a crude woodcut.

1847
81.

£50

Robin Hood and Little John, ... (The Author’s own edn. - Author’s large edition.) W.S.
Johnson & Co. Front. port., the title is engraved, illus.; a few marks in text. Later dark green
cloth; sl. rubbed & marked. v.g.
¶In 36 pts; the text in two columns within borders, the date is on the title verso. The list
of illustrations reveals that they are by W.H. Thwaites, engraved by John Wall. This copy
contains an uncoloured plate presented with pt 1.

1850
82.

£65

Robin Hood and Little John; ... George Peirce. Front., illus.; pp.467-68 torn without loss,
text damp marked at end. At some time rebound in paper covered boards, black calf spine
unevenly lettered.
¶In 41 pts, most with a crude woodcut. Tipped in at the front is the large free plate
presented with no.1, seriously torn and in need of repair. Its image is an enlargement of
the penultimate plate in the earlier editions:  ‘Robin Hood’s last moments’.  There are no
single page plates.

[c.1850]
83.

£70

WAT TYLER
Wat Tyler. FIRST EDITION. Published for the Proprietors, by F. Hextall. Front., plates
& illus. by the Author; rather browned. Contemp. half black calf, gilt spine. Presentation
inscription to Harry Powell.
¶In 55 pts. each with a crude woodcut. In his preface Egan refers to Southey’s play for
sale from J. Cleave for 2d. This novel embodies the radical elements in cheap literature of
the period.

1841
84.

£85

Wat Tyler. FIRST EDITION. Published for the Proprietors, by F. Hextall. Front., plates &
illus. by the Author; rather browned; wanting pp.215-18 which are supplied in photocopy.
Contemp. half dark green morocco, gilt spine.
¶This copy has two small coloured plates issued with a later edition folded and tipped in.

1841

£40

EGAN
EGAN, Pierce, the Younger, continued
85.

Wat Tyler; or, The rebellion of 1381. Printed & published by Geo. Pierce. Front. & illus. by
the Author; but without the other plates, some browning. Contemp. half red calf; sl. rubbing,
dark green label.
¶The BL copy is also without the plates which were probably not issued with this reprint.

1850
86.

£50

Wat Tyler. Large edn. (The Author’s own edition - Illus. drawn expressly... by W.H.
Thwaites.) W.S. Johnson; Simpkin, Marshall & Co., &c. Author’s port, engr. front.; sl.
browning. Contemp. half black roan; chipped & worn at head of spine, inner hinges
cracking, green label.
¶In 64 pts, each with large engraving and text in two columns; the frontispiece is bound
facing the portrait.

1851

__________

87.

£65

ELIZA GRIMWOOD
ELIZA GRIMWOOD. Eliza Grimwood, a domestic legend of the Waterloo Road, with
biographical notices of her fair companions; also, Sketches of dukes, lords, Hon. M.P.s,
magistrates, and her murderer. FIRST EDITION. B.D. Cousins. Front., illus. two signed
W.M. or N. Contemp. half brown calf, gilt spine, red label; rubbed & sl. chipped at tail.
¶Scarce: BL & Oxford only on Copac. In 40 pts, the last two without illus. The frontispiece
is ‘Catastrophe at Whorlton Bridge ... 14th October, 1829’.  The plot is based on the actual
murder of a prostitute on 6th May 1838.  ‘Lloyd’s Weekly London Newspaper’ reports in
August 1845 that the man named Hubbard, charged with the murder and exculpated, had died
in about 1842, but that a soldier named George Hill supposedly confessed in Dublin in 1844.
On September 14, 1845 the newspaper reports that a suspect who has signed a confession has
appeared in Court, but there is no further information. This revival of interest in the case was
perhaps prompted by the publication of this satirical novel, vividly exposing London low life,
which however names a different murderer.  It was first advertised in 1841 with Pt. 1 to be given
away with no. 235 of The Penny Satirist, the wrapper and frontispiece to be in pt. 2, (October
17, 1841).  The Author is described as ‘of great eminence’ but has not yet been identified.  One
of the interesting episodes in the novel features a poor penny-a-liner Gabriel Augustus Gregory
Crowe of Scottish origin, who has been identified (by Louis James) as a portrait of George
Augustus Sala, but who may equally in part represent another ‘blood’ author Gabriel Alexander.  
Crowe is ‘one of the most respectable Dreadful Accident-makers in London’, what we would
now call an ‘ambulance chaser’.  This copy has a pencil note that it belonged to the celebrated
collector Ronald Rouse of Norwich, and also states that in 1828, ironically, Eliza Grimwood was
one of the first people to see the mutilated remains of Maria Marten.

[1841]
88.

£480

FAMILY. Family Herald: a domestic magazine of useful information and amusement. 3 vols.
Vols. VIII, X, XVI. 4to. George Biggs. Vol. VIII. no. 365-416. May 4, 1850 - April 26, 1851.
Without titlepage.  The main serial is ‘Rachel and Aixa;  or The Hebrew and the Moorish maidens.  
Contemp. purple binder’s cloth; faded & marked, maroon label. Vol. X. no. 469-520. May 1,
1852 - April 23, 1853. Contemp. half calf; rubbed with splits in leading hinge, inner hinges
cracking. Vol. XVI. no. 783-835. May 1, 1858 - April 30, 1859. Now published by Benjamin
Blake. Contemp. green patterned binder’s cloth; worn at head & tail of spine & corners.
¶A mixture of fiction, poetry, social comment, factual articles, puzzles and advertisements.  
This periodical, started by George Biggs in 1842, found a “self-respecting family” readership
which remained constant despite its absence of illustration and a more moral tone, whilst the
readership of Lloyd’s more sensational titles declined and most were discontinued.

1850-59
89.

£70
ONE YEAR’S ISSUES
FAMILY. Family Herald: a domestic magazine of useful information and amusement. Vols
XVI, no. 818 - XVII, no. 870. 1 Jan. - 31 Dec., 1859. 4to. Benjamin Blake. Half maroon
roan; sl. rubbed with the remains of old lot label? on spine.
¶With the contents pages of Vol. XVI and ‘The Girl’s Number of The Family Herald’
[Christmas 1859] devoted to games and pastimes.

1859

£50

87

FARTHING

90.

THE PEARL OF SMALL PRICE
FARTHING. The Farthing Journal, a pearl of small price, but a great literary curiosity. By
Jeremy Queen, of Lincoln’s-Inn. Vol. I. no. 1-65/66. Printed & published by B.D. Cousins.
Illus., two column text; large repair to pp.29-30, large clean tear to pp 97-98 repaired with
archival tape, sm tear in title margin, and piece torn from Contents’ margin shaving one letter,
some internal marks. Contemp. half black calf; sl. rubbing.
¶The closing note on p.260 states that the periodical has ‘paid its expenses’ but it is
noticeable that the parts are doubled from 39/40 onwards. Price to the trade was 4d for 13
copies and it was advertised complete in cloth for 2/-. The continuation in penny parts was
to be ‘The Cross Roads’.  Two of the illustrations purport to depict the editor ‘Old Jerry’
who describes himself as a former toy-maker who has worked for 60 years and has sufficient
income to be able to aim this periodical to amuse and instruct the young with some items for
their elders.  There is a long serial ‘The Fortunes of Anna Temple and her little Ned.  A story
of Whetstone Park’ which later carried only the subtitle. The tone is mildly radical and a
few notes to correspondents &c. provide information about the circumstances of publication.
The editor states that he has seen ‘Paul Swanston’ at Cousins’ Office, and No. 27 carries a
note that nothing has been heard from Old Jerry that week so that a story of Lady Godiva
by Leman Rede is interpolated.  From no. 40 ‘a narrative of the most thrilling lively interest,
by a popular writer’ is serialised:  ‘Brulart, the black pirate;  or Attar Gull’, which may be a
translation from the French. Altogether an interesting publication.

1841

£150

FATHERLESS FANNY

91.

SHEFFIELD
Fatherless Fanny;  or, A young lady’s first entrance into life:  being the memoirs of a little
mendicant and her benefactors. By the Author of the Old English Baron, &c., &c. 2nd
edn.  Sheffield:  printed and sold by C. & W. Thompson.  Engr. front.;  some light foxing.  
Contemp. full tree roan, spine ruled in gilt and with maron leather label; sl. rubbing. Several
owners’ inscriptions, the earliest dated 1819. A good-plus copy.
¶An interesting early edition of the popular work first published anonymously in 1811
and subsequently plagiarised by T.P. Prest. (BL confuses the two works.) The work is
here incorrectly attributed to Clara Reeve who died in 1807, but in some early editions is
attributed to ‘the late Miss Taylor.  Edited and enlarged by Sarah Green’. Miss Taylor does
not seem to have been investigated. She is not Jane or Ann Taylor who were both still
alive, but there is an Eliza Taylor who published one novel. Sarah Green wrote a number
of novels and satires and in her preface implies that she may have interpolated material not
already added by the previous reviser ‘an author of celebrity’.

[c.1819]
92.

£150
LIVERPOOL
Fatherless Fanny;  or A Young Lady’s first entrance into life.  By the late Miss Taylor.  Edited
and enlarged by Sarah Green. Liverpool: Henry Fisher. Front., engr. title only, damp stained
in one corner. Uncut in contemp. half roan; rubbed & chipped, but sound.
¶The text is printed in larger than usual type. This copy has the early booklabel and
signatures of members of the Woolf family (Camborne & Clifton Hotwells) and the de
Sausmarez family.

1821
93.

£150
MANCHESTER
Fatherless Fanny;  or A young lady’s first entrance into life:  being the memoirs of a little
mendicant and her benefactors. By the Author of the Old English Baron. Manchester:
printed and published by J. Gleave. Front., engr. title only, damp stained in one corner.
Contemp. half green calf. v.g.
¶The text is printed in larger than usual type.

1822
94.

£125
PLYMOUTH & BRISTOL
(Fatherless Fanny.) The Orphan Girl, or Fatherless Fanny; being the history of a little
mendicant, and her bountiful benefactors. To which is added, The authentic history of Miss
Moreton, and the Faithful Cottager; also is subjoined, Elizabeth; or The Exiles of Siberia.

FATHERLESS FANNY
FATHERLESS FANNY, continued

(Comprising four volumes in one.) Plymouth & Bristol: printed & published by J. Bennett.
Front., added engr. title & plates, final ad. leaf;  some gatherings sl. browned, some edges &
inner hinges strengthened with archival tape, a few marginal tears. Full contemp. calf, gilt
borders; spine rubbed with repair to leading hinge.
¶No copies of this edition recorded on Copac. It is a bibliographically confusing
remainder edition in 26 pts with some reprinting. The volume has one pagination sequence
pp.1-618, but after p.452 is a sequence numbered 73-118(2) and another numbered 1-48
before the main sequence resumes at 549.  The anonymous ‘Miss Moreton, and the faithful
cottager’ has only a half title, but ‘Elizabeth’ by Sophie Cottin has a titlepage as New and
correct edn, published by J. Bennett in Plymouth in 1822. Its recto running head changes
from ‘Exiles of Siberia’ to ‘Surprising Adventurer’ after p.48 (i.e. 548), and it lacks the
portrait indicated for p.501 in the directions for the binder. The engraved titlepage and last
page of text have the imprint of J. Saunders in Exeter. The plate facing p.1 has Saunder’s
imprint dated 1820, another has the London imprint of Thos. Kelly June 23, 1821, and one
has Bennett’s undated imprint.

1826

__________

95.

£120

FEVAL, Paul. The Loves of Paris. A romance. Translated from the French. By John
Wilson Ross. With numerous engravings on wood. G. Vickers. Two-column text. Sl. later
half green calf, lettered in gilt, brown leather label; boards sl. bowed. A good-plus copy.
¶‘Les Amours de Paris’.  First English edition.  In 21 pts, each with a woodcut.  James p.191.

1846
96.

£45

FLOWERS. Flowers of Fiction, a garland of poetry, romance, and general literature. Vol. I,
no.1-5. (G. Berger.) Illus.; sl. damp marked, tear in last page repaired. Rebound in full light
brown calf. v.g.
¶Parts 1-5, pp.1-80 only, with 5 better quality engravings. Bodleian & BL (imperfect) the only
locations on Copac.  The title is from the drophead title as in all copies.  The opening ‘Address’
offers cheap tales of all kinds both English and in translation.  The first is ‘The Iron Shroud’.

[1837]
97.

£45
EAST END CIRCULATING LIBRARY
FLYING DUTCHMAN. The Flying Dutchman: or, The demon ship. A romance. Printed
by John Day, bookseller, 4, Needsby Court, Fashion St, Spitalfields.  Illus.;  a few marks.  
Early half maroon roan; rubbed, hinges splitting. With label on leading pastedown from John
Glover’s Circulating Library, No. 2, Hart’s Lane, Bethnal Green Road.
¶In 12 pts, nos 2-12 with an illustration. A remainder issue as the gutters carry the original
imprint of Foster and Hextall, 11 Catharine Street, Strand.  The first part has been reprinted
with text beginning on title verso, omitting the illustration which is in the BL copy, Ono
218. The story of Vanderdecken with a conversational style which could well suggest an
early work by Thomas Prest.

[c.1840]

£350

FREE GIFTS
The penny periodicals fostered the practice of issuing free and cheap plates to encourage
continuing readership, and also later issued prize coupons and promises of gifts. For
convenience we list separate items from all periods here.
98.

Arms of Nations.  (Given away with no. 31 of “The Young Men of Great Britain”.)  n.p.  
Chromolithographed coats of arms, &c. c.28 x 20cm.
£10
[1868?]

99.

Baby. Presented gratis with the London Miscellany. Chromolithograph plate. Image 35 x
27cm; sl. stain in margin.
¶A very high quality plate, twice folded with tiny split, depicting a poor working couple
with baby and dog, the man reading the London Miscellany. James Malcolm Rymer is
thought to have edited the Miscellany, but it is not clear whether this was during its 185758 or 1866-67 series.  ‘Baby’ was presented in 1866.

[1866]

£25

FREE GIFTS
FREE GIFTS continued
100.

The Battle of Chevy Chase. The encounter between Earl Percy of Northumberland and the
Douglas. Given away with no. 1 of the “Boys of England”.  Uncoloured plate;  sl. spotted in
border. Image approx. 30 x 45cm. v.g.
¶A scene full of action, thrice folded, but otherwise in excellent condition.

[1866]
101.

£35

WATERLOO
The Battle of Waterloo. Price One Penny. 313 Strand (John Dicks). Uncol. engraving, rounded
at top corners. Image approx. 37.5 x 66cm; sl. split at edges of border, & sl. spotted. v.g.
¶Advertised for sale with Reynold’s Miscellany several times, but as reissued in no. 918
(January 1866). With artist’s name J. Gilbert: Sir John Gilbert illustrated a number of
cheap periodicals and some of the works of G.W.M. Reynolds.

[1866?]
102.

£35 †

Bolton Abbey in the Olden Time. From the celebrated painting by Sir Edwin Landseer.
Presented with no. 264 “London Herald”.  R. Moore, del.  John Swain, Sc.    Uncol. plate.  
Image approx. 34 x 42cm.
¶A quite good quality engraved plate depicting presentation of dead game and produce to
the Abbot, twice folded with sl. splitting, borders sl. torn & spotted. The London Herald,
1861-66, was edited by Percy B. St John.

[1866]
103.

£30

Flags & Signals of All Nations and Rigging & Sails of a Ship. (Boys’ Sunday Reader.) n.p.
Chromolithographed. Twice folded with old folds; some splitting. c.29 x 47cm.
¶In style like earlier plates and possibly a reissue.

[1879?]
104.

£15 †

Highwayman’s Attack on Hounslow Heath - Captn Macheath to the Rescue. Presented Gratis
with Nos. 1 & 2 of “Tales of Highwaymen.” - One penny weekly.  Uncol. engraving;  sl. spotted.  
Name William Shallard written in upper margin. Image approx. 29.5 x 43.5cm; spotted.
¶A splendidly confused scene of action; twice folded with pin holes in each corner. This
highly desirable & rare penny dreadful contains three episodes, ‘Captain Macheath’, ‘The
Shadowless Ride’r and ‘Black Hugh’, and ran from Jan. 1865 - March 1866.

[1865]

__________

£40 †

FROST, Thomas, 1821-1908
Frost’s Reminiscences contain an account of his dealings with Edward Lloyd and other
publishers of cheap fiction. Unlike Rymer, he refused the offer of an exclusive contract from
Lloyd and published at least ten bloods by 1852. A former Chartist, he turned to journalism
and edited a newspaper in the North of England, writing histories of popular entertainment,
and educational works for the poor.
105.

THREE WORKS
Complete Narrative of the Mutiny in India, from its commencement to the present time,
compiled from the most authentic sources; including many very interesting letters from
officers on the spot. Edited by Thomas Frost.  2nd edn.  Read & Co.  [1857]  Front & 7
lithographed plates. 76 pp. BOUND WITH: (BURR, Charles Chauncey) Autobiography
and Lectures of Lola Montez; (Countess of Landsfeld). (Bateman & [1858?] Diprose,
printers.) [1858?] Drophead title. 48pp. BOUND WITH: (BOYD, Archibald) The
Cardinal.  By the Author of “The Duchess”, etc., etc.  Richard Bentley, 1858.  3 works in
1 vol. in half dark brown calf, by H. Gale, Barnsbury; damp marking on following e.ps.
Booklabel of G.R. Kemp.
¶Frost’s journalistic compilation, including a supplement, relates events from 16th May
to 14th August 1857 and announces a second part, not present, to appear on the official
announcement of the Fall of Delhi. The Lola Montez autobiography seems to be an
unrecorded cheap abridgement of the 202 pp James Blackwood edition. The printers are
unrecorded by P.A.H. Brown or on BBTI; their address is 16 & 17 Portugal Street,

FROST
FROST, Thomas, continued
London and this item seems to be contemporary with the others in the volume. Boyd’s
novel ‘The Duchess’ was published in 3 vols in 1850 and possibly suggested the plot
of J.M. Rymer’s serial in that year, separately published in 1852; this 1858 edition not
recorded on Copac.

[1857]/[1858?]/1858
106.

£200

BASED ON DUMAS
The Corsican Brothers; or, The Fatal Duel. Purkess. Illus.; a few marginal tears & some
browning. Contemp. brown cloth; spine worn, tear repaired on front board. Signature of
Charles Alfred Walter. Labels and stamps of Fulham Public Libraries Joint Fiction reserve.
¶In 39 pts, all but the last illus. Frost’s preface is dated from Croydon, December 3rd 1852
and states that this is based on the stage version of Dumas’ novel, of which the translation
was appearing simultaneously. George Purkess had given him the play as a subject, and he
also announces the forthcoming Purkess’s Library of Romance including foreign stories.
Dion Boucicault’s ‘The Corsican Brothers’ was first performed successfully at the Princess’s
Theatre in February 1852 starring Charles Kean, and was later taken over by Henry Irving.

[1852]
107.

£120

Emma Mayfield:  or, The rector’s daughter.  By an Author of celebrity.  W. Caffyn.  Illus.;  sl.
browned with a few heavy marks, tears in pp.69-70 & 177-78 without loss. Rebound in half
black morocco.
¶Not in Ono; Bodleian only on Copac. In 52 parts, each with an illus.

1848
108.

£120

GEORGE BARRINGTON
George Barrington, the gentleman pickpocket. G. Purkess. Title torn & laid down, illus.;
some margins strengthened, tears with loss pp.103-04, without loss pp.173-74, marking &
browning. Rebound in half black morocco; some fading. With a 1976 cutting inserted. A
poor copy of a scarce work.
¶Oxford & Guildhall only on Copac. In 29 pts, each with a woodcut. The illustrations
largely depict contemporary dress although Barrington, 1755-1804, was a real criminal,
transported to Australia, where he attained a certain respectability. Ono has Rymer’s
version of this tale.

[1852]

__________

109.

£150

NOVEL NEWSPAPER
(GASPEY, Thomas) The Lollards:  a tale of the fifteenth century ...  New edn.  Bruce &
Wyld. (Novel Newspaper, vol. 15-16, &c.) 1843. BOUND WITH: FAY, Theodore S.
The Brothers: or, The double duel. (The Fire-ship; or, The Forrest-Race romance.) 1844.
BOUND WITH: GODWIN, William. Caleb Williams. To which is added, The Bivouac.
1845. BOUND WITH: SIMMS, W. Gilmore. Count Julian; or, The last days of the Goth.
(The four Greys.) 1846. BOUND WITH: BIRD, Robert M. Abdalla the Moor and the
Spanish Knight. 1844. BOUND WITH: SPINDLER, C. The Invalide; or, Pictures of the
French Revolution. 1845. Some internal marking. 6 pts in 1 vol. in contemp. half black calf,
gilt bands, red label.
¶Two column text. The Bivouac is a short story by J. Malcolm. The Novel Newspaper,
1839-46? was a collection of cheaper reprints of standard novels, many by American authors.

1843-46
110.

£45

GENTLEMAN. The Gentleman’s Journal: an illustrated magazine of literature, information,
and amusement.  (Companion to “The Ladies’ Journal”.)  Vol. I - II. Jan. 1 - Dec. 1, 1870.  
Folio.  E. Harrison.  Illus.;  piece torn from tail of title vol. I, first two leaves creased, a few
minor, mainly marginal, tears. Contemp. half sheep; rubbed, wear to corners.
¶See Ono 226.  This volume includes ‘Townshend the Runner, or, The King’s favourite’
which is almost certainly by J.M. Rymer. The separate plates and recreation supplements
are not bound in.

1870-71

£150

GIOVANNI
111.

GIOVANNI. Giovanni in London: a journal of literature, anecdotes, wit and satire, poetry,
fine arts, and theatricals.  Vol. I, no.1.  4to.  B.Steill;  G.Berger;  & G.Purkiss (sic).  Illus
headpiece. Folded as issued; sl. dusted & creased at corners.
¶Not recorded on Copac.  Reviews of a gallery and theatres, beginning a serial fiction
‘Emily Aubrey’.  Hardly a blood, but a penny periodical suggested by W.T. Moncrieff’s
popular play from 1817. Printed by J. Mallett, 59, Wardour Street.

1832
112.

£45

ESCAPE FROM NEWGATE
GRACE MANNING. Grace Mannin (sic) or The vengeance of Claude Duval: detailing
his remarkable escape from Newgate, assisted by Dick Turpin and Sixteen-String Jack. New
York: Robert M. De Witt. Illus.; some marking in text. Contemp. half maroon polished calf,
surface severely rubbed but sound, without following free ep.
¶Not recorded on Copac; one copy on World Cat. In 6 parts with illustrations reminiscent
of similar English works. The text title correctly has the name Manning. Part of DeWitt’s
Claude Duval series.

[c.1860?]
113.

£125

(HALL, Thomas) Rowland Bradshaw, his struggles and adventures on the way to fame. By
the Author of “Raby Rattler”.  With 28 illus. on steel by S.P. Fletcher.  2nd edn.  Sherwood
& Co. Front., engr. title & plates; sl. spotted & damp marked, sm. tears in margins, pp.42930 in facsimile, extra copy of plate opposite p.244. Contemp. half calf for Military Library;
rubbed, inner hinges splitting. Renier booklabel, & signature of F.G. Renier, 1933.
¶In 27 pts.

1848
114.

£25
THE PENGE MYSTERY
HARRIET STANTON. Harriet Stanton: or, Married and starved for money. (A sensational
romance by a popular author.) 4to. G. Purkess. Fold. col. front. sl. torn with reinforced fold,
illus.; a few marks in text. Contemp. purple cloth; spine faded & sl. rubbed, but a v.g. copy
of a scarce item.
¶Not recorded on Copac; one copy only, at Yale, on World Cat. In 21 pts; text in two
columns.  This is a fictionalised account of the Case of Louis A.E., F.L., & A.E. Staunton
who with Alice Rhodes were charged in 1877 with the murder of Harriet Staunton. The
frontispiece is a large coloured plate presented with Nos 1 & 2, depicting the cruelty
inflicted on Harriet and her child by her husband.  Purkess published a 16pp. account of
the trial in 1877 and there are several later accounts.

[1877?]
115.

£500

HILLYARD, William. Catalina; or, The Spaniard’s Revenge. A romance. With beautiful
wood engravings, drawn by F. Skill, jun. FIRST EDITION. Published, for the Proprietor, by
John Dicks. Some spotting. Rebound in green binder’s cloth, preserving orig. black leather
label within. Booklabel of David Laing Philips.
¶Ono 287; in 11 pts, not all numbered; woodcuts in early parts; the text in two columns.

1848
116.

£150
SCARCE ‘COMIC STRIP’
HINE, Henry George. The Surprising Adventures and Rapid Career upon Town of Mr.
Crindle. Drawn by H.G. Hine, from the original designs by Albert Smith. Folio. William
Mark Clark. Illus. Old folds with sl. creasing, one worm hole and minor splits at edges. 4pp.
¶Chetham’s Library only on Copac. A tale in lively caricature in newspaper format,
of a young man’s misadventures in London and abroad, according to David Kunzle an
improving development of the comic strip. which ran to nine instalments. Clark was a
prolific blood publisher.

[1847]
117.

£350

HUISH, Robert. Fatherless Rosa; or, The dangers of the female life. Expressly written as a
companion to Fatherless Fanny. Printed for T. Kelly, by W. Clowes. Front. port, added engr.
title dated 1820, plates; a few ink marks & torn corners, not affecting text. Rebound in full
red morocco; spine sl. faded. v.g.

116

114

HUISH
¶This edition Oxford only on Copac. The engraved title might suggest that Huish wrote
‘Fatherless Fanny’ which was first published in 1819 and is incorrectly attributed to Clara
Reeve (see items 91 - 94). The blood version by Thomas Prest was published in 1840.
Huish, 1777-1850, was an unfrocked clergyman and miscellaneous writer, later writing
two bloods and employed as an editor by Edward Lloyd. This copy has 5 plates in the
text, sl. browned with three torn in the margins; two are dated 1821.  The first edition of
this work was published in 1820 by Thomas Kaygill & William Emans.

1822
118.

£125

ILLUSTRATED. The Illustrated Story Teller. (The Story Teller.) Tall 8vo. Hextall & Wall.
Engr. title only, sl. damp marked, illus. Orig. green cloth; sl. marked, spine worn. Booklabel
of R.D. Sharp & initials of Anne Renier.
¶Not recorded on Copac.  In 21 pts, most with illus.  The ‘Address’, from 113, Strand
describes the publication as superior to other cheap periodicals, and designed to form
‘an elegant Volume when bound’.  However, publication is ceasing as the short quantity
of letter-press in each number ‘breaks the thread of continuous tales’.  The printer is G.
Peirce, 310 Strand.  Stories include ‘The Salamande’r by Eugène Sue, ‘The Enchanted
Castle’, ‘The Orphan’, ‘The Skull House’, ‘Love and Stratagem’, &c.  ‘The Salamander’ is
the only fiction continuing through the volume.

[c.1843]
119.

£220

JERROLD, Douglas William. Douglas Jerrold’s Shilling Magazine. 7 vols. Published at
the Punch Office.  Plates by John Leech.  Contemp. half calf;  rubbed, splits in hinges vol. III,
holes in leading hinge vol. II & following hinge vol.V but sound.
¶All published.  An attempt to provide cheap high quality literature ‘with a purpose’ to
‘appeal to the hearts of the masses of the people’.  With the serialised novel by Jerrold,  
‘The History of St. Giles and St. James’ in vols I-V, short tales, miscellaneous articles,
poems and book reviews. Jerrold successfully edited Lloyd’s Weekly Newspaper.

1845-48

£180

JONES, Hannah Maria, 1796-1854
H.M. Jones published many novels in the early cheap part fiction format before turning to
bloods. Little is known of her life, but she is said to have lived in a constant state of penury,
applying to the Royal Literary Fund. In later life she lived with the bookseller John Lowndes.
120.

CHILD OF MYSTERY
The Child of Mystery; or, The cottager’s daughter: a tale of fashionable life. London & New
York: J. Tallis & Co. Front., added engr. title & plates; some foxing & internal marks. Bound
in 2 vols in half black calf; vol. I rebacked retaining spine strip with new e.ps, new labels.
¶First published in 1837. This edition is in 120 pts illustrated with a mixed collection
of plates.

[c.1850]
121.

£50

MAID OF THE VALLEY
Emily Moreland; or, The Maid of the Valley. George Virtue. Front., engr. title dated 1839,
plates sl. spotted. Sl. later full calf, spine decorated in blind; sl. rubbing. A good clean copy.
¶In 32 pts; a reissue of the 1836 edition with some plates still bearing that date.

[1839]
122.

£60

Emily Moreland; ... Henry Lea. (Illustrated Standard edition.) Front. bound following title
& 4 other plates as listed, with later unlisted plates; occasional sl. browning. Contemp. dark
green binder’s cloth. Renier booklabel.
¶In 48 pts.

[c.1855]
123.

£45
GIPSEY GIRL
The Gipsey Girl, or The Heir of Hazel Dell, a romantic tale. Printed for W. Emans. Front.,
added engr. title dated 1836; lacking one plate, internal marking, tear without loss in pp.60102, tears & staining to top outer corner margin in prelims. & first gatherings caused by an oily
substance. Contemp. half black calf, elaborately gilt spine, maroon label. A poor copy.

JONES
JONES, Hannah Maria, continued
¶Block & Oxford give 1836 for the first edition published by J. & F. Tallis but this may
be an error;  BL suggests ‘c.1845’.  Although not numbered in parts this copy has visible
marginal stab holes.

1837
124.

£50

The Gipsey Girl; ... London Printing & Publishing Co. Front., 2 engr. titlepages & plates,
including 10 additional plates at end. Contemp. half green calf, gilt & blind spine, red label.
A v.g. clean copy.
¶Bound from parts, possibly indicated by signatures. The publishers took over from
Tallis & Co.

[c.1855]
125.

£75

ENFORCED MARRIAGE
The Gipsey Mother; or, The miseries of enforced marriage. A tale of mystery. Tall 8vo.
John Lofts.  Plates, illus.;  first part browned.  Orig. blue cloth;  sm. split at head of spine.  A
good-plus copy.
¶In 58 pts, and possibly a remainder issue, with unusual plates. The title headed:
Illustrated standard edition; Leeds the only copy on Copac.

[1854]
126.

£110

Gretna Green; or, The elopement of Miss D - with a gallant son of Mars. Founded on recent
facts. Thomas Kelly. Front., added engr. title & plates; without one plate on list with no
indication of removal. Later black half calf with name of owner Julia A.C. Bowring on spine,
1860.
¶A reissue of the novel first published in 1821.  Kelly’s edition in BL is dated 1823.
Susanna Reynolds published a later blood with this title.

[c.1825?]
127.

£50

The Pride of the Village; or, The farmer’s daughters. A domestic story. (Illustrated standard
edn.) John Lofts. Half title; paper sl. browned, some leaves damp marked. Early green
binder’s cloth, black leather label sl. chipped.
¶First published in 1837. 51 in 50 pts.

[c.1860?]

£50

__________

128.

KENILWORTH CASTLE. Kenilworth Castle; or, The Days of Queen Elizabeth. An
historical romance. W. Strange. (Meggs & Co., Nassau Press, Commercial Road.) Paper
flaws in pp.13-14 affecting a few words.  Disbound.
¶In 13 pts, all but the last with a crude woodcut. Not in Summers, Block or James, or
recorded on Copac.  In a brief preface the male author states that ‘to the best of his belief,
he has kept clear of all plagiarism’ of Walter Scott. See also item 11.

1841
129.

£120

KENTISH, Mrs. The Maid of the Village; or, The Farmer’s Daughter of the Woodlands.
FIRST EDITION. William Emans. Front., engr. title & plates sl. marked, that opposite p.135
torn and repaired affecting one corner of illustration, pp.89-90 torn & repaired. Full contemp.
calf, gilt spine & borders; sl. rubbing.
¶BL only on Copac. Bound in parts indicated by signatures, in 580pp. In 1838 the work
was extended to 747pp. Ono 328 is the Lloyd 1847 edition.

1835
130.

£85

KER, Anne. Edric, the Forester; or, The mysteries of the haunted chamber. An historical
romance. Published by J. Clements for the proprietors. (Romancist and novelist’s library,
vol.3.) Fairly recent orange roan; sl. faded & rubbed, boards, paper label on front board. 64pp.
¶Originally a three volume gothic novel published in 1817, Leeds the only location for the
first edition.  See also item 254.

1841

£65

141

KÖCK
131.

KÖCK, Charles Paul de. André, the Savoyard. A new translation. With numerous
illustrations. John Dicks. (Dicks’ English novels. no. 241.) Front., illus. Orig. green printed
wraps; sl. sunned & splitting at spine. A good sound copy.
¶Sadleir (no. 3755a).  Front wrap states ‘Complete, from the Original Edition’.

[c.1885]
132.

£25
NELSON’S LEGACY
LADY HAMILTON. Lady Hamilton; or, Nelson’s legacy. A romance of real life. Printed
& published by E. Lloyd. Illus.; some browning & marks, tears in margin of pp.53-54
without loss, & pp.87-88 without loss of text. Neatly rebound in green cloth.
¶Ono 331. In 12 parts; text in two columns.

[1849]

133.

£110

LEWIS, Matthew Gregory “Monk”, 1775-1818
Lewis took his nickname from his first novel, The Monk, which was several times reprinted in
penny numbers.
VARIANT
The Monk. G. Purkess. Illus.; some leaves sl. browned. Neatly rebound in in black cloth. v.g.
¶In 36 pts, each with a crude woodcut which belie the claim ‘beautifully illustrated’.  Copac
lists two Purkess editions [c.1848] & [1851?], neither of which corresponds exactly with this.
George Purkess’s address on the unillustrated titlepage is Compton Street, but the second
illustrated title ‘The Monk a tale of the Inquisition’ has the imprint of his successors J. & H.
Purkess at 60, Dean Street (1863-75?). The illustration on p.233 is not signed March.

[c.1865?]
134.

£125

THE MONK:  “UNABRIDGED REPRINT”
The Monk.  A romance.  Unabridged reprint of the first edition.  2 vols.  London:  n.p.  Uncut
in half dark blue morocco; spines sl. rubbed. Armorial bookplate of T.B. Johnston.
¶Dated from the remains of an offset inscription in another copy and probably related to
the 1890? privately printed edition of 300 copies. Two copies only on Copac, not in BL.

[c.1898]
135.

£125

ROSARIO, OR THE FEMALE MONK
The Monk. Camden Publishing Co. Illus, without titlepage. Fairly recent green paper wraps
as ‘Rosario, or The female monk’;  sl. chipping, spine faded, some rusting to staples.
¶In 24 pts, each with a crude woodcut, the text in two columns. This is an extremely late printing on thick paper of the supposed Edward Lloyd edition of c.1840. The Camden Publishing
Co. is recorded from c.1908 and the wrapper is vaguely suggestive of art nouveau design.

[c.1900?]

£60

__________

136.

EARLY PIRACY OF DICKENS
LIBRARY. The Library of Romance, a collection of traditions, poetical legends, and short
standard tales and romances, of all nations. Orlando Hodgson. Front. plate; pencil note in
margin of p.45, 1860. Rebound in crimson morocco; sl. wear to corner of front board, black
label. Bookplate of Peter Haining.
¶Includes Boz’s ‘An Actor’s death’ pirated from The Pickwick Papers.  A superior collection
in gift book style. Other contributors include Robert Southey, Leigh Hunt, Mary Shelley,
L.E.L., Wordsworth, &c.  The first edition is probably that of Robert Carlile in 1836.

1837
137.

£180

DICK WHITTINGTON
LIFE. The Life and Times of Dick Whittington: an historical romance. FIRST EDITION.
Hugh Cunningham; Simpkin Marshall. Front. & 22 plates by William Read or T.H. Jones; sl.
browning & foxing. Rebound in brown cloth. t.e.g. v.g.
¶Imitating the style and format of an Ainsworth novel. The preface, dated December
1840, refers to the monthly ‘periodical progress’ of the work which may be the 9 part work
in the Bodleian, attributed to Cit, 1840. Several of T.H. Jones’ plates bear his address 2
Newington Terrace, Horsemonger Lane, Boro’, and another has 15 Queen St., Cheapside.

1841

£250

LIFE
138.

LIFE. The Life and Times of Dick Whittington: an historical romance. FIRST EDITION.
Hugh Cunningham; Simpkin Marshall. Front. & plates by William Read or T.H. Jones,
lacking 3 of the 22 plates, some browned at edges, 8pp. William Tegg cata. 1850. Orig. dark
green cloth remainder cloth in v.g. condition.
¶Imitating the style and format of an Ainsworth novel. The preface, dated December
1840, refers to the monthly ‘periodical progress’ of the work which may be the 9 part work
in the Bodleian, attributed to Cit, 1840. Several of T.H. Jones’ plates bear his address 2
Newington Terrace, Horsemonger Lane, Boro’, and another has 15 Queen St., Cheapside.

1841 [1850]

£110

LINDRIDGE, James, 1825-1865
Lindridge worked for the publisher William Mark Clark and probably edited a number of
compilations as well as writing several bloods, though the authorship of these is now disputed
(see also item 316).
139.

The Merry Wives of London.  A romance of metropolitan life.  By the Author of the”Socialist
Girl”, etc., etc.  G. Vickers. (Printed by W. Sully.)  Half title, illus.;  some browning,  a
few tears & repairs, partly interleaved with loose sheets. Rebound in half brown pigskin.
Bookplate of Peter Haining.
¶Ono 365. In 26 pts, the text in two columns. Montague Summers attributes authorship
to Lindridge and G.W.M. Reynolds disclaimed authorship in 1851 and 1852.  The final
paragraph states that the experiences of Laura Bell, the Socialist girl, have still to be written.

[1850]
140.

£220

MERRY WIVES AND WHITE SLAVES
The Merry Wives of London. ... G. Vickers. [1850?] BOUND WITH: REYNOLDS,
George William MacArthur. The Seamstress; or, The white slave of England. Printed &
published for Mr Reynolds by John Dicks. 1853.  Illus.;  a few spots;  pp.27-28 of first work
torn without loss and misbound following pp.29-30. 2 works in 1 vol. in contemp. green
cloth; sl. rubbed, damp-marked but sound, maroon leather label. The name May at tail if
spine. Booksellers’ label from Angus & Robertson, Sydney.
¶The second work in 17 parts, the text in two columns, all but the last with full page illus.,
some signed H. Anelay or C. Hooper. An interesting conjunction of a racy tale once described
as ‘pseudo pornography’ and a romantic story in part directed to exposing social ills.

[1850]/1853
141.

£320

TYBURN TREE & TURPIN
Tyburn Tree;  or, The mysteries of the past.  By J. Dicks, esq. Author of “The Old Manor
House” &c. &c.  G. Purkess.  BOUND WITH:   ANONYMOUS. Turpin’s Famous Ride to
York. Added engr. title, illus.; titlepage to second work roughly trimmed at fore-edge & partly
detached. 2 works in 1 vol. in contemp. half black calf; sl. rubbed, crimson label sl. chipped.
Owner’s name of G.J. Whitehead.
¶The first work in 45 pts is another edition of Ono 143 published by R.S. Swift and A. Vickers,
where the author is named as Jayhohenn Deehiseekayess and dated [1849]. The work is
attributed to James Lindridge on the titlepage of ‘Marmaduke Midge’ and ‘The LIfe and
Adventures of Jakc Ran’.  ‘The Old Manor House’ is by Charlotte Smith and an obvious red
herring and the attribution to Dicks an obscure joke as it is most unlikely that Lindridge was
a pseudonym for Dicks (see items 430-432).  ‘Turpin’s Famous Ride to York’ (NLW only
on Copac) is related to Ono 151, also in 9 pts, but here the running head within ornamental
borders is ‘Dick Turpin’s ride to York’.  Titlepage typography suggests the two works are close
in time.  In the second work the first page of each part is a plate and the gutter shows that the
printer was G. Lawrence, 29, Farringdon Street who is not listed by Louis James.

[1850?]
142.

£450

TALES OF SHIPWRECKS
Tales of Shipwrecks and Adventures at Sea. Being a collection of faithful narratives of
shipwrecks, mutinies, fires, famines, and disasters incidental to a sea life;  together with
celebrated voyages, amusing tales, tough yarns, and interesting anecdotes ... Edited by James
Lindridge. 4th edn. 4to. William Mark Clark. Illus. by Landells & others; some spotting &
occasional offsetting. Contemp. half light brown morocco. v.g.

144

LINDRIDGE
LINDRIDGE, James, continued
¶In 60 pts, text in two columns and including some fiction and poetry.  The prefatory
Address announces ‘Tales of Heroism’.  This seems to be a remainder issue of the 1846
first edition, without the original frontispiece;  Copac lists one copy at Cambridge.  There
is a pencil owner’s signature of John Hankins, Kilmarnock, dated 1863. The pages are
sometimes left blank behind the engraved illustrations.

[1848?]

__________

£220

LLOYD, Edward, 1815-1890
Edward Lloyd is currently receiving detailed study and an informative website has been
established in his name. Largely self-educated, he progressed from issuing street literature
to become the major publisher of penny fiction and a rival in periodical publishing
to G.W.M. Reynolds. When Lloyd’s Weekly London Newspaper became profitable he
abandoned cheap fiction.
143.

Lloyd’s Companion to the Penny Sunday Times and People’s Police Gazette. Vol. 2. no. 91.
Sunday, June 4, 1843.  Printed & published by E. Lloyd.  Illus. newspaper in five columns;  
torn & creased in margins without loss of text. Scarce.
¶BL & NLS have broken runs of this periodical from 1841; BL to Jan. 1847 and NLS to
Sept. 1845.  The main story ‘The Black Eagle;  or, The robber’s cave’ has a splendid large
woodcut illustration perhaps by the Pickerings.  The serials are ‘The Maid, The Wife, and
the Widow;  or, The Secret of the Mirrored Chamber’, and ‘The Lover’s Fate;  or The
Vision of the Raven Tower’ by the Author of “Blanche” i.e. J.M. Rymer and there are
similar short stories.

1843
144.

£50

COMPLETE RUN WITH NOVELS BY PREST & RYMER
Lloyd’s Entertaining Journal. Vol. I-VI. New series, Vol. I. 30 March 1844 - 18 December
1847. E. Lloyd. Illus. in New series; lacking titlepages to vols 1, 2, 6 & New series, minor
tears, marks & ink comments. 7 vols in 4 in half black calf; sl. rubbed with sm. splits in
hinges vol. 3/4.
¶BL has this run.  Including Prest’s ‘Mariette’ and ‘Evelina’, Rymer’s ‘Woman’s Life’,
‘Gold’, ‘The Ordeal by Touch’ and ‘The Iron Mask’ and H.M. Jones’ ‘The Peasant Girl’,
&c. A scarce Lloyd collection of popular literature, showing cheap publishing techniques.

1844-47
145.

£520

Lloyd’s Entertaining Journal. Vol. VI; New series. ( Contains Vol. V, no.126-132; vol. VI,
no.133-162. 18 July, 1846 - 27 March, 1847.) E. Lloyd. Indexes; some browning, tears &
staining. Rebound in half brown pigskin(?). Bookplate of Peter Haining.
¶Text in two columns.  The extra parts ensure the completion of Rymer’s ‘The Ordeal by Touch’
with ‘The Iron Mask’ and ‘Tales of the Times’.  An inserted note by Peter Haining discusses
Elizabeth Caroline Grey who was originally named as author, and mentions the inclusion of
short stories by Edgar Allan Poe and Washington Irving and the first use of a ‘Zombi’.

1847
146.

£120

WITH PREST & RYMER SERIALS
Lloyd’s Entertaining Journal. New series. Vol. I. no. 1-38. April 3 - Dec. 18, 1847. Printed
& published by E. Lloyd. Illus., two column text; a few spots & marks, some issues
browned, without titlepage. Rebound in half dark brown calf, darker brown label.
¶Containing ‘The Assassins of the Cavern’, probably by J.M. Rymer and most of ‘Evelina, the
pauper’s child’ by T.P. Prest, also ‘The Stolen Interview:  a tale of passion’ set in America.

1847
147.

£150

Lloyd’s Monthly Volume of Amusing and Instructive Literature. Vol. [1]-[22]. Printed &
published by Edward Lloyd. Some spots & marks. 22 vols in 11 in early half black calf with sl.
variant crimson labels; one corner chipped. Vol. 3-4 binder’s ticket of H. Sewell, King’s Cross.
¶112 pts. Bindings up of parts issued complete as Lloyd’s Weekly Volume in 72pp. each,
containing fiction, poetry and miscellaneous factual articles.  The preface states that every 5
numbers are bound up for 9d and these comprise the Monthly volume. In this set not all

LLOYD
LLOYD, Edward, continued
titlepages and contents leaves are present and the volume labels do not accurately denote
the contents of each volume. A few small items have been cut out from the text. Some
authors are named including Captain Marryat and Americans like Ned Buntline, Nathaniel
Hawthorne and Walter Whitman. It is not clear from Copac whether there is a complete set
available either in BL or V&A, where publication is described as ‘completely irregular’.

1845-46
148.

£380

ADA THE BETRAYED
Lloyd’s Penny Weekly Miscellany of Romance and General Interest. Vol. I (no. 1-52). 4to.
Printed & published by E. Lloyd. Sl. browned, pp.1-2 torn and partly repaired with tape with
loss of a few words, a few marginal tears. Rebound in half blue morocco, mentioning Ada by
Thomas Prest; spine sl. faded. A good sound copy.
¶Rymer’s signature novel ‘Ada, the betrayed’ is serialized all through the volumes and
his ‘Jane Brightwell’ is also complete.  ‘Miranda’ with its villain Varley and ‘Alice
Home’ are incomplete. There are also shorter serials and short stories and poems. The
advertisements mention free first parts of other works by Rymer given away with the
Miscellany. In the last part Rymer writes a note to his readers, stating his constant aim
is ‘originality, true sentiment, and poetic justice’.  The volume preface states that each
week has increased its circulation and looks forward to the next year. The Oxford run
continues to 1847.

1843
149.

£150

Lloyd’s Weekly Volume of Amusing and Instructive Literature. Vols. I-V. (New series.) 2
vols. Edward Lloyd. Illus. 2 vols making up the set in varying contemp. half purple roan;
rubbed. Vol. I inscribed: Mrs A. Bampton, the gift of F.B. 1847, vol. II signed R.W. Lightup,
July 22nd 1847.
¶BL has 7 vols of this new series.  25 32pp pts.  The first volume contains pts 1- 15, with
volume titlepages and with pp.27-28 defective, and the second volume is a collected
edition with contents lists of vols III-V including the missing page. This small format
collection of shorter stories, essays, poems and informative extracts includes some
authors’ names: Ellen T. (author of longer bloods), C.F. Hoffman, Alfred A. Carter, T.S.
Arthur, Caroline M. Sisson, Lydia Jane Peirson, &c. and some contributions are signed
with initials.

[1847]

__________

150.

£120

LONDON. The London Journal: and weekly of literature, science, and art. Vol. XLVI.
no. 1191 - Vol. L. no. 1293. Dec. 7, 1867 - Dec. 1, 1869. 2 vols. 4to. Published for the
proprietor by George Vickers. Illus., music; some internal spotting. Handsome contemp. half
dark blue calf, gilt bands, crimson labels, as 1868 & 1869. v.g.
¶With fiction by Pierce Egan, James Grant, J.F. Smith, Percy St John, Mrs E.D.E.N.
Southworth, &c., and including the extra Christmas numbers for 1867 & 1868, the ladies
fashion supplements and one coloured fashion plate.

1867-69
151.

£85

MANBY, Charles W. Tom Racquet and his Three Maiden Aunts; with a word or two about
“The Whittleburys”.  Illus. by [Isaac] Robert Cruikshank.  FIRST EDITION.  Jeremiah How.  
Col. front. & 12 plates; lacking list of illus. Orig. brown cloth; sl. damp marked, neatly
recased with repairs at head & tail of spine.
¶Wolff lists an 1847 edn as the first.  This copy has stab holes as issued in parts:  the work
is rare with coloured plates, which are of high quality. Illustrated by George Cruikshank’s
brother Robert, 1789-1856.

1844
152.

£80

MANBY, Charles W. Tom Racquet and his Three Maiden Aunts; . J. & D.A. Darling.
Front. & plates by Robert Cruikshank; internal marks. Orig. dark green cloth; spine buckled,
inner hinges splitting. A poor copy.
1848
£30

MARTEN

153.

THE RED BARN
MARTEN, Maria. An Authentic History of Maria Marten; or, The Red Barn! With a full
account of the discovery of the murder through dreams; ... Printed for the booksellers. Front.,
text in two columns. Orig. dark green cloth dec. in black, gold & silver. v.g.
¶In smaller format. With a collection of material assembled by Leslie Shepard in 1980
to illustrate a new account of the Red Barn murder of 1827 which was not used by the
publisher. There are copies of contemporary press illustrations and also the frontispiece to
this edition

[c.1880?]

£35

MILLER, Thomas, 1807-1874
Thomas Miller is an interesting example of an author from humble origins, struggling to
succeed by choosing subjects similar to those selected by bloods writers or dealing with lower
class life. He wrote the scarce third part of ‘The Mysteries of London’.
154.

Fair Rosamond; or, The days of King Henry II. An historical romance. William Nicholson &
Sons. Half title, front., 5pp ads. Orig. royal blue cloth, bevelled boards; a little rubbed.
¶The legend of Rosamond Clifford, first published in 3 vols in 1839.  A popular historical
bloods-type subject.

[c.1886]
155.

£20

Gideon Giles the Roper. With thirty six illus. by Edward Lambert. FIRST EDITION. James
Hayward & Co. Front., plates & illus; some foxing to plates. Early half purple morocco;
spine faded. Bookplates of Thomas de Winton & Frank Seton.
¶In 26? pts indicated by signatures, most with a woodcut at head of first page.  See James
p.103;  Wolff 4795.  Summers wrongly dates the first edition 1840.  This is the author’s
best known and popular novel.

1841
156.

£60

Gideon Giles; the Roper. Henry Lea. Plates by E. Lambert; sl. damp marking at tail. Early
half dark blue roan, red label, by J. Land, Walworth. Signature of William A. Smale, Torquay.
¶In 48 parts in slightly smaller format.  Works credited to Miller on the titlepage are ‘Royston
Gower’, ‘Fair Rosamond’ and ‘Lady Jane Grey’, all 3-volume novels from 1839-40.

[c.1855]
157.

£45

Godfrey Malvern.  With twenty five illustrations by Phiz.  Tall 8vo.  Ward & Lock.  Front.,
engr. title & plates. Orig. red cloth; dulled & sl. affected by damp, but good and sound.
Bookplate of Frank Seton.
¶Not in Wolff.  First published in 2 vols in 1842, 43  with subtitle ‘the life of an author’
this autobiographical novel tells the story of early struggles and describes a section of
London literary life. This reprint in 50 parts is probably related to that dated 1857 in BL.

[1857?]

£65

__________

158.

PUBLISHED BY HETHERINGTON
MINOR. The Minor Library of Fiction and Anecdote. A collection of short standard tales
and romances, of all nations. H. Hetherington. Some gatherings soiled, sl. browned or
cropped in margins. Contemp. half maroon roan; sl. rubbing. Renier booklabel. Scarce.
¶Not recorded on Copac. In 12 numbers, unillustrated, with general titlepage. No. 12
shows a trace in margin of orig. green wrapper. The radical Hetherington was also the
publisher of The Poor Man’s Guardian.  This contains over fifty tales, including ‘The
Family of the Cold Fee’t, ‘The Blind Maniac’, ‘The Haunted Head’, &c.;  most name their
source in other collections and periodicals.

1840
159.

£150

MURDERED BRIDE
MURDERED. The Murdered Bride, or The victim of treachery; a tale of horror: (founded
on recent facts). FIRST EDITION. William Emans. (M. Abel, printer) Front. & plates;
damp stained & dusted, tear without loss in margin of pp.577-78. Contemp. brown sheep
rubbed & marked, neatly rebacked. Signature of J. Bathurst, 1856 with pencil address at end.

MURDERED
¶In 30 12pp pts with 7 plates of varying relevance.  This is the highly fictionalised story
of Sarah Gale as ‘Rose’ involved in the Greenacre murder case of 1837, so that Block’s
suggested date of 1820 (followed by Oxford & Cambridge) cannot be correct.

1837
160.

£350

MYSTERIES OF THE MADHOUSE
MYSTERIES. The Mysteries of the Madhouse; or, Annals of Bedlam. By a discharged
officer of twenty years’ experience.  S. Chauntler.  Illus.;  sl. browned.  Early maroon cloth;  
sl. marked, with title in black also on front board.
¶Ono 412. BL & Cambridge only on Copac. In 10 parts; the text in two columns, the last
two parts without illus.  The running head is ‘The mysteries of Bedlam and Annals of the
madhouse’.  Without the promised plate of “‘The lunatics’ gala at Bedlam”.

[1847]
161.

£380

NELL GWYNNE. Nell Gwynne; or, The mysteries of the Court of Charles the Second.
A romance of history. Tall 8vo. Barth. Illus.; the odd spot. Contemp. half dark green
morocco; sl. rubbed. v.g.
¶Only 2 copies (at Cardiff & Oxford) on Copac. In 62 pts, the text in two columns, all but
the last with an illus. No. 1 was presented with Reynolds’s Miscellany in 1849. This has
sometimes been wrongly attributed to G.W.M. Reynolds, who denied authorship in 1850,
but is in a format used for his and also Pierce Egan’s novels. This novel is perhaps more
serious in tone.

[1850]
162.

£250

COMPLETE
NEW. The New Parley Library. Splendidly illustrated. 2 vols. 4to. J. Onwhyn. 2 vols. in 1
in contemp. half calf, gilt spine; rubbed. Booklabel of David Laing Philips.
¶All published; BL has only vol. I. Publication extends from March 9, 1844 - Feb. 22, 1845
when a final note announces that although initially successful the work is not sufficiently
profitable with its current style of illustration & content.  It is to be replaced with the
Illustrated London Magazine.  Fiction serialized includes ‘The Wandering Jew’, ‘Maude
Marsden’ and ‘Vivian Vernon’, the second of these later issued separately by J. Cleave.

1844-45
163.

£150

NEW. The New Parley Library ... Vol. I - II (no. 1-44). March. 9, 1844 - Jan. 4, 1845. 4to.
J. Onwhyn. Illus. Contemp. half black roan. v.g.
¶A nearly complete copy, as it ceased publication on 22nd February. Text in two columns
including serialized fiction ‘Maude Marsden’ and ‘Vivian Vernon’, the first later issued
separately by J. Cleave, and ‘The Wandering Jew’ which is not completed.

1844-45
164.

£110

KNAPP & BALDWIN’S EDITION
NEWGATE CALENDAR. The Newgate Calendar; comprising interesting memoirs of the
most notorious characters who have been convicted of Outrages on the Laws of England ...
By Andrew Knapp and William Baldwin. 4 vols. J. Robins & Co. Fronts. & illus; the odd
spot. Sl. later half crimson calf. v.g.
¶Text in two columns. The Newgate Calendar, originally a monthly bulletin of executions
published by the Keeper at Newgate Prison, became a common title for collected works
detailing the biography of notorious criminals and their crimes. Originally issued as
chapbooks, they soon took on a multi-volume format with a five volume edition first
published c.1774.

1824-28
165.

£500

NEWGATE CALENDAR. The New Newgate Calendar, containing the remarkable lives and
trials of notorious criminals, past and present. Vol. II. no. 53-80. Oct. 29, 1864 - May 6, 1865.
4to. (E. Harrison.) Illus., pp.1-448; p.1 laminated? Rebound in half red calf, modern boards.
¶See Ono 428. A penny publication with one or two graphic illustrations to each part,
consisting of fictionalised accounts of real crimes.  No. 55 begins the story of Eliza
Grimwood (see item 87).

1864-65

£50

160

171

NEWTON
NEWTON, J.H.
Newton may be another pseudonym for a writer of a number of bloods, see note at item 59.
166.

Hofer, the Patriot of the Tyrol.  An historical romance.  By the Author of “William Tell”.  
George Peirce. Some spotting & sl. browning. Disbound.
¶No copies recorded by Copac. In 16 pts, each with a woodcut. Summers has this date,
and James’s ‘c.1842’ may be an error.

1845
167.

£110

William Tell, the Hero of Switzerland. An historical romance. T. Paine. Front., engr. title &
illus. Contemp. green moiré grained cloth; faded & rubbed with wear at head & tail of spine;
leading f.ep. removed. Renier booklabel.
¶BL only with this imprint dated (1840). Ono 431, dated c.1840; in 24 pts, each with illus.
The edition is anonymous but is thought to be the first and dated 1841 by Summers and James.  
Paine is only recorded c.1840-42. The ‘z’ in Switzerland is reversed in the engr. title woodcut.

[1840?]
168.

£120

William Tell, the Hero of Switzerland. ... George Peirce. Woodcut front. & title with engr.
border sl. foxed; a few spots in text. Contemp. green moiré grained binder’s cloth, maroon
leather label.
¶In 28 pts, each with one or more woodcuts, some by C.H. Wall, and ornamental capitals. The
first edition, Ono 431, c.1840, dated 1841 by Summers and James was published by T. Paine.  
This issue is presumably the earlier and has a woodcut frontispiece and the last page is blank.

[1844]
169.

£120

William Tell, the Hero of Switzerland. ... George Peirce. Front., title in engr. border, illus; the
odd spot. Rebound in half black calf. Gift inscription to Miss H. Pike from her brother, 1852.
¶In 28 pts but in this copy the frontispiece is a higher quality steel engraving:  ‘William
Tell saving Erni’. The last page advertises the imminent publication on 11th January of
‘Hofer, the patriot of the Tyrol’ and of ‘Richard Coeur de Lion’ (by Thomas Archer).  
‘Hofer’ was published in 1845.

[1844]

__________

£120

NICHOLSON, Renton, 1809-1861
A promoter and gambler, often imprisoned for debt, who published the scandalous periodical
‘The Town’ and ran the ribald ‘Judge and Jury’ entertainments in Covent Garden. His lively
fiction and autobiography give an insight into London low life.
170.

DICKENS IMITATION
Cockney Adventures and Tales of London Life. No. 1-5. Saturday 4 Nov. - 2 Dec. 1837.
Printed by Joseph Last; published by W.M. Clark & A. Forrester. Illus. Individual parts.
Disbound. v.g.
¶Pp. 1-40 in 8pp. pts in two columns of a work completed in 21 nos. The illustratons are of
higher than usual quality and although only some are signed, probably all the work of C.J. Grant.

1837
171.

£120

Cockney Adventures and Tales of London Life. FIRST EDITION. W.M. Clark & A. Forrester.
Some spotting & marking. Contemp. boards, green cloth spine dulled, paper label defective.
¶Ono 432. In 21 nos published Nov. 4 1837 - March 24, 1838, each with two vivid
woodcuts, some signed C.J.G(rant). Text in two columns. An imitation of Pickwick
Papers consisting of individual short stories and sketches. Scarce.

1838
172.

£450

Dombey and Daughter:  a moral fiction.  FIRST EDITION.  Thomas Farris.  A few spots on
title, tear repaired in last leaf without loss. Contemp. half brown morocco. Booklabels of the
Dickensian collector Samuel T. Mills & the Reniers. v.g.
¶In 12 pts with two column text, each with engr. illus., two signed Greenaway & Wright,
imitating Phiz.  By the promoter of the scandalous ‘Judge and Jury’ entertainments.

[1847]

__________

£650

ONCE
173.

ONCE. Once a Month. Containing complete tales by the best authors. Pts 1-8. (R. Beard,
printer.) Illus. Contemp. half calf; sl. rubbing, dark brown label sl. chipped. Renier
booklabel.
¶The first item in 16pp has at tail ‘No. 1. New series.  Price One Penny.’  Text in two
columns. No. 1 above is illustrated, and the other items in 30pp or 32pp have no common
title, number or imprint, which presumably appeared on wrappers.  4 pts have a final page
of “Monthly gleanings”.  BL has 17 nos. in all.  Contains:  The adopted son, Despard
the sportsman, The suitor’s revenge, The missionary’s daughter, A royal adventure, The
Corsican bandit, The stolen watch, The prisoner of Palermo.

[1861?]
174.

£60

GODWAY CASTLE
PAALZOW, Henriette von. Godway Castle; or, The Fortunes of a king’s daughter. An
historical romance. Edited from the papers of the Duchess of Nottingham, by Madame
Palzow. Translated from the German by Frances Kinderley Barnard. Bruce & Wyld.
(Library of Foreign Romance, vol. V-VI.) BOUND WITH: DUMAS, Alexandre, the Elder.
Isabel of Bavaria; or, The Chronicles of France for the Reign of Charles VI. Translated from
the French, by William Barrow. Bruce & Wyld. (Library of Foreign Romance, vol. V-VI.) 2
works in 1 vol. in half maroon roan; leading hinge splitting.
¶Godway Castle, BL & Cambridge only on Copac; Isabel of Bavaria, BL only.
Translations of ‘Godwie-Castle’ and ‘Isabel de Bavière’ providing cheaper editions of
the historical fiction then popular.  The Notice at the end of the second work, dated Oct.
14, 1846, announces the future combination of The Library of Foreign Romance and The
Novel Newspaper, retaining the smaller format of the former. Henriette von Paalzow,
1788-1847, wrote novels compared with those of Sir Walter Scott. See also item 303.

1846
175.

£180

(PAULDING, James Kirke) Koningsmarke the Long Finne. A story of the New World. J.
Cunningham. (Novel Newspaper.) Rebound in purple moiré binder’s cloth, black leather label.
¶A late rather poorly printed stereotyped reissue of The Novel Newspaper edition in two
columns, with part nos. removed.

1839 [c.1850]
176.

£30

(PENNIE, John Fitzgerald) Corfe Castle; or Keneswitha. Hurst, Robinson & Co. Half
title, engr. title only with illus. Sl. later half red calf, black label; boards in the past badly
affected by damp. Signature on title of Nathll Churcher.
¶An old fashioned historical tale set in 1002, dedicated to Henry Bankes, M.P. and not
yet showing signs of more sensational cheaper part publication, similar to the fiction of
Catherine Ward & others.

1824
177.

£45

PEOPLE’S. The People’s Journal. Vol. V. Nos. 105-130. Willoughby & Co. (Printed &
published for the Proprietors by John Bennett at the People’s Journal Office.)  Illus.;  some
spotting, marking and pencilling. Contemp. half dark green calf, brown label; rubbed,
lacking leading f.ep.
¶Published 1846-51. A serious rival to penny dreadfuls aimed at working class
improvement, edited by John Saunders in three halfpenny weekly parts and monthly
cumulations with an engraving. This may be a remainder issue of the original volume
priced at 5/-. Contributors include Harriet Martineau, Lord Nugent, Mary Bennett and
W.L. Linton.  It was amalgamated with Mary Howitt’s Journal in 1849.  ‘The Uscoque’ by
George Sand is serialised and poems and parts of plays included.

[1848]
178.

£45

EDWARD VILES’ COPY
PHILLIPS, Watts. The Hooded Snake: a story of the Secret Police. FIRST EDITION. E.
Griffiths.  Contemp. half red morocco;  spine worn & faded.
¶A story set in Brittany;  also including ‘Poor Poppleton’.  With the signature of Edward
Viles in purple ink.

[1860]

£75

174

183

PICKERING
179.

PICKERING, Ellen. The Grumbler. A novel. New-York: Harper & Bros. Some spotting;
and a few lines poorly printed. Disbound.
¶Text in two columns and probably in 9 parts, signed A-I. Ellen Pickering was an English
author who died c.1843, the year of first publication of this novel in 3 vols.

1846
180.

£35
BY PREST?
PIRATE QUEEN. The Pirate Queen. A romance. Printed by E. Lloyd; published by G.
Purkess; and Strange. Illus of quite good quality. Rebound in green cloth. v.g.
¶Not in BL or on Copac; Medcraft 161. In 6 pts. The style resembles that of Prest and the
imprint shows that with ‘The Widow Mortimer’ (see item 276) it comes from the period
of collaboration between Lloyd and Purkess and Strange which seems to relate to Lloyd’s
bankruptcy.  It may be a reduced version of Benjamin Barker’s ‘The Pirate Queen, or,
The magician of the sea’ published in America in 1847, and was originally published in
Lloyd’s The Ladies Journal in 12 nos in 1847 then advertised as a new romance in 6 penny
numbers in May 1849.

[1849]
181.

£480

FINAL REVISIONS
PORTER, Jane. Thaddeus of Warsaw. New and illustrated edn, revised and enriched with
new notes, &c. by the Author. Tall 8vo. George Virtue. Front., added engr. title, plates;
some internal staining. Full contemp. dark brown calf, lighter brown label; some rubbing
with split in leading hinge, new e.ps.
¶This edition not on Copac. With an addition by the author to the 1803 preface, dated
November 1844, indicating that she has revised the work ‘being a kind of parting duty ...’.

1844

£85

POSTERS
See items 204, 206, 334, 443, 458, 464, 485, 506, 510, 543, 605.
PREST, Thomas Peckett, 1810-1859
Prest trained as a compositor but emerged as a tavern singer and songwriter progressing, via
writing plays and editing periodical compilations, to the vivid Dickensian plagiarisms which
made him the father of the penny blood. He wrote many successful melodramatic tales for
Edward Lloyd, the best known being ‘Ela, the Outcast’, but suffered from tuberculosis and
declined into poverty and early death. See also items 143-149, 180.
182.

Blanche Langdale the outlaw’s bride. A romance of Sherwood Forest. By the Author of
“The Jew and the foundling”, “The Hebrew maiden”, &c.  E. Lloyd.  Illus. (none to nos. 2
& 3); a few spots & some browning. Contemp. half brown calf, maroon label. Signature of
George Scott and elaborate stamp of J.R. Ranson, Tailor and draper, Lavenham. v.g.
¶Ono 471. BL only on Copac. In 13 pts. It seems likely that this was less successful in sales
and brought to a speedy conclusion with a final page setting out the fate of a conspiracy.

1847
183.

£650

A.E. WAITE’S COPY OF ELA THE OUTCAST
Ela, the Outcast; or, The Gipsy of Rosemary Dell. A romance of thrilling interest. By the
Author of “Angelina ...”.  Printed & published by E. Lloyd.  Illus;  without the front. plate,
some sl. browning. Sl. later half red roan; sl. rubbing at tail of spine. A good copy.
¶In 104 pts with wood-cut illus. Ono did not possess a copy of the early Lloyd edition
of this classic blood which was advertised in parts by May 1840, and provided Prest’s
trademark pseudonym ‘Author of Ela’.  The early parts carry the gutter imprints of  J.K.
Edwards, 44 Holywell Street, Strand; printed by J. Graves, 30 Curtain Road, Shoreditch.
The preface of this edition is dated March 15th, 1841 and in it Prest states that the weekly
sale has been 30,000 copies and that this is the “eighteenth edition”.  The edition statement
may refer to reprinting of individual parts. (It is clear that the preface in Ono 478, Lloyd’s
1850 edition, was set up from this edition.) The Preface refers to the dramatization by
Marianne Denvil performed for ‘nearly one hundred successive nights!’ at the Pavilion
Theatre.  Prest has another tale in the press, which is probably ‘Gallant Tom’.  This copy
has the booklabel of Arthur E. Waite.

1841

£1,250

PREST
PREST, Thomas Peckett continued
184.

Ela, the Outcast; … Printed & published by E. Lloyd. Front. plate, illus; a few spots & sl.
browning, sl. loss of text from tear on pp. 735-36. Rebound in half green morocco, crimson
label. An above average copy.
1841
£800

185.

Ernnestine De Lacy; or, The robber’s foundling. An old English romance. FIRST EDITION.
Printed & published by E. Lloyd. 2 plates, illus. Rebound in half black morocco. A v.g.
clean copy.
¶Ono 480 lacks one leaf. No 1842 edn recorded on Copac; BL has only the (1854) edn.
In 36 pts;  colophon includes that Edward Lloyd was at the Office of The Penny Sunday
Times. Three illus. have initials of Thomas or James Pickering.

1842
186.

£750

Gallant Tom;  or, The perils of a sailor ashore and afloat.  An original nautical romance of deep
and pathetic interest. FIRST EDITION. Edward Lloyd. Front. & 1 plate by J[ames] P[ickering],
illus.; some pages spotted or browned. Contemp. green cloth; worn at head & tail of spine.
¶Ono 483. In 18 pts with the prelims obviously part of no. 18. First serialised in The
Penny Sunday Times and People’s Police Gazette and enlarged. In his preface, dated May
6th 1841, Prest states that this is his first attempt at nautical romance.  The plot involves an
earl and a female sailor. Prest also dramatised the work for the Pavilion Theatre in 1841.
With the signature of J.P. Quaine.

1841
187.

£480

Gallant Tom;  .... By the Author of “The smuggler king”, ...  A new edn, carefully revised and
corrected by the Author. E. Lloyd. Illus; sl. marked, with corner torn from margin of pp.7980. Rebound in green binder’s cloth.
¶Ono 484; an enlarged edn in 30 pts, with text in two columns. Two copies only of this
edition on Copac.

[1849]
188.

£320

SINGER’S MAGAZINE
The London Singer’s Magazine, and Reciter’s Album. Edited by Mr. T. Prest. Vol. I-II, Nos.
5-60.  (Printed & published by John Duncombe & Co.)  Illus., indexes of titles;  the first page
dusted and repaired at margins, most of Vol. 2 pp.149-50 cut out. Rebound in half black
morocco; spine faded.
¶BL only on Copac. Text in two columns. Lacking nos.1-4 and pp.211-12 of Vol. I. &
pp.177-78 Vol. II and the advertised plates given away.  From Vol. II (no.32): ‘Originally
edited by Mr. T. Prest’. Some of the comic engravings are after Robert Cruikshank; see
Cohn 501. A popular large collection of theatrical and concert songs, several in Vol. I by
Prest himself, with named singers and theatres, and advertisements in most parts. This
seems to be the third issue described by Cohn. Vol. I has 240 pages, and vol. II 226 but
with the indexes belonging to his earlier issues.

[1837-38?]
189.

£450

THE MANIAC FATHER
The Maniac Father; or, The Victim of Seduction. A romance of deep interest. FIRST
EDITION. E. Lloyd. Double front. plates a little browned, illus. Later rebound in half red
calf, black label. A v.g. copy.
¶This edition BL only. In 76 pts and 604pp, the preface dated May 3rd, 1842. Ono 495
is the shorter 1850 edition in 396pp. Prest’s preface states that the idea for the plot alone
came from Mrs Opie’s ‘Father and daughter’.

1842
190.

£480

The Miller and his Men; or, The secret robbers of Bohemia. A powerful romance. By the
Author of “The Brigand.” - “Gilderoy.” - “The Death Grasp”, &c. &c.  FIRST EDITION.      
E. Lloyd. Illus.; sl. browning. Rebacked in half brown calf. A good copy.
¶Ono 498. BL & Oxford on Copac. In 53 pts with two column text, the preface dated 1852.

185

186

188

189

190

PREST
PREST, Thomas Peckett, continued
Prest states that this late work is based on the perennially popular play by Isaac Pocock,
interspersed with German legends like the tales with which Prest began his penny dreadful
career in the 1830s. The illus. on p.225 is signed Calvert, and that on p.313, Welch.

1852
191.

£380

My Poll and My Partner Joe; or, Pretty Poll of Putney. A nautical romance. By the Author of
Gallant Tom; ... FIRST EDITION. Published by E. Lloyd. Pts 5- 48, including title leaf &
preface, only, illus. (pp. 33-380 only + 4). Disbound.
¶Ono 500. Complete copy at BL only. In 48 pts, the text in two columns. Based on the
popular play by J.T. Haines, staged at the Surrey Theatre in 1835. This copy has bound
in part of an illus. advertisement flyer for no. 1 of ‘Tyburn Tree’ [1849], and half a printed
slip probably advertising Thomas Frost’s ‘The Corsican Brothers’ [1852].

[1851]
192.

£85

NICKELAS NICKELBERY PARTS
Nickelas Nickelbery, containing the adventures, - mis-adventures, - chances, - mis-chances ...
and miscellaneous manoeuvres of the family of Nickelbery!!  Edited by “Bos”.  No. 1-12, 14,
16-38, 42. Printed & published by E. Lloyd. Individual disbound parts; no.1 dusted, with
some marking & creasing at corners.  Owner’s stamp W.W. on first page.
¶Complete copies at BL & Newcastle only. Prest’s very scarce plagiarism was completed in
43 nos, and this lacks only 6 pts. Each number has an illus., with the text in two columns.
The imprint is from the gutter margins, where Lloyd’s address is 62, Broad St, Bloomsbury.

[1838?]
193.

£350

OLD HOUSE OF WEST STREET
The Old House of West Street; or, London in the last century. A romantic tale. FIRST
EDITION. Printed & published by Edward Lloyd. 2 plates, illus.; a few internal spots &
marks, tears in margins of pp.13-16, affecting a few words on pp.13-14, loss of some text on
p.541 through printing error. Contemp. half brown calf; a little rubbed.
¶Ono 503. In 104 pts, each with a woodcut of better than average quality, the text in two
columns. In the preface dated August 1846 Prest states that the story is based on documents
specially purchased by Edward Lloyd relating to a notorious thieves’ den in Clerkenwell
recently destroyed, which was said to have been the haunt of the highwayman Jerry
Abershaw. The plot is full of violence, and a proposed dramatisation by William Leman
Rede was banned by the Lord Chamberlain because of the low characters depicted. The work
was first briefly advertised in parts as by Rymer (the Author of Ada) but this error was soon
corrected.  The preface announces the publication of ‘Eveline;  or, The Maid of the Bleeding
Heart’, which became ‘Evelina’.  A view of the House forms a full page illustration to no. 15.

1846
194.

195.

£350

The Old House of West Street; ... FIRST EDITION. Printed & published by Edward Lloyd.
Illus; without the additional plates. Rebound in half black morocco. A v.g. clean copy.
£350
1846
PENNY PICKWICK
The Penny Pickwick.  Edited by “Bos”.  (The Post-humourous Notes of the Pickwickian
Club.) No. 1-90. (Printed & published by E. Lloyd.) Illus., some spotting, without volume
titles and prelims. 90 of 112 pts in half red roan, untitled, with inner hinges splitting.
¶Prest began his career as a blood writer with these Dickensian plagiarisms for Edward
Lloyd. This work, published in penny parts for those who could not afford the shilling for
Dickens’s work, was complete in 112 pts. Some of the illustrations are signed C.J.G., the
satirical artist C.J. Grant, and others may well be his work. Lloyd moved to Wych Street
to Broad Street after pt.17.

[1837-38]
196.

£380

The Penny Pickwick.  Edited by “Bos”.  (The Post-humourous Notes of the Pickwickian Club.)  
No. 1-48, 59, 61, 63-82. (Printed & published by E. Lloyd.) Illus., tear in pp.65-66 without
loss, some spotting & browning. Disbound with pts 1-48 still sewn with remains of binding.
[1837]
£200

PREST
PREST, Thomas Peckett, continued
197.

A MONTHLY PART, OF FIVE WEEKLY PARTS
The Penny Pickwick containing the humorous adventures of Christopher Pickwick Esq. ...
Edited by Bos. Part 9. Published by E. Lloyd. 2 illus. per part. Stitched, with orig. illus.
grey front wrapper; tear in last leaf with no loss of text, sl. creased or dusted at corners.
¶The monthly cumulation of penny parts, nos 33-36 priced 4d. Two of the illustrations are
signed C.J.G., the satirical artist C.J. Grant and the others may well be his work. Edward
Lloyd’s address on the penny parts (except for 36 without imprint) is 62 Broad Street,
Holborn, but the wrapper is issued from 44 Wych Street.

[1837?]
198.

£35

A MONTHLY PART, OF FIVE WEEKLY NUMBERS
Pickwick in America.  (Edited) By “Bos”.  Part 2. (Nos. 9-14)  Published by E. Lloyd.  Illus.  
4 pts stitched with orig. grey illus. front wrap sl. marked, and with one single part; sl. dusting.
¶The complete work in 44 nos, BL only. A fourpenny cumulative part with one illus. per
penny part.  The wrapper states merely ‘By Bos’.  Lloyd’s address is 62 Broad Street.

[1838]
199.

£50

The Penny Pickwick.  Edited by “Bos”.  (The Post-humourous Notes of the Pickwickian
Club.) (Printed & published by E. Lloyd.)
¶We can offer a small number of odd disbound parts from Edward Lloyd’s edition from 62
Broad Street, Bloomsbury, which was complete in 112 pts. Some of the illustrations are
signed C.J.G., the satirical artist C.J. Grant and others may well be his work.

[1837-39]
200.

£20 each

POOR LITTLE JACK
Poor Little Jack: a nautical tale. Interspersed with a variety of tough yarns, etc. By E.F.
Marriott.  Printed & publshed by E. Lloyd.  Illus.;  worming in margin of final part affecting a
few letters, some spotting & browning. Rebound in half green morocco, spine faded, red label.
¶Not in Ono; Oxford & Cambridge only on Copac. In 24 pts, each with a theatrical
woodcut, this is an early plagiarism of Captain Frederick Marryat (Poor Jack, 1840) by
Prest.  ‘Tough yarns’ was another nautical work, 1835, by Matthew Henry Barker.  Lloyd’s
addresses are both given: 44 Holywell Street and 30 Curtain Road, Shoreditch.

1840
201.

£380

SAM WELLER’S BUDGET
Sam Weller’s Budget of Recitations, a superior collection of all the most new and popular
tales, dramatic scenes, burlesque parodies, &c. with many excellent original productions. J.
Clements. (Printed by J. Such &c.) Illus. Rebound in brown binder’s cloth, brown label.
¶BL & Oxford only on Copac. Edited by T.P. Prest, in 30 pts, in two columns, each with
a woodcut illustration, some by C.J. Grant. The recitations include contributions by Prest
himself, and a number of scenes from unpublished dramas and melodramas, e.g. ‘The
Generous Goth’ by Sam. Joyce and ‘Romano the Monk’ by E.P. Delmar (not in Nicoll) and
Prest’s own ‘Eily the Banshee’.

1838
202.

£350

The Smuggler King; or, The foundling of the wreck. A nautico domestic romance. By the
Author of “Gallant Tom”; ...  FIRST EDITION.  E. Lloyd.  2 plates at front, illus.;  the odd
spot. Contemp. half black calf, crimson label. Signature of Frederick Hann, 1845. v.g.
¶Ono 509. BL, Oxford & Leeds only on Copac. In 56 pts with dramatic illustrations.

1844
203.

£750

Susan Hoply; or The trials and vicissitudes of a servant girl. A tale of deep interest. By the
Author of “Kathleen”, “Hebrew Maiden”, &c. FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  Edward Lloyd.  
Fronts, illus; tear without loss in front. to Vol. II, a few marks, pages probably washed. 3
vols in 1 in half dark blue morocco; spine sl. faded & rubbed. v.g.
¶Ono 511 is a later edition. The earliest editions on Copac are from 1842. In 56 parts with
continuous pagination.  This is a plagiarism of Catherine Crowe’s ‘The adventures of Susan

192

194

195

201

208

PREST
PREST, Thomas Peckett, continued
Hopley’ published in 3 vols in 1841 (see item 60), and a previous owner speculates that Lloyd
may have pirated the date of publication but the [1842] edition is not divided into volumes.
The frontispiece to vol.I is a plate engraved by G.Dawe, 9 Southampton Place, and that to vol.
II is a woodcut signed JP for James Pickering;  the illustrations show theatrical influence.

1841
204.

£380
POSTER
(The Penny Playbook.) Poster advertising The Penny Playbook and Tales of Enchantment.
Printed & published by G. Drake. A single sheet illus. bill on thin paper; a little creased, one
corner torn not affecting text & neatly repaired, one small hole affecting one letter. c.38 x 23 cm.
¶Announcing publication of No. 19 of The Penny Playbook: Gertrude of Elsinore, with a
list of the other 18 titles and of No. 3 of Tales of Enchantment. Both works are attributed
to T.P. Prest, the second clearly stated as his on the titlepage, and are extremely scarce. We
have never before had a similar bill.

[1836]

__________

205.

£200 †

WOMAN OF PLEASURE PIRACY
PRÉVOST, Antoine François. Woman’s Love; or The Adventures of Manon Lescaut. Illus.
by Signor Etti. W. Winn. Illus.; some corners creased, sl. dusting at end of text. Limp dark
blue/ green cloth wraps with ‘Woman of Pleasure 5/6’ on front.  Retaining orig. pale yellow
printed wraps (back wrapper inverted); corners a little worn.
¶Not recorded on Copac. In 13 pts in smaller format, illus. in all but the last part. A
piracy of the English translation by Denis C. Moylan published in 1841, of the ‘Histoire
du chevalier des Grieux et de Manon Lescaut’, 1731. This once banned work had
some notoriety but as the binding title shows and the price indicates, Winn was perhaps
suggesting the work compared with Cleland’s Fanny Hill. Etti is probably meant to suggest
the artist William Etty who died in 1849. Winn was at 34 Holywell Street 1849-57 and
published some bloods, but this is an unrecorded hybrid part publication.

[c.1850?]
206.

£200

SHEET OF FUN
PUNCH. Punch and Judy’s Comic Tricks. Being a complete sheet of fun, humour, wit, and
comic illustrations. Printed & published by T.Goode. Illus. A folded sheet of newsprint; sl.
creased with old folds. (4)pp.
¶Unrecorded. Several publishers, including Edward Lloyd, issued sheets of cartoons
and jokes. Here several are based on traditional Punch and Judy puppet show images.
Running head: Punch’s Sheet of Fun. On p.4 is an advertisement for Purkess’s Library of
Romance up to no. 65.

[c.1855?]
207.

£180

REACH, Angus Bethune. Clement Lorimer; or, The book with the iron clasps. A romance.
Illustrated by George Cruikshank. Tall 8vo. John Lofts. Front. & 11 plates, one neatly
repaired. Sl. later half dark green calf,; sl. rubbing, red label.
¶Originally published in 6 pts by David Bogue in 1849; see Cohn 687. This seems to be a
remainder issue, now in 35 pts, with Lofts’ address both 368 and 262 Strand. The dramatic
plot has echoes of penny literature.

[c.1853]
208.

£110
THE ROYAL RAKE
REDE, William Leman. The Royal Rake, and the Adventures of Alfred Chesterton. Large
4to. Printed for private circulation only. Chapman & Elcoate. Plates. Partly unopened in
orig. purple cloth; sl. faded, with sl. wear at head & tail of spine. Scarce. v.g.
¶Sadleir 2017; not in Wolff. BL, Oxford & National Trust only on Copac. Printed in
two columns from the type of the original serialisation in the Sunday Times, like the
first edition of W.H. Ainsworth’s ‘Lancashire Witches’.  A picaresque novel, fore-runner
of ‘The Mysteries of London’ featuring escapades of the Prince of Wales, the Earl of
Barrymore, Colonel Hanger and other historical characters. The publication was both
inspired by, and inspired, further serialized cheap fiction.  See James p.35.

1842

£300

REID
REID, Thomas Mayne, 1818-1883
Reid became one of the most popular authors of Victorian boys’ fiction. The Headless
Horseman is his most successful novel.
209.

HEADLESS HORSEMAN
The Headless Horseman: a strange tale of Texas. FIRST EDITION. 2 vols. Chapman &
Hall/Richard Bentley. Fronts. & plates, continuous pagination; the odd spot. 2 vols in 1 in
half maroon calf, spine gilt; a little rubbed. t.e.g.
¶See Sadleir 2023a. Originally published in twenty parts, this copy shows no sign of
stab holes. The publishing history of the transfer between publishers remains obscure,
but this corresponds with Sadleir’s copy of the first volume issue, without the engraved
titlepage. The plates are placed differently in this copy. It was later serialised in The
Penny Miscellany.

[1866]
210.

£280

The Headless Horseman: ... (2nd edn.) Richard Bentley. Half title, front. & plates. Orig.
dark blue cloth; rebacked retaining orig. spine strip, inner hinges cracking.
¶The first one-volume ediiton, not in BL.  It was also reprinted in 1868.

1866
211.

£125

The Headless Horseman: ... Charles H. Clarke. Front. & plates. Orig. brown pict. cloth;
spine worn at tail, one corner of front board affected by damp.
¶A reissue in 30 penny parts published by Henry Lea, 275 Strand with the plates on text
paper. Clarke’s address is 13 Paternoster Row, which is not recorded by P.A.H. Brown.
The number 20 is blocked at the tail of the spine.

[c.1870?]

__________

£140

REYNOLDS, George William McArthur, 1814-1879
Reynolds was first an unsuccessful publisher in France and translated some French literary
works. After writing popular Dickensian imitations in England he became a major author
and publisher of lurid cheap fiction, some still in print in 1910. Like Edward Lloyd he
progressed to periodicals, some fostering his radical political ideals, and finally to founding
a newspaper, Reynold’s News, in 1850. He recruited John Dicks (see in Part II) as his
publisher. See also item 140.
212.

(Alfred de Rosann.) Alfred; or The Adventures of a French Gentleman. Henry Lea. Front.
only. Orig. green cloth; spine sl. worn. Renier booklabels.
¶A reissue of the stereotyped 30 part edition, with only one of the original plates and the
tailpiece. With Barry Ono’s ticket. Lea took over at Willoughby’s address c.1851.

[c.1855]

£50

213.

(Alfred de Rosann.) Alfred; ... With thirteen illus. by T. Phillips. (People’s edn.) John
Dicks. (Dicks’ English novels, no. 225.) Front., illus., ads. Orig. grey illus. printed wraps;
sl. chipped, spine sl. defective.
[c.1885]
£25

214.

(Alfred de Rosann.) Alfred; ... (Dicks’ English novels, no. 225.) Front., illus., ads. Orig.
orange illus. printed wraps; dusted, splits in spine.
£20
[c.1895]

215.

MEMOIRS OF AN ACTRESS
Ellen Percy; or, The Memoirs of an Actress. 2 vols. Published, for the Proprietor, by John
Dicks. 2 vols in 1 in contemp. half red roan; sl. dulled & rubbed. Booklabels of E.W.
Beston, Renier & Frank Seton; W.G. Jordan in gilt letters at tail of spine.
¶In 104 pts, each with illus.; the text in two columns. Serialized 1854-55. The
illustrator’s name, F. Gilbert appears on the vol. II titlepage. In penny weekly and
sixpenny monthly parts.

1856-57

£120

REYNOLDS
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216.

FAUST
Faust: a romance of the secret tribunals. FIRST EDITION. G. Vickers; Paris: A. & W.
Galignani. Full page illus.; corner torn from title margin, text browned and marked.
Rebound in half black morocco.
¶In 28 pts, the text in two columns. The very successful work was serialised in The
London Journal from 1845-46 and issued separately the following year. This copy has the
signature 1880, and stamp of Alfred Hallam, Manchester with an initial note in his hand
about the publishing history of the work. He states that the illustrations from pt 17, p.129
are by John Gilbert (pt 28 is unillustrated).

[1847]
217.

£110

GRACE DARLING
Grace Darling; or, The Heroine of the Fern Islands. A tale. FIRST EDITION. G.
Henderson. Front., engr. title & plates by J. Phillips; some offsetting & spotting. Uncut in
orig. green cloth; sl. marking. A good-plus copy.
¶Not obviously published in parts.  The engraved title has “Founded on recent Facts”.  The
work is dedicated to Grace Darling, although her story is merely incidental to the main plot.

1839
218.

£120

Joseph Wilmot; or, The Memoirs of a Man-Servant. FIRST EDITION. 2 vols. (John Dicks.)
Illus.; foxing at ends caused by e.ps & some internal spotting. 2 vols in 1 in half maroon
roan; sl. rubbing. A good copy.
¶The original 104 penny pts, without titlepages, the text in two columns. The last leaf
announces the new serial ‘Ellen Percy’ and offers ‘Joseph Wilmot’ with two binding cases
at 1s 3d each and titles and indexes at 1d. The illustrations are by Edward H. Corbould.

[1853-54?]
219.

£110

Joseph Wilmot; ... 2 vols. John Dicks. Illus. by Edward Corbould. Internally clean, except for
marginal stain towards end of vol. I. Rebound in maroon binder’s cloth, retaining orig. spine strips.
¶The reissue in 104 halfpenny pts. With an 1894 long anti-theft inscription by George
Thompson in vol. II.

[c.1865?]
220.

£50

Kenneth: a romance of the Highlands. Beautifully illustrated by John Gilbert. John Dicks.
Half title, illus. Orig. red cloth, elaborate gilt spine. v.g.
¶This edition not in BL. Originally serialised in Reynolds’s Miscellany 1851, then
published in 46 pts.

[c.1875?]
221.

£120

Mary Price; or, The Memoirs of a Servant-Maid. 2 vols. (John Dicks.) Illus. in each part,
ad. leaves in each volume; a few marks. 2 vols in 1 in half maroon calf; spine and corners a
little rubbed, pp.195-96 proud.
¶In 104 pts, the text in two columns without the titlepages &c. Bound from the parts and probably the first edition.  The final advertisement is for the first part of the sequel ‘Joseph Wilmot’.

[1852-53]
222.

223.

£85

Mary Price; ... 2 vols. John Dicks. Without titlepages. Royal blue binder’s cloth; spines faded.
[c.1870?]
£50
MASSACRE OF GLENCOE
The Massacre of Glencoe. Beautifully illustrated by Edward Corbould. Published, for Mr.
Reynolds, by John Dicks, [c.1855]. Illus. BOUND WITH: The Necromancer. (Printed
& published by John Dicks, [c.1855].) Illus. Tall 8vo. A few spots. 2 works in 1 vol. in
contemp. dark brown binder’s cloth; lacking following f.e.p., rubbed.
¶The first work in 43 pts, all but the first & last with full page illus.;  text in two columns.  
It was serialised in Reynolds’s Miscellany, 1852-53. The second work in 33 parts was
serialised 1851-52 and both may be first editions.

[c.1855]/[c.1855]

£120

REYNOLDS
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224.

Master Timothy’s Book-Case; or The magic-lanthorn of the world. William Emans. Front.,
added engr. title & plates; foxed at edges & some internally. Orig. red cloth; neatly recased
retaining orig. spine strip.
¶First published in 1842. A note below the Errata on the last page states that the errors
do not appear in all editions. This printing has one of the two errors noted. Imitating
Dickens: The Marriage of Mr. Pickwick begins on p.486.

1844
225.

£150

May Middleton; or, The history of a fortune. (People’s edition.) John Dicks. Front laid
down, illus.; paper browned. Later unusual coloured pict. front wrapper marked, chipped and
laid down. A poor copy of a scarce title.
¶Text in two columns. Price 6d. No. 123 of Dicks’ English novels.

[c.1890]

£40

The Mysteries of London
226.

MYSTERIES OF LONDON
The Mysteries of London. Vols I-III. George Vickers. Half titles, illus.; some spotting
& marking vols II & III. Orig. red cloth with price 6/6 at tail of spine; all spines dulled
& worn.
¶Three of the four volumes of the two series by Reynolds in almost uniform casings but
from two sources. Vol. I is an early reissue with Stiff’s name as illustrator on the titlepage
as in the later first edition volumes.  Vol. I has Hugh Walpole’s Brackenburn booklabel and
the other volumes belonged to Edward C. Bower. Of these vol. II does not have the gilt
dots in the cartouche in the spine blocking.

1846-47
227.

£80

The Mysteries of London. Vol. II. FIRST EDITION. G. Vickers. Half title, illus. by George
Stiff; spots and internal marks, pp.91-92 torn at corner with loss of a few words. Orig. pink
cloth, dulled & marked.
¶Pts 53-105 in a variant binding. An interesting inscription on leading pastedown reads:
‘Josh Greene from Lord Walter Butler, Garryricken, March 1847’.  This may be Lord
Walter, second son of the Marquess of Ormonde, 1814-1861.

1846
228.

£40

The Mysteries of London. Vol. I-IV. Printed by J.J. Wilkinson; John Dicks. A made up
set. Half titles, illus.; vol I text marked, pp.245-46 torn & repaired. Vol. I contemp. half
calf; worn with printed paper label on spine; vols II-IV in orig. dark blue cloth, bevelled
boards; sl. spotting caused by e.ps, but nice bright copies. Vol. I, label of John Kirkwood’s
Kingstown Circulating Library, 90, Lower George’s-Street & bookplate of Frank Seton; vols
II-IV signature? of Major J.C. Ormsby-Johnson.
¶Vol. I a remainder issue of the first volume, presumably irregularly reissued by Wilkinson,
the original printer of vol. II; the original colophon of J.J. Thoms is still present. The
remaining vols in the regular stereotyped reissue of John Dicks.

1847 [c.1865]
229.

£75

MONTHLY PARTS
The Mysteries of London. Monthly parts. No. 5, 7-11, 13-21 of Vol. I -II. G. Vickers.
Illus. 15 pts in original pict. wrappers; spines defective pts 5,8, 20, back wrap lacking pt
21, some dusting.
¶Weekly pts 21-24, 30-52, 57-93 of 104, so lacking the titlepages. Pts 5-11 are signed
Thoms, printer and priced 6d; with J.J. Wilkinson, printer from pt 13 (priced 5d with pt 13
changed to 6d) suggesting the first or early issue. A. & W. Galignani in Paris also appear in
the imprint.  The back wrapper on no. 5 advertises the first number of The London Journal
in March 1845. A scarce survival.

1845-46
_____

£65

REYNOLDS
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The Mysteries of the Court of London
230.

MYSTERIES OF THE COURT
The Mysteries of the Court of London. FIRST EDITION. 1st - 3rd series. Published, for the
Proprietor, by John Dicks. Illus.; vols. V & VI without titlepages. 6 vols in 3 in half light
brown calf, bands, earlier maroon labels. A good clean copy.
¶Probably the part issue.

1849-[54?]
231.

£150

SERIES I
The Mysteries of the Court of London. 1st series, Vols I - II. Published, for the Proprietor,
by John Dicks. Illus., two column text; the odd spot. 2 vols. in 1 in green binder’s cloth;
sl. rubbing.
¶Stereotyped reprints of the First series.

1850-51
232.

£60

The Mysteries of the Court of London. Vol. I. (First series.) FIRST EDITION? Published,
for the Proprietor, by John Dicks. Illus. Orig. dark blue cloth; sl. spotting.
¶Pts 1-52, the text in two columns. Price 6/6 at tail of spine.

1849
233.

£20

The Mysteries of the Court of London. Vol. V. (Vol. I, 3rd series.) New edn. John Dicks.
Illus. Orig. grey cloth, bevelled boards. v.g.
¶Pts 1-52, in the stereotyped edn, the text in two columns. Rose in cartouche at tail
of spine.

[c.1870?]
234.

£20

The Mysteries of the Court of London. Vol. VI. (Vol. II, 3rd series.) FIRST EDITION.
Published for Mr Reynolds, by John Dicks. Illus. Sl. later brown binder’s cloth.
¶Pts 53-105, the text in two columns.

1854
_____

235.

£30

The Necromancer. A romance. FIRST EDITION? (John Dicks.) Full page illus.; title leaf
supplied in typescript. Rebound in half black morocco. A good clean copy.
¶In 33 pts, the text in two columns, this edition in 264pp. First published in Reynolds’s
Miscellany 1851-52, the bibliographic information on the first separate edition is hard to
find. Two BL copies are dated 1884 & 1900.  See also item 223.

[1857?]
236.

£150

Pickwick Abroad; or, The Tour in France. Illus. with 41 steel engravings, by Alfred
Crowquill and John Phillips; and with 33 wood cuts, by Bonner. FIRST EDITION? Thomas
Tegg;  Glasgow:  R. Griffin & Co., &c.  Front., engr. title, plates, illus;  plates badly foxed.  
Orig. olive green cloth; hinges splitting with signs of old reinforcement. Name of James
Horspool, Oakham, 1840. A poor copy.
¶Published in 20 monthly pts in imitation of Dickens as the preface describes. James
describes the Sherwood edition as the first.  This is probably a remainder issue and the title
leaf is slightly shorter, confirming this.

1839
237.

£40

PICKWICK ABROAD
Pickwick Abroad. Illus. with 41 steel engravings by Alfred Crowquill and John Phillips; and
33 wood cuts, by Bonner. 3 vols. William Tegg & Co. Front. & engr. title vol. I, plates &
illus. Contemp. half black roan; heads & tails of spines repaired. A v.g. clean copy.
¶A reissue for the ‘upper class’ and lending library market.  The engraved title retains the
imprint of Thomas Tegg dated 1839. Reynolds had lived and worked in France which
gives this lively Dickensian imitation a certain authenticity.

1847

£65

REYNOLDS
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238.

Pickwick Abroad; or, The Tour in France. Illus. with forty-one steel engravings by Alfred
Crowquill and John Phillips; and with thirty-three woodcuts, by Bonner. (2nd edn.)
Willoughby & Co.  Added engr. title & plates;  some sl. foxed or browned, illus, final ad.
leaf; name cut from corner of engr. title. Neatly recased in orig. dark green cloth, gilt pictorial
spine faded.
¶In 80 pts, with in this copy the plate listed as facing p.9 used as frontispiece. The
engraved title includes Willoughby’s 22 Warwick Lane address, occupied 1849-50.
Reynolds had lived and worked in France which gives this lively Dickensian imitation a
certain authenticity.

[c.1850]
239.

£65

Pickwick Abroad. Or, The Tour in France ... Henry G. Bohn. Added engr. title dated 1863
& sl. spotted, plates & illus; minor spotting at fore-edge. Orig. dark olive green cloth; v. sl.
rubbing. Bookplate of Charles Burton, & quotation card from William Smith the Reading
bookseller. A v.g. clean copy.
¶A variant stereotyped reissue of the original edition, apparently originally in 78 pts.

1864
240.

£50

72 PARTS STITCHED AS ISSUED
Reynolds’s Miscellany of Romance, General Literature, Science, and Art. An incomplete run
of original penny issues from Vol. XXII, no. 559 - Vol. XXXVII, no. 950. Saturday February
26, 1859 - August 25, 1866. Printed & published by John Dicks. 72 pts, stitched as issued; a
few dusted & sl. creased at corners & edges.
¶Each issue has usually parts of two serials attractively illustrated with other
miscellaneous essays and fillers and extensive notices to correspondents.  These issues
include a number of serials by J.M. Rymer under at least two pseudonyms, also works
by Eliza Winstanley, G.W.M. Reynolds, Margaret Blount and Vane Ireton St John, &c.
Numbers 559-561, 567, 581, 608, 616, 619-621, 625, 626, 644-647, 660, 681, 683-689,
694, 740, 741, 743, 744, 841, 849, 850, 856-858, 861, 862, 867, 876, 880-883, 885,
895, 897-903, 907-914, 924, 930, 941-945, 947-950.

1859-66
241.

£380

Rosa Lambert.  With fifty-one illus. by Frederick Gilbert.  FIRST EDITION.  Published, for
Mr. Reynolds, by John Dicks. Illus.; a few marks. Contemp. half dark green calf, crimson
label. A good clean copy.
¶In 52 pts, all but the last with illus.; text in two columns. Serialised 1853-54
in penny and sixpenny parts.  This is titled ‘Rosa Lambert;  or, The clergyman’s
daughter’.

1854
242.

£120

The Rye House Plot; or, Ruth the conspirator’s daughter. FIRST EDITION? Published, for
the Proprietor, by John Dicks. Illus.; a few internal marks. Plain purple cloth; sl. faded.
¶In 54 parts, the text in two columns, not all illustrated. This was serialised in 1853-54.

1857
243.

£110

SEQUEL TO DON JUAN
A Sequel to Don Juan. FIRST EDITION. Paget & Co. (Printed by M Abell.) Front. sl. damp
marked with offsetting on titlepage, errata leaf. Later red buckram; sl. faded.
¶Published anonymously in five cantos:  the eleven further promised did not appear.

[1843]
244.

£150

The Soldier’s Wife.  With  twenty-five illus.  By W.H. Thwaites. Tall 8vo.  John Dicks.  Illus.;  
a few spots. Contemp. half red roan; rubbed with split in leading hinge. Signature of William
Henry Smith replacing another.
¶In 26 halfpenny pts, each with illus.; the text in two columns. The story was originally
serialised in 1852-53, partly to attack flogging and other abuses in the Army.

1865

£45

245
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245.

STEAM PACKET & SAILOR’S JOLLY BOAT
The Steam Packet: a tale of the river and the ocean. Willoughby & Co. Front & plates.
[c.1850] BOUND WITH: BARKER, Matthew Henry. The Old Sailor’s Jolly Boat, laden
with tales and yarns, to please all hands; pulled by wit, fun, humor, and pathos and steered by
H.M. Barker. Willoughby & Co. &c. Front., added engr. title & plates by George & Robert
Cruikshank, illus., foxed. [c.1850] 2 works in 1 vol. in recent turquoise cloth.
¶Each in 40 pts.  ‘The Steam Packet’ first published in 1840, the plates by T.H.
Jones;  ‘The Old Sailor’s Jolly Boat’ in 1844.  These are remainder issues.  See also
item 14.

[c.1850] / [c.1850]
246.

£75

The Young Duchess; or, Memoirs of a lady of quality. (People’s edn.) 2 pts. John Dicks.
(Dicks’ English novels, no. 144, 145.) Fronts., illus. Orig. green illus. printed wraps; spines
rubbed & chipped.
¶The text in two columns in small type.  A sequel to ‘Ellen Percy’.

[c.1885]

__________

£45

RODWELL, George Herbert Buonaparte, 1800-1852
Rodwell, a musician, also wrote many plays and musicals, and managed the Adelphi Theatre.
He later became Director of Music at Covent Garden Theatre.
247.

MEMOIRS OF AN UMBRELLA
The Memoirs of an Umbrella, illus. with 68 engravings, by Landells, from designs by Phiz.
FIRST EDITION? 4to. E. Mackenzie. Engr. front. port., lithograph col. title, illus. Orig.
dark blue binder’s cloth, blocked in blind, lettered in gilt; expertly executed minor repairs to
spine, sl. wear to edges. A nice copy.
¶Wolff 5950 does not mention the frontispiece or engraved title. Not signed in parts, the
text in two columns.  This copy has a ‘Postscript Preface’ dated October, 1845 advertising
Rodwell’s ‘Woman’s Love’ in monthly parts.  The sumptuous colour titlepage is printed
in gilt and royal blue, with detail in brown, blue, yellow & white.  The caption reads, ‘An
umbrella, like charity, covereth a multitude of sins’, and informs that the work will be
published ‘every Saturday, & in Monthly Parts’.

1845
248.

£220
PHIZ ILLUSTRATIONS
The Memoirs of an Umbrella, ... FIRST EDITION? 4to. E. Mackenzie. Illus., music.
Contemp. dark green binder’s cloth, maroon leather label.
¶This copy has a Postscript Preface dated October, 1845 advertising Rodwell’s ‘Woman’s
Love’ in monthly parts. There is no sign here of the engraved title or wrapper which is not
mentioned by Wolff (5950). Rodwell was Musical Director of the Adelphi Theatre and
here includes some of his own compositions.

1845
249.

£120
OLD LONDON BRIDGE
Old London Bridge, a romance of the sixteenth century. Illustrated by Alfred Ashley. FIRST
EDITION. John & Daniel A. Darling. Added engr. title, fold. plate & plates; a few spots.
Contemp. half green calf, gilt spine, red label. A good-plus copy.
¶Not obviously published in parts.  The colophon reads ‘Darling and Son, printers’ from
Bishopgate St., Cornhill. With cuttings about the bridge from the Southwark Diocesan
Gazette inserted.

[1848-49]
250.

£80

Old London Bridge, ... 3rd edn. John & Daniel A. Darling. Front, added engr. title, fold.
plate with tears at edges, & plates; very few spots. Contemp. half green roan; rubbed, brown
label. A clean copy.
¶The colophon still reads ‘Darling and Son, printers’ but from Leadenhall St.

[c.1850?]

£65

RODWELL
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251.

Old London Bridge, ... Willoughby & Co. Added engr. title, spotted, fold view of bridge, plates
damp marked, illus., 8pp cata. Orig. purple cloth; faded, and neatly recased with new e.ps.
¶This remainder issue is in 52 pts.

[c.1850]
252.

£70

Old London Bridge, ... Henry Lea. Front. & plates, fold. view of the bridge, illus. Orig.
mauve cloth; spine dulled.
¶A reissue in 52 pts. Lea succeeded Willoughby at 22 Warwick Lane.

[c.1860]
253.

£60
WOMAN’S LOVE
Woman’s Love; a romance of smiles and tears! With a frontispiece by Alfred Crowquill.
Willoughby & Co. Front. spotted, 1 plate also by Crowquill; a few spots in text. Orig.
orange-red cloth, by Bone & Son; pict. spine a little worn at head & tail. Renier booklabel.
¶This is obviously a slightly later cheaper edition in 294pp, the publisher’s address
according to P.A.H. Brown dating from 1849-50.

[c.1850]

£45

__________

254.

ROMANCIST. The Romancist and Novelist’s Library. Edited by William Hazlitt. New
series. Vol. I & III. John Clements (for the Proprietors). 8pp. ads vol. III; one internal stain.
Rebound in half dark blue morocco. v.g.
¶The advertisements list the contents of the six volumes of individual novels and stories of
different lengths, published at 2d per weekly number and in monthly parts, available bound
in 4 vols at 6s.6d. William Hazlitt the younger edited the work from vol. III. Contents:
Vol. I: Fatal Revenge, 4th edn, 1841 by R. Maturin; Rinaldo Rinaldini, translated from
Vulpius, 4th edn, 1841; May Martin; or, The money diggers, 1841. By Daniel
P. Thompson; The Gypsy of the Abruzzo. By Tyrone Power; The Deer-Stalkers
of Glenskiach, 1840. By Andrew Picken; My Uncle’s Garret Window, 1841. By
M.G. Lewis.
Vol. III Memoirs of Andrew Winpenny, 1841. By Francis Glasse; Woman’s revenge,
1841. By Veit Weber; The Charmed Scarf, 1841. By A. Morton; Bertrand de la
Croix, 1841. By G.P.R. James; The Caliph’s Adventure. By a popular author;
Edric the Forester, 1841. By Anne Ker; Romeo and Juliet. From the Italian of
Matteo Bandello, 1841; Edward Morgan; or, Will nothing please you, 1841. By
the Author of ‘The Old Town Pump’;  The Wrecker, 2pp;  The Romance of the
Castle, 1841. By D.F. Haynes.  (One running head reads ‘The romance of the
forest’.); Andrea Vivano; or, The Italian poisoner, 1841.

1841 [1840-41]
255.

£120
THE PIRATE HUNTER
ROVING JACK. Roving Jack, the Pirate Hunter. A romance of the road and the ocean.
FIRST EDITION. Newsagents’ Publishing Co. Plate, illus., additional red printing in pt 9.
Yellow front wrapper advertising a plate, not present, and No.2 given with No.1. Later half
dark green roan; sl. rubbing. v.g.
¶BL the only location on Copac. In 40 parts; the text in two columns. See Ono 539 for
a later edition (1882). All the Newsagents’ Publishing Co. publications are quite scarce
and an imperfect copy of this in BL is the only one on Copac. Each part advertises other
publications and a splendid free plate in the witches’ cave is bound in pt 5.

1867
256.

£380

ROWCROFT, Charles. Fanny the Little Milliner. With illus. by Phiz. New edn. Geo.
Routledge & Co. Plates by Phiz & Thomas Onwhyn; sl. offsetting. Early purple cloth; spine
faded. Bookplates of R. Mylius and Frank Seton. v.g.
¶Not apparently issued in parts. With 3 extra plates by Onwhyn. Not in Wolff or
Summers;  Block p.202 lists the first edition, 1846:  ‘Fanny, the little milliner:  or, The
rich and the poor’. A similar new edition was published the same year by George Vickers,
better known for bloods. This work was advertised in Lloyd’s Weekly London Newspaper.

1853

£50

RYMER
RYMER, James Malcolm, 1814-1884
A civil engineer before turning to writing popular fiction, Rymer wrote many short stories
for Edward Lloyd and competent longer serials, his later writings praised by Robert Louis
Stevenson. It is now accepted that he wrote both ‘Varney the Vampire’ and ‘The String of
Pearls’. He moved to work for G.W.M. Reynolds, retiring to run a hotel near Worthing. See
also items 110, 143-149 & 563.
257.

ADA THE BETRAYED
Ada, the betrayed; or, The murder at the Old Smithy. A romance of passion. Printed &
published by E. Lloyd. Illus., many probably by the Pickerings. Contemp. half brown calf.
Booklabel of Eric Jones-Evans. v.g.
¶Ono 541.  BL only on Copac.  Rymer’s signature novel ‘Ada, the betrayed’ was first
serialised in Lloyd’s Penny Weekly Miscellany in 1843 and this first separate edition in 56
parts has a preface dated 1847. Eric Jones-Evans, 1898-1989, a general practitioner, acted,
and was a theatre historian and collector. He wrote plays, several based on Dickens’s
works. See also item 148.

1847
258.

£1,250
GRAVE OF THE FORSAKEN
Adeline; or, The grave of the forsaken. Founded on facts. [Printed & published by E.
Lloyd.] Double front. plate but without title leaf & preface, illus; tear without loss in pp.4344, a few marks. Contemp. half red roan, gilt spine; sl rubbed at head. v.g.
¶Ono 542 in 52 pts and 117 chapters. BL & Oxford only on Copac. The work was
advertised at 2/6 in December 1842.  Louis James early identified this as a more skilful
than average domestic tale “in a style that suggests Rymer in a serious mood”, and
titlepage attributions, lacking here, to the Author of ‘The Miller’s Maid’ & ‘Blanche’;  [or,
The mystery of the doomed house] confirm his authorship.

[1842]
259.

£850
ELEVEN ORIGINAL PARTS
Adeline; ... Pts 1-8, 10-12. Printed & published by E. Lloyd. Illus. Disbound parts.
¶Ono 542.  11 of the original 52 parts of the first edition.  The gutter imprint is for Lloyd at
the Office of The Penny Sunday Times.

[1842]
260.

£125

Adeline;  ...  A domestic romance. By the Author of “Blanche Heriot”, etc., etc.  Published
by E. Lloyd. Illus; some pts sl. browned, a few marks. Neatly rebound in half black roan.
Signature of R.H. Byrne (?).
¶An unrecorded abridged edition in 16 pts, and 65 chapters, with text in two columns. See Ono
542 & above for the first edition in 52 pts.  Here the text, in very small type, is abridged from the
end of Chapter LIX, omitting the story of Gonzalo and bringing forward the death of Adeline
to Chapter LX. This is a comparatively rare example of an error by the printer/publisher in the
titlepage attributions.  In 1841 ‘Blanche;  or, The mystery of the doomed house’ by Rymer was
currently appearing but in 1851 ‘Blanche Heriot’ by Thomas Prest was currently being reprinted.

[1851]
261.

£350
ILLUSTRATED BY PHIZ
Annie Rushton;  or, A flaw in the diamond.  A romance of the affections. By the Author of The
Duchess; ...  E. Lloyd.  Illus.;  lacking pt 6, p. 209, first page of last part, seriously browned.  
Disbound.
¶Not in Ono’s collection and not in BL or on Copac. In 27 pts, the text in two columns.
It was advertised in parts in Lloyd’s Weekly London Newspaper in 1851. Nos 2-4,
unillustrated were presented free with pt 1, and Phiz provided odd numbered illustrations
only after no. 11.  The first was engraved by G. & C. Wall.  With another (second) half of
the advertisement slip for Thomas Frosts’s The Corsican Brothers [1852] on blue paper,
bound in. This was republished in Lloyd’s Weekly Newspaper in 1852.

[1851]
262.

£280

Don Cæsar de Bazan.  A romance of Spain.  By the Author of “The black mantle”, “Mabel”,
... Printed & published by E. Lloyd. Illus.; without the frontispiece plate, a very few spots.
Quite early green cloth; sm. split at tail of front board. v.g.

257

RYMER
RYMER, James Malcolm, continued
¶Ono 546. BL & Oxford only on Copac. In 32 pts, the text in two columns. Most of the
spirited illustrations are in the three cornered style. The preface dated July 1845 states
that it is based on the popular drama staged in 1844 and that there has been a delay in
executing some orders because of its popularity. Rymer was simultaneously engaged on
writing ‘an English Romance of Modern Life’.

1845
263.

£450
WITH ALL THE PLATES
Edith Heron; or, The Earl and the Countess. (New edition?) 2 vols. (John Dicks.) Bound
without general titles, plates, illus. by John Gilbert, &c.;  sl. damp marking in first 100 pages
which has damaged some of the plates, a few marginal tears. 2 vols in 1 in later maroon
imitation pigskin with inner hinges strengthened.
¶Ono 548. In 104 pts, the text in two columns. With coloured or bicoloured plates bound
in; given with pts 4-11 and then alternately to no. 39 (5 with sm. hole, 6, 9, 11, 13 affected
by damp) and with uncoloured plates alternately from pt 12-38, 40-104. The sequel to
‘Edith the Captive’, first published in 1863-64.  This may be the 1866 new edition as held
by BL. Another new edition was advertised as beginning on February 11th, 1874.

[1866?]
264.

£300

Edith Heron; ... (New edition.) 2 vols. (John Dicks.) Col. illus. wrapper to no. 1 & 2, illus. 2
vols in 1 in half green morocco;  gilt spine, uniform with ‘Edith the Captive’.  A v.g. clean copy.
¶In 104 pts, the text in two columns.  A reissue of the first edition probably corresponding
to that held in BL. The coloured wrapper to no. 1/2 of the New edition is bound in as title.
Without the plates.

[1866?]
265.

£180

Edith, the Captive;  or, The Robbers of Epping Forest. By the Author of “Jane Brightwell”.  
FIRST EDITION? 2 vols. (John Dicks.) Illus. by F. Gilbert & G.F. Sargent. 2 vols in 1 in
later half dark green calf; spine faded and mislettered Erryn. A v.g. clean copy.
¶Ono 549. In 104 pts, bound with both titlepages; the text in two columns. Gutters reveal
the Author as Malcolm J. Errym, the pseudonym of Rymer, but this volume is too tightly
bound to read all the information. On better quality paper.

[1861-62]
266.

£450
EDITH THE CAPTIVE
Edith, the Captive; ... FIRST EDITION? 2 vols. (John Dicks.) Illus.; a few internal marks.
2 vols in 1 in sl. later half crimson calf; sl. rubbed, label removed from leading pastedown. A
good clean copy.
¶See Ono 549 for the 1861 New edition. No edn earlier than 1861-2 on Copac. In 104 pts,
bound without titlepage, the text in two columns. Gutters reveal the Author as Malcolm
J. Errym, the pseudonym of Rymer but this volume is too tightly bound to read these
imprints.  This is the first or an early issue.  With the signature of J.P. Quaine.

[1861-62]
267.

£380

Edith the Captive; ... (New edition.) 2 vols. W. Smith; (Henry Clarence). Col. illus.
wrapper to no. 1 & 2.  2 vols in 1 in half green morocco;  gilt spine uniform with ‘Edith
Heron’. A v.g. clean copy.
¶See Ono 549.  In 104 pts in two columns.  A reissue of the first edition of 1861-62,
advertising a reissue of the sequel ‘Edith Heron’ beginning on February 11th, 1874.  The
coloured wrapper to no. 1/2 of the New edition is bound in as title. Without the coloured
plates. The change of publisher may indicate a reissue?

[1875?]
268.

£200

Grace Rivers;  or, The merchant’s daughter.  A domestic romance.  By the Author of “Ada,
the betrayed”, ...  FIRST EDITION.  E. Lloyd.  Front., plate, illus.  Rebound in half black
morocco as by Thomas Prest, otherwise v.g.
¶Ono 553 is a later edition in 44 parts; Bodleian only on Copac. In 52 pts, each with a
woodcut.

1844

£650

268

272
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269.

THE LOVE CHILD
The Love Child;  or, The little heroine.  A romance.  By the Author of “Varney the Vampyre”,
... (Printed & published by E. Lloyd.) Illus.; without title leaf, browned & severely stained at
tail throughout, pp.153-54 torn without loss & pp.247-48 with loss. Rebound with black cloth
spine, marbled boards, red leather label.
¶Ono 559, in 59 pts. BL only on Copac. Once wrongly attributed to Thomas Prest, but
a forerunner of Rymer’s later ‘society’ romances, written under the pseudonym of Lady
Clara Cavendish.

[1847]
270.

£250

Mabel; or, The Child of the Battle Field. A romance. FIRST EDITION. Printed & published
by Edward Lloyd. Front. laid down, illus.; text browned and fragile with a few tears &
repairs with transparent tape with the loss of some text. Bound in 2 vols in purple cloth;
spines faded, rubbed printed labels. A poor copy.
¶BL & Oxford only on Copac. In 54 pts, the text in two columns. Ono did not have this
first edition, which has been confusingly attributed to a Miss Barry by Block and others.  
Authorship is assigned to Rymer in Lloyd’s Weekly London Newspaper July 20, 1845 with
the announcement that no. 1 ‘by the Author of Ada the Betrayed’ is to be given away with
no. 203 of the ‘Companion’.  Other titlepages list ‘Mabel’ as a work by Rymer.  With the
signature of J.P. Quaine.

1846
271.

£380

Mazeppa or, The wild horse of the Ukraine. A romance. FIRST EDITION. E. Lloyd. Illus.;
printing flaw causing smudging to imprint on titlepage.  Rebound in half black morocco
ascribing authorship to Prest. A v.g. clean copy.
¶Not now in Ono. BL & Oxford only on Copac. In 110 parts, including as padding the
comic adventures of Mr Lumpus of High Holborn among the Tartars. This is longer than
the average late Lloyd title.

1850
272.

£550

NEWGATE
Newgate. A romance. FIRST EDITION. Printed & published by E. Lloyd. Illus.;
‘Complete’ written in ink on titlepage.  Rebound in half black morocco ascribing authorship
to Prest. A good copy.
¶Ono 501, where it is assigned to Prest. BL only on Copac. In 97 pts with crude
woodcuts. Authorship is now assigned to Rymer; chains of attributed works and
advertisements lead to the ‘Author of Ada ...’.  The work is in fact a series of short tales,
at which Rymer was adept, gathered together in a framework provided by a first-person
narrator finding old manuscripts in a former offal cellar below a butcher’s shop in Newgate
Street.  (Is this a possible echo of The String of Pearls?)  The first story ‘The Shadow
of Death;  or, The Coffin Cell’ was later expanded and published separately as ‘Captain
Hawk; or, The Shadow of Death’, 1851 (May Boyes; or The Shadow of Death) which
can also now be assigned to Rymer rather than E.C. Grey. The preface is dated November
1847 and this copy has the date of publication of each part added in ink from no.1, 7 Feb
1846 - no.76 on 19 June 1847. The last story from no. 85 has a prominent drop-head title
‘The Poisoner; or, The perils of matrimony’ with a large illustration, and may well have
been available separately. A damp marked plate by George Cruikshank of criminals is
bound in at front, and another illustration at end.

[1847]
273.

£1,250

FREE SPECIMEN
Paul’s Perils. Specimen gratis. No. 1 (with which is presented gratis no. 2) is now ready, in a
coloured wrapper, price one penny. E. & H. Bennett. Illus. Folded as issued. 8pp.
¶See Ono 568. The text is an abridgment of Rymer’s Paul Clifford, 1850. Edward
and Harold Bennett were the sons of Edward Viles and are recorded at 28 Maiden
Lane in 1890-91 only.  This specimen contains the illustration to no. 1 and the first
pages of text.

[1890]

£15

RYMER
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274.

RYMER’S COPY, MUTILATED?
The Queens’ Magazine. Vol. I. May - August 1842. Complete run. Published for the
Proprietors, by H. Hooper; and R. Groombridge. Front & plates by Thomas Onwhyn,
browned. Contemp. half calf, black label.
¶Rymer edited and likely wrote most of this unsuccessful magazine, which ceased
publication after four months leaving his ‘Jane Shore’ at this time incomplete.  The
essays include one on ‘Popular writing’:  “Which of our present ‘popular writers’ will
be remembered in 1942?”.  One series ‘Tales of the times’ by Mask has a title later used
by Rymer. A number of interesting features suggest this copy may have had editorial
ownership. A pencil signature James Rymer is added at the foot of p.13, and the last two
lines of the poem by L.L. on p.62 are erased. On p.76 there is a small portrait by Onwhyn
of the supposed editor, which may represent Rymer himself, and this portrait has been cut
out. (A photocopy is supplied.) On p.109 Rymer’s name is substituted for the supposed
poet of ‘Love’s fables’ George Hillier Fantome;  on p.210 an article is ascribed to Charles
Wellsley?, on p.211 the text is amplified, with correction and deletion on p.213.  An
interesting copy of a scarce item.

1842
275.

£650

FACSIMILE
Varney, the Vampyre: or, The Feast of Blood. A romance. (First Edition facsimile.) (Printed
& published by E. Lloyd.) Added title, illus. Half black morocco, as by Thomas Prest. v.g.
¶A facsimile of the First Edition of 1847 in 109 pts, the text in two columns. This is
probably the Arno Press, New York, edition of 1970, but all additional matter has been
removed. The attribution to J.M. Rymer is now well established.and Lloyd listed it in
1845 and 1846 as by the Author of ‘Don Caesar de Bazan’, of ‘Stella’ and of ‘Ada, the
betrayed’.  The first part was advertised on September 21, 1845.  The second edition is
reduced in length.

[1970?]
276.

£150

The Widow Mortimer;  or, The marriage in the dark.  A romance.  By the Author of “The
string of pearls”, &c, &c.  G. Purkess;  and Strange.  Illus.  Rebound in green cloth.  v.g.
¶Ono 513 & BL have an (1850) Edward Lloyd edition, like this in 12 pts. It was
advertised in Lloyd’s publications at 1/- in May 1849, as by the Author of ‘The String of
Pearls’ and later with other titles mentioned.  Like ‘The Pirate Queen’ it suggests a close
collaboration of publishers possibly in connection with Lloyd’s bankruptcy.

[1849]

__________

277.

£350

YOUNG APPRENTICE
(ST JOHN, Vane Ireton) The Young Apprentice; or, The watch-words of old London.
FIRST EDITION. Newsagents’ Publishing Company. Illus. Contemp. half dark green roan;
rubbed with splits at head of hinges.
¶Ono 587 is a later edition. This edition is in 65 pts, the text in two columns. It does not
contain the free coloured plates, but some parts bear the two letter price ticket numbers.
Bound in at front is the list of winners of watches in the ‘Young Apprentice’ prize drawing.  
Pt 1 was presented gratis with no. 38 of the Boys of England.

1868
278.

£85

(ST JOHN, Vane Ireton) The Young Apprentice; .... Vols. I & II. Harkaway House. Illus.;
sl. browning of edges. Contemp. green binder’s cloth; spine faded & worn at following
hinge. Cut out printed paper title.
¶Reissued in one volume in 33 weekly halfpenny parts. A col. front wrapper of the Edwin
J. Brett edition has been tipped in to leading f.e.p.

[c.1900?]
279.

£40

SAMUEL SOWERBY. Samuel Sowerby; or, Doings at Ravensdale Priory. By the Author
of “Captain Bolio”, “Fred Hamilton” &c.  Illus. with steel engravings by “Phiz”.  Willoughby
& Co. Plates on tinted paper. Bound in 2 vols. in half maroon roan; sl. rubbed.

274

SAMUEL SOWERBY
¶Chetham’s Library only on Copac; BL has an (1845?) edition. In 40 pts; a hunting
novel with text title:  “Ravensdale Priory;  or New Scenes and Old Habits”.  There is no
connection with ‘Ravensdale’ by Ellen T -.  “Captain Bolio” is by ‘Della’, whose works
are attributed to Archibald Nangle in Dicks English Library in 1895.

[1843]
280.

£125

SCRIBE, Augustin Eugène. Piquillo Alliaga: or, The Moors under Philip the Third of
Spain. An historical romance. FIRST ENGLISH EDITION. George Peirce. Illus. Rebound
in plain maroon cloth. v.g.
¶BL & Oxford only on Copac. In 28 pts, not all illustrated, in shorter format. A 3-volume
translation by Charles Cocks was published in 1848 under the title ‘The Victim of
the Jesuits’. This is the earliest English version, produced to a higher standard than
contemporary bloods, the same year as the first French edition.

1846
281.

£85

SHEPPARD, Jack. The Life and Surprising Exploits of of Jack Sheppard. (Devonport:
printed by Samuel & John Keys.) Five woodcut illus. Stabbed in orig. orange illus. wraps,
with ads. v.g. 8pp.
¶Catalogued from the text drophead title. The wrapper title above a theatrical style illustration
is ‘The Life and Adventures of Jack Sheppard’.  The only one on Copac is in BL, dated
1820?, catalogued from the wrapper, but the Book Trade Index gives later dates to the Keys.

[c.1840]
282.

£150

SHEPPARD, Jack. Life of Jack Sheppard the notorious house and gaol breaker. 12mo.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Bowman. Illus. Disbound. 24pp.
¶A very late penny chapbook, poorly printed. Unusually there is a list of publications and
this is no. 21 of Penny histories. The title vignette does not illustrate this story. Bowman’s
address is 12 Nuns’ Lane. See also item 426.

[c.1860?]
283.

£50

SMITH, Albert. The Struggles and Adventures of Christopher Tadpole, at home and abroad.
Illus. by Leech. Willoughby & Co. Front. port. water-stained at corners, plates, 8pp ads.
Orig. red publisher’s cloth, gilt spine; sl. rubbing. v.g.
¶A reissue in 65 (i.e. 64) pts, with spine imprints, of the first edition of 1848.  
Willoughby’s imprint is Smithfield & Warwick Lane.

[c.1850]
284.

£60

SMITH, Albert. The Struggles and Adventures of Christopher Tadpole, ... Willoughby & Co.
Front. port., plates; sl. offsetting. Contemp. purple half calf, gilt spine faded, green label. v.g.
¶In 64 pts.  These are reissued sheets of the first edition published in 1848.  Willoughby’s
imprint is Warwick Lane & Smithfield.

[c.1850]
285.

£60

(SMITH, Horace) Adam Brown, the Merchant.  By the Author of “Brambletye House”, &c.  
New-York: Harper & Bros. Some spotting. Disbound.
¶Possibly in 18 parts, but stab holes are uniform. Text in two columns. First published in
England in 1843.

1846

£25

SMITH, John Frederick, 1803-1890
From a theatrical family, Smith wrote plays before becoming a successful serial writer for
Edward Lloyd and The London Journal. It was once thought that he wrote much of Edward
Viles’ ‘Black Bess’ (see item 327). He later became deaf, and moved to America.
286.

Amy Lawrence, the Freemason’s Daughter. Tall 8vo. H. Lea. Illus., text in two columns;
some spotting & marks. Contemp. half black roan, gilt spine; sl. rubbing.
¶In 35 pts with two-column text. Summers p.190; serialised in The London Journal
in 1851. BL copy is dated [1860] but Summers gives 1870; the printer is R. Beard,
Brunswick Place, c.1861-63. The name W.H. Terrell is lettered on spine below the title.

[1860?]

£120

SMITH
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287.

ORIGINAL PARTS IN WRAPPERS
The Lives of the Queens of England. Illustrated by Sir John Gilbert, and other skilful artists.
24 pts. (C.W.) Bradley & Co. Illus. 24 pts in orig. green pict. wrappers; paper sl. browning,
dusted with some spotting, the last part wraps split along spine.
¶Not recorded on Copac. This work was serialised in The London Journal from July
1852 - Feb. 1854. When The London Journal declined in popularity several successful
works were issued in parts.  This edition was advertised on ‘Stanfield Hall’ wraps to begin
on Tuesday 16th July [1889], but the first part here advertises the second on Saturday 2nd
March [1890]. Frank Jay says that it was this work which prompted Cassell to commision
Smith to write the ‘History of England’, which was however completed by other writers.  
Smith died in 1890; here his works are advertised in paperback at 1/- and cloth gilt at 2/-.

1890
288.

£380

Rochester. With nineteen illus. by F. Gilbert. (People’s edn.) John Dicks. (Dicks English
novels, no.239.) Front. & illus. Orig. orange printed wraps; dusted, spine sl. torn.
¶First published as ‘Rochester;  or, The Merry Days of Merry England’ in 29 parts by
Edward Lloyd in 1852 and as a serial in the Halfpenny Gazette in 1864 according to
Summers, but the title is not listed by Medcraft. Here the text is in two columns.

[1901]
289.

£35

HISTORICAL FACT & FUTURE FICTION
Stanfield Hall.  [Vols I-III.]  [New York:  Dick & Fitzgerald.]  Plates after John Gilbert;  
lacking titlepages with one supplied in modern type, pp.1-2 & 45-46 torn and laminated, pp.
13-14 margins repaired. Rebound in half dark blue morocco; spine faded.
¶Text in two columns. First serialized in the London Journal 1849-50, Stanfield Hall
consists of three separate historical episodes, mediaeval to Cromwellian, influenced
by Scott. The work is extensively discussed by Louis James who points out its strange
mixture of historical accuracy and prophetic science-fiction-style anachronism involving
plastic surgery, a gas bomb and the cinema. Its great popularity produced several later
editions but we have been unable to trace this one on Worldcat or Copac, the closest
reference being a Garrett edition c.1888.  Stanfield Hall was the scene of a celebrated
murder by James Rush in 1848 and this volume contains a photocopy and cuttings relating
to this crime.

[1883]
290.

£120

Stanfield Hall:  an historical romance.  Illustrated by Sir John Gilbert and other eminent
artists. 3 vols. Bradley & Co. Fronts & illus. Contemp. half black roan; sl. rubbing, split at
head of leading hinge vol. I, but a v.g. copy.
¶Republication of an original part issue indicated by signatures, with full page illus. by
John Gilbert to most parts.

1888-89
291.

£150

ORIGINAL PARTS IN WRAPPERS
Stanfield Hall:  ...  78 parts to form 3 vols.  Bradley & Co. (At the “London Journal” Office.)  
78 pts in 75 with illus., in orig. green, mostly illus., wrappers; front wrap. pt 28 sl. torn at tail,
some dusting. A good set.
¶An original penny weekly part issue indicated by signatures, with full page illus. by
John Gilbert to most parts.  The last parts advertise Smith’s ‘The Lives of the Queens of
England’ to begin on 16th July, 1889 and state that all back numbers are in print. First
serialized in the London Journal 1849-50.

1888-89
292.

£500

Temptation. A romance. Illustrated by Sir John Gilbert. C.W. Bradley & Co. Illus.; paper
browned. Blue cloth spine, marbled boards.
¶Not in Ono. BL & Oxford only - Oxford dates as 1899? A trimmed front wrap is laid
down on verso of f.e.p. forming frontispiece. Published in unnumbered penny parts.

[1904]

__________

£60

STOCQUELER

293.

ALFRED THE GREAT
STOCQUELER, Joachim Hayward. King Alfred the Great: a tale for Englishmen. George
Peirce. Front. plate sl. trimmed in margin, illus. Neatly rebound in black cloth. v.g. clean copy.
¶Not in BL or on Copac. In 10 pts; pt 1 is not illustrated and pt.2 is unnumbered and may
have been issued with pt 1.

[1849]
294.

£200

STOCQUELER, Joachim Hayward. Maid Marian, the Forest Queen, an historical
romance. George Peirce. Front. with hole and mark in inner margin, illus; some marks in
text. Early half brown morocco.
¶In 31 pts. This copy has an attractive (not quite complete) calligraphic titlepage. The
Forest Queen, Stocqueler’s name and the date are framework pencil drafts. The BL copy
has title:  ‘Maid Marian ... being a companion to “Robin Hood”.  Stocqueler wrote mainly
historical works with a small amount of fiction.

1849
295.

£150

STORY TELLER. The Story Teller. 2 vols. James Robins & Co. Front, vol. I title only,
engraved, plates, woodcut illus; some foxing and marking, lacking all after p.392 vol. II. 2
vols in 1 in contemp. half calf; split along spine & in hinges. A poor copy.
¶Dated from the plates but not obviously in parts, this is one of the forerunners of the bloods,
some of the more literary stories having good quality engraved headpieces. The text title is StoryTeller.  The only 2 copies on Copac ‘The story-teller:  a collection of tales, original, translated,
and selected’ are dated 1830.  The frontispiece depicts ‘Britannia protecting literature’.  Inserted
is an unrelated much later plate depicting the Free Companions, from an adventure story.

[1827-29]
296.

£40

STORY TELLER. The Story Teller. (The Illustrated Story Teller.) Hextall & Wall. (Printed
by G. Peirce.) Engr. title only, sl. damp marked, illus. Orig. orange brown cloth, elaborate
gilt blocked spine; sl. dulled. Armorial stamp of Robert Montgomery, Convoy. v.g.
¶Sole copy on Copac is in BL dated (1847?). Originally in 21 parts and well illustrated,
the up-market publication was discontinued after this volume “in consequence of more
important avocations”.  This is a rival to the contemporary work in 2 vols ed. by R. Bell.  
Including ‘The Enchanted Castle’, ‘Woman’s Love’, ‘The Victim’, ‘The Salamander’, &c.

[c.1843]

£125

SUE, Eugène, 1804-1857
Sue was a naval surgeon who turned to writing sensational serial fiction.
297.

PIRATED BY DUGDALE
De Rohan;  or, The court conspirator.  From the French of ‘Latreaumont’.  W. Dugdale.  Front. &
plates. Contemp. half diced calf; worn at head of spine, dark brown label. Bookplate of W. Buck.
¶Sole copy recorded on Copac is at BL. In small 8vo format, smaller than most bloods.
The text is likely to have been pirated by Dugdale, perhaps from the 3-volume edition
published the same year.

1845
298.

£190

The Female Bluebeard: or, The Adventurer. With 34 illustrations, by Walmsley. W. Strange.
Illus. with woodcuts; leaves sl. dusted. Neatly rebound in dark green binder’s cloth, lettered
in gilt, brown leather spine label.
¶A translation of ‘Le Morne-au-Diable’, 1841-42.  This copy without frontispiece portrait.

1845
299.

£40

Martin the Foundling; or, Memoirs of a Valet-de-Chambre. Translated from the French.
Franklin’s edition. B.D. Cousins. Front., 1p ad. following text, 2-column text. Orig. red
publisher’s cloth, blocked & lettered in gilt & blind; sl. dulled, spine a little rubbed. A good
clean copy.
¶A translation of ‘Martin, l’Enfant Trouvé’, 1846.  First English edition?  Issued in 30
pts. James p.191 lists a Cousins edition apparently dated 1846 but the earliest in the BL is
dated 1847. This is more or less the same translation as Roscoe’s edition.

[1847?]

£70

303

SUE
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300.

Martin, the Foundling; .... Tall 8vo. G. Vickers. Illus with pencil page nos added; a few
marks. Rebound in marbled boards, green cloth spine, paper label.
¶In 41 pts, all but the last with illus, the text in two columns. James p.191. A different
translation from Roscoe’s edition of ‘Martin, l’Enfant Trouvé’, 1846.

1847
301.

£80

MYSTERIES OF PARIS
The Mysteries of Paris. 3 vols. Chapman & Hall. Half titles, title vignettes & many illus.
on good quality paper; some browning and marginal strengthening in vol. I. A made up set.
Vols I & III in orig. mauve cloth, spines faded, leading f.e.p vol. I laid down; vol. II from a
rebinding, lacking spine & boards detached, but internally good.
¶In 90 pts.  First published in 3 vols in 1844.  This is probably the first part issue,
supposedly inspired by Pierce Egan’s ‘Life in London’.  It was the first of a host of other
‘Mysteries’, the best known by Reynolds.  Vol. III has the bookplate of Charles Kent,
Vicar of Ludford.

1845-46
302.

£50

The Mysteries of Paris. Translated from the French by Charles Rochford. Illustrated with
twenty-one engravings on steel, designed and executed by T. Onwhyn. Charles Daly. Half
title, front. port., engr. title, printed title. Orig. purple cloth, spine blocked & lettered in gilt,
boards dec. in blind; spine faded to brown. A good-plus copy.
¶First published as a ‘roman-feuilleton’ between Jun. 1842 and Oct. 1843.  First English
edition, 1844, translated by J.D. Smith. This is a new translation, dated 1850? in BL
catalogue, that uses the Onwhyn plates of the 1844 edition.

[c.1850?]
303.

£125

The Mysteries of Paris. Carefully translated, without abridgement, from the latest Paris
edition, revised by the Author. Tall 8vo. E. Appleyard. Sold by Henry Lea. (Roscoe’s
Library edition.) 1855. Front. port., plates, illus., text in two columns; a few marks.
BOUND WITH: DUMAS, Alexandre, the Elder. The Bastard of Manléon. Tall 8vo.
Appleyard & Hetling. (Roscoe’s Library edition.) 1854. Front. port., illus. 2 vols. in 1 in
half red morocco, elaborately gilt spine.
¶In 32 and 26 pts respectively.  This 1855 edition not recorded on Copac.  The first English
edition (1848) of the Dumas was also published by Appleyard; this 1854 edition recorded
only at Oxford on Copac. See also item 174

1855/1854
304.

£120

The Mysteries of Paris: a romance of city life. New revised translation ... by Henry L.
Williams. 3 vols. George Routledge & Sons. Text in two columns, ad. leaves; some
spotting. Orig. col. illus. wraps; sm. splits at spines.
¶Nos. 78-80 in Routledge’s Illustrated sixpenny series but with no text illustrations. The
translation was first published in The Railway Library in 1869.

[c.1884?]
305.

£45

THE WANDERING JEW
The Wandering Jew: 3 vols. Chapman & Hall. Full-page illus. Contemp. half purple calf,
purple cloth boards; a little marked, otherwise v.g.
¶First English edition. Bound from the parts.

1844-45
306.

£125

The Wandering Jew: a tale of the Jesuits. Translated from the French, by D.M. Aird. Bruce
& Wyld. (Novel Newspaper, nos. 415-433.) Two column text. Contemp. half pink calf, spine
dec. in gilt, black label; sl. faded & rubbed.
¶More than ten different publishers issued this work in 1845. James, p.191. Leading f.e.p.
with inscription: ‘To my dear wife Caroline Frances Patten, Sept. 9th 1849’.

1845

£110

SUE
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307.

The Wandering Jew. With an authentic portrait and memoir of the author. E. Appleyard.
(Roscoe’s Library edn.) Illus. with plates and numerous woodcuts. 1845. BOUND WITH:
The Seven Capital Sins. (Roscoe’s Library edition.) Edmund Appleyard. Front., engr. title;
a few marks in text. 1847. 2 vols. in 1 in contemp. half dark brown roan, spine lettered in
gilt, marbled boards; faded & rubbed.
¶More than ten different publishers issued this work in 1845. James, p.191.  ‘Les Sept
Péchés Capitaux’ - earliest dated version in Bibliothèque Nationale, 1848.  BL has a 6 vol.
Paris edition of 1851-54 but lists no translation;  this is probably the first English edition.  
The Wandering Jew in 70 pts each with illus. The Seven Capital Sins appears to have been
swiftly reduced to one - the text ends ‘Conclusion’ after 22 parts of Part One: ‘Pride’, but
the rest appeared as periodical serials; this edition in BL & Manchester only.

1845 / 1847
308.

£120

The Wandering Jew. Translated from the French. 2 vols. Tall 8vo. E. Appleyard. (Roscoe’s
Library edition.) Front. port., plates, illus., text in two columns. Orig. red cloth, blocked in
gilt; tiny split at head of spine vol. I, sl. damp marking on e.ps but a v.g. clean copy.
¶In 70 pts with continuous pagination.  This is probably the first issue of Appleyard’s
edition.

1845
309.

£65

The Wandering Jew. A new and elegant translation. Profusely illus. by the most eminent
artists. 2 vols. Tall 8vo. New York: Harper & Bros. Front vol. II, illus., some full page; a
few marks in text. Contemp. full sheep; rubbed, spines worn, hinges cracking, red & black
labels, one red missing. Signatures of F.S.C. Wetton. Internally sound and clean.
¶Published in alphabetically lettered parts. This is not Roscoe’s translation.

1846
310.

£50

The Wandering Jew. Tall 8vo. Henry Lea. (Roscoe’s Library edition.) Illus. by Henry
Anelay, text in two columns. Contemp. dark green cloth; leading hinge repaired.
¶A later issue of the edition first published by E. Appleyard, probably issued without the
portrait of Sue. No copies with this imprint on Copac.

[c.1855]
311.

£50

The Wandering Jew; a tale of the Jesuits. Milner & Co. Half title, front. & added engr.
title in red & black, 21pp cata.; a few spots in text. Orig. blue cloth blocked in black &
gilt; dulled.
¶In slightly larger format than Milner’s usual volumes and advertising The New
Novelist’s Library.

[c.1890?]

£20

__________

TALES
312.

Tales and Readings for the People. A weekly miscellany of useful information and
amusement. Vol. I. no. 1-26. (Jan. 6) - June 30, 1849. Printed & published by Palmer &
Clayton; sold by Cleeve. Illus., two column text; the odd tear without loss, crease & spot,
lacking pp.1-2, but titlepage present. Contemp. half calf; sl. rubbing, red label.
¶Not in James; BL also has nos. 1-26. Largely composed of extracts from other
publications.  From no. 18 published by Vickers.  Dickens’s ‘The Haunted Man’ is
reviewed on p.10, with a long extract.

1849
313.

£50

Tales of All Nations; or, Popular legends and romances. (No. 1-48. Saturday, Feb. 13, 1836 Jan. 7, 1837.) W. Strange. (Cowie, printer.) Illus. Rebound in half dark blue calf. v.g.
¶Not in Ono, & not known to James. No copies located on Copac. In 48 pts, the text in two
columns. Sensational stories, some of which may have suggested plots for later bloods.

1836-37

£220

313

316

320

324

TALES
TALES, continued
314.

TALES OF CHIVALRY
Tales of Chivalry;  or, Perils by flood and field.  Illus. with numerous engravings by S.
Williams.  Vol. II.  G. Berger.  Front. port of Sir Sidney Smith, illus., final ad. leaf;  sl. damp
marking & spotting, sm. tear in pp.27-28 repaired. Contemp. half calf; spine rubbed & worn
at head, red label sl. chipped.
¶BL, Oxford & Durham on Copac. For Vol. I, see item 8. In 53 pts, each with high
quality illus. and with index, the text in two columns containing fiction, some serialised,
and factual fillers.  The number of this final volume is not on the titlepage.

[1845]
315.

£300

Tales of Fairy Land; or, Legends of olden time. 16mo. William M’Kenny, Great Orford
Street. (W. Milner, printer, Halifax.) Front. & plates; a little browned. Handsome contemp.
half calf, gilt spine, red label with tiny chip at corner.
¶Not on Copac. A number of the tales, like Peter Schlemihl, are translated from the
German and the volume seems related to the ‘Romances and tales of the Elfin time’,
c.1840 in Jarndyce Catalogue CLI, with similar woodcut illustrations. The publisher’s
name appears to be false so, probably like the other, this is a piracy or remainder.

1847
316.

£220

Tales of Heroism, and Record of Strange and Wonderful Adventures, being a collection and
register of deeds of bravery, heroism, and devotion; together with interesting romances,
amusing tales, and laughable anecdotes. 4to. William Mark Clark. Illus., 2pp ads; sl. mostly
marginal worming pp.395-404 touching a few letters. Rebacked in half calf, retaining orig.
binders’ ticket of Sharpe & Kelley, Liverpool.
¶Not in Ono, Summers, Block or James; Copac records only the BL copy. It is suggested
that this was edited by James Lindridge who worked for Clark (see also items 139-142).
In 50 pts, each with rough woodcut; text in two columns, with general title and index,
including serialized fiction and short stories, some by James Lindridge.  Parts at one penny
or ten for sixpence.

1847
317.

318.

£200

Tales of Heroism, and Record of Strange and Wonderful Adventures, ... 4to. William Mark
Clark. Title creased, tear in pp51-52 repaired, corner torn from pp381-82 affecting one word.
Contemp. half black calf; tape removed from leading inner hinge, sl. knocked & rubbed,
crimson label.
1847
£90
NAVAL AND MILITARY CHRONICLE
Tales of the Wars; or, Naval and military chronicle. Nos 1 (Jan. 2, 1836) - 156 (Dec. 22,
1838). 3 vols. William Mark Clark. Fronts in vols I & II, vignette illus. to each issue,
additional woodcut illus; some dusting & foxing throughout, prelims to vol. II spotted, tear to
pp 103/4 vol II. without loss. Contemp. half black calf; a little rubbed.
¶Copac records a copy (also in three volumes) in the BL; this title ran to 209 issues in
four volumes, 1836-39. Another copy, in the National Maritime Museum, has the titlepage
‘Tales of the wars:  or, Naval and military chronicle consisting of faithful accounts of
sea and land battles interspersed with anecdotes and biographical notices of the most
distinguished naval and military commanders’ and related editions, with editorship
attributed to R.J. Stapleton. (Editorship is sometimes probably wrongly ascribed to Henry
Downes Miles.)  Volume I includes a ‘Memoir of the Early Life and Services of William
the Fourth’;  volume II, ‘A Memoir of the Duke of Wellington’;  volume III, ‘A Memoir
of Lord Viscount Nelson’.  ‘Tales of the Wars’ was issued weekly (Saturdays), priced 1d.,
with an illustration and account of naval and military battles from Hastings to Waterloo.

1836-38

__________

319.

£250

CRIMES & CALAMITIES
TERRIFIC. The Terrific Register;  or, Record of crimes, judgments, providences, and
calamities. FIRST EDITION. 2 vols. Sherwood & Co., printed by T. Richardson. General
woodcut titles (after Seymour) & indexes. Handsomely rebound in half calf, black labels.

TERRIFIC
¶All published in 104 16pp pts, each with a woodcut. Some of the parts in Vol. I have later
edition notes. A grisly collection of murders, executions and general inhumanity designed
to illustrate ‘God’s revenge against murder’.  There is a printing of the ‘Horrible Affair in
the Rue de la Harpe at Paris’ in Vol. II, p.310-312, which probably suggested the Sweeney
Todd story.

1825
320.

£750

TERRIFIC. The Terrific Register;  ...  2 vols.  Sherwood & Co., printed by T. Richardson.  
General woodcut titles (after Seymour) & indexes; sl. foxed at ends. Contemp. half green
cloth; a little worn, spines faded, hinges splitting, rubbed orange leather labels. Signatures of
Harold E. Phillips with 1927 date stamp.
¶Vol. I has a quotation from Dickens about his reading of this collection when a boy, in ink
on leading pastedown.

[c.1829]

£500

TOWNSEND, William Thompson, 1806-1870
Townsend wrote a number of melodramas and Dickensian plays as well as much fiction and
penny dreadfuls.
321.

Fred Frolic:  his life and adventures.  (By the Author of ‘Giles Evergreen’.)  Edwin J. Brett.  
Illus.; paper sl. browned. Orig. orange pict. wraps, printed in red & black; sl. dusted, staples
rusted, spine defective.
¶Ono 128 is dated 1872; BL only for the 1872 edition. This is published from the 6, West
Harding Street address, and is Complete at 6d.

[c.1900]
322.

£30

Giles Evergreen;  or, Fresh from the country.  Edwin J. Brett, “Boys of England” Office.  
Illus.; sl. browned & chipped at tail at end. Orig. pink pict. wraps; sl. dusted & chipped,
spine strengthened with transparent tape.
¶Ono 657; BL & Oxford only on Copac. The complete shilling issue of the original 15
pts.  ‘Gallant Jack’ and ‘The Boys of Hawkhouse School’ are advertised at the end.

[c.1895]
323.

£45

NOBODY’S DOG
Nobody’s Dog.  Complete.  Beautifully illustrated.  “Boys of England Office.”  (Edwin J.
Brett.) Illus.; without the coloured plate, last pt. browned. Blue paper wraps without spine,
stapled, typewritten title.
¶Ono 658-59; BL only on Copac. Originally issued in 10 pts, the text in two columns.
The last page advertises J.C. Stagg’s ‘Chevy Chase;  or, The Battle on the Border’
immediately after Christmas.

[1895?]

£25

__________

324.

UNKNOWN WARRIOR. The Unknown Warrior: or, The secret band. A romance of the
eleventh century. G. Purkess. Initial ad. leaf, illus.; sl. browning & spotting. Contemp. half
black roan; a little rubbed.
¶In 24 pts, the text within a single rule border. The initial leaf and gutters advertise
Roderick Dhu, Jack Sheppard and Jack Rann &c. always in print. The illustration on
p.89 was also used in ‘The Red Cross Warrior’, 1843 published by Hextall and Wall, and
in ‘The Black Warrior, or The Saxon’s revenge’, n.p., n.d.  It was advertised to begin in
December 1849 and as complete in May 1850.

[1850]
325.

£250

VIDOCQ, Eugène François. Memoirs of Vidocq, as a convict, spy and agent of the French
police. 12mo. [G.Bohn?] I.J. Chidley. Engr. title only and plates by Thomas Onwhyn;
lacking letterpress title, title torn & reinforced, text rather marked. Contemp. half red roan;
rubbed & faded, with chip from spine.
¶‘Mémoires de Vidocq, chef de la police de sûreté jusqu’en 1827, ...’ was first published
1828-29 and translated into English at the same time. The later volumes were not written
by Vidocq, an early detective. This is probably the G. Bohn edition of 1859, lacking the

255

above: 353 (part only); below 354 (part only)

355 (part only)

388 (part only)

453 (part only)

526 (part only)

513 (part only)

546

287 (part only)

291 (part only)

568 (part only)

VIDOCQ
letterpress title and also lacking pp.489- end, described in the Contents list as ‘Adele
d’Escars’. Page 1 indicates Vol. I at tail and it is possible that the second work formed Vol.
II. The preface is signed F.L. Chidley’s imprint dates from c.1848 but the text is longer
than that of the Chidley edition.

[1859]
326.

£35

LIFE IN PARIS
VIDOCQ, Eugène François, pseud. (A. Lucas). Life in Paris; a new historical romance.
Tall 8vo. E. Appleyard, publisher. M. Burgess, printer. Plates, illus.; some leaves at ends
water-stained at edges.  Contemp. half calf, at some time rebacked with red label as ‘Fast Life
in Paris’; rubbed.
¶See Ono 674.  The running sub-title is ‘Adventures of a Marquis’.  Published in 56 parts
with notes but apparently no titlepage. This copy has the front wrapper bound in, which is
printed on the reverse of an inverted wrapper for Sue’s ‘The Commander of Malta’.  The
publication of Dumas’ “Forty-five Guardsmen” is advertised for Monday, October 18th.  
The first English edition.

[1847-48]

£200

VILES, Edward, Henry, 1842-1891
Edward Viles had a significant collection of penny literature which probably provided
source material for his own fiction. Some of the often interminable romances were originally
attributed in part to J.F. Smith, but this is now thought to be incorrect. Viles, who began as a
Shakespearian scholar, may have been in partnership with the publisher Edward Harrison.
For his brother, Walter Percy Viles, see Section II.
327.

BLACK BESS
Black Bess; or, The Knight of the Road. A tale of the Good Old Times. FIRST EDITION.
E. Harrison. Illus.; some spotting and minor tears, pp. 431-32 detached and torn at edges,
lacking pp.1103-04 at end of first volume, the text replaced in photocopy.  Bound in 2 vols in
contemp. half green calf;  the first vol. rather rubbed with hinges splitting.  Owner’s signature
of John Joyner, Eltham, 1869.
¶See Ono 675. This is the original issue of this massive serial in 254 pts and 2028pp. The
plates advertised in the gutters are not present. The last two parts advertise the sequel,
‘The Black Highwayman’.  The Author’s preface dated March 18th, 1868 is not present:  
Frank Jay states that it was at least partly written by John Frederick Smith, but this is no
longer thought correct.

(1866-68)
328.

£200

Black Bess; ... (Reissue.) Vols. I-II. E. Harrison. Illus.; a few marks in text. 2 vols in half
maroon morocco; affected by damp with splits in hinges vol. II. Internally good.
¶Pts 1-160 only, without the preface and plates.

[c.1868?]
329.

£65

BLACK HIGHWAYMAN
The Black Highwayman, being the Second Series of Black Bess; or, The Knight of the Road.
By the same author. [E. Harrison.] Plates, illus. Uncut & bound without titlepage or wrapper in
half purple calf as Vol. I; spine faded to brown, green label. Binder’s ticket of Kenyon, Bolton.
¶Ono 676. In 86 pts each with illus.; the text in two columns. This copy has, loosely
inserted, seven of the eight plates from the new re-issue, sl. torn at some edges: 3 coloured
plates issued with nos. 4-6, and 4 uncoloured to nos. 7-10.

[1868-69?]
330.

£250

The Black Highwayman, ... E. Harrison. Plates, illus.; pts 7-10 browned, pp.335-336 &
599-600 torn with loss, but repaired with facsimile text, other mostly minor tears in text,
affected by damp at tail; last leaf dusted. Roughly stitched into card wrappers.
¶Ono 676.  In 86 pts bound without titlepage;  some parts seemingly from the first issue
and some from the reissue. This copy contains copies of all the coloured plates issued with
pts 1/2 & 3 (torn and repaired), 4, 5 & 6 but without the later uncoloured plates.

[1868-69?]

£75

330

VILES
VILES, Edward, continued
331.

ORIGINAL PARTS
The Black Highwayman, … Reissue. E. Harrison. Pts folded as issued; dusted at edges,
some spotted & a few damp marked at spine, pts 60 & 70 split along spine.
¶This set is incomplete consisting of pts 1/2-25, 30-34, 37, 41, 44 (a later halfpenny issue
without rule border), 45-46, 48-55, 60, 61, 66-68, 70, i.e. 48 pts.

[1869?]
332.

£110

Blueskin: a romance (of the last century. By Edward Viles.) Parts 20-29, 39-51. E.
Harrison. Illus.; a few spots & creasing at edges. Individual parts, disbound.
¶See Ono 678.  Harrison’s name is from the spines, which advertise ‘Black Bess’ as now publishing.

[1866?]
333.

£45

Blueskin:  …  By the Author of “Black Bess; ...”.  (Vol. II.)  E. Harrison.  Illus.;  a few spots.  
Dark green binder’s cloth; split in following hinge, sl. rubbing. v.g. clean text.
¶Pts 81-158, with titlepage, of the scarcest of the Viles’ titles.

[1867?]
334.

£40
BLUESKIN POSTER
(Blueskin.) Now Ready at all Newsagents the New Re-Issue of Blueskin, or, Jack Sheppard,
by the Author of Black Bess ... Sold by all Newsagents everywhere. Printed in purple;
twice folded, torn at folds and in text without loss, and sl. chipped at edges. In a poor state,
requiring conservation. 43 x 56cm.
¶Ono 679.  The poster lists the coloured wrappers and plate given with nos. 1 & 2, the five
coloured plates with nos. 3 - 7 and the three uncoloured plates with nos. 8 - 10. These are
present in the earlier edition of Edward Viles’ work in the Ono Collection.

[1875?]

__________

335.

£40 †

WAKEFIELD, Miss. Mary, the Primrose Girl; or, The Heir of Stanmore. An interesting
tale. W. Nicholson & Sons. Half title, plates, 33pp cata; lacks leading f.e.p. Orig. maroon
cloth, blocked in black, lettered in gilt. v.g.
¶Probably first published in 1837 and kept in print.  The author may be Eliza Wakefield
or this may be a publisher’s attempt to suggest Priscilla Wakefield who died in 1832.  The
advertisements date this to post-1885.

[c.1886?]

£25

WARD, Catharine George, afterwards Mason, 1787- after 1833
Ward wrote novels published in parts, which were precursors of the bloods, also poetry and
plays. She seems always to have lived precariously, as both her husbands died bankrupt
suffering from tuberculosis, and she had to apply to the Royal Literary Fund.
336.

The Cottage on the Cliff. A sea-side story. FIRST EDITION. George Virtue. (Printed by C.
Baynes.) Front., engr. title & plates. Contemp. half calf; worn with splits in hinges, black
label; lacking leading f.e.p. Renier booklabel.
1823
£50

337.

The Cottage on the Cliff. ... George Virtue. Engr. title, plates, without the original
frontispiece; some staining & browning, marginal tears roughly repaired. Contemp. diced
calf, chipped gilt spine, gilt & blind borders, crimson label; front hinge weak & strengthened,
lacking leading f.e.p. Renier booklabel.
¶A re-impression of the original text sheets, with the later plate, and instead of the
frontispiece, a second copy of the engraved title and a new letterpress titlepage both with
the imprint of George Henry & Co.

[c.1840]
338.

£30

Family Portraits; or, Descendants of Trelawney. G. Virtue. (Printed by C. Baynes.) Front.,
engr. title & plates; sl. spotting. Contemp. half black calf; sl. rubbing. v.g.
¶Bound from parts indicated by signatures. Not in Wolff.

1824

£65

WARD
WARD, Catharine George continued
339.

The Fisher’s Daughter, or The Wanderings of Wolf, and the Fortunes of Alfred. Being a
sequel to ... The Cottage on the Cliff, or A sea-side story. G. Virtue. Front., added engr. title
& plates; some spotting & browning in text. Contemp. half calf; sl. rubbing.
¶First published in 1824 or 1825 see Block p.248. This edition is published in 38 pts, and
was printed by R. Clay.

[c.1830?]
340.

£65

The Fisher’s Daughter, ... G. Virtue. Front., engr. title, plates (some spotted); plate opp.
p.458 in facsimile; plate opp. p.624 trimmed & laid down. Contemp. half black calf; split in
leading inner hinge. Renier booklabel.
¶This edition is in 38 pts and was printed by I.T. Hinton, who was at various addresses in
Warwick Square, 1827-32.

[c.1830]
341.

£30
SECRETS OF THE CASTLE
The Knight of the White Banner; or, The Secrets of the Castle. FIRST EDITION. Printed by
C. Baynes; for George Virtue. Front., engr. title & 8 plates. Full contemp. calf, gilt & blind
spine & borders; sl. rubbed with sm. splits in hinges. A good sound copy.
¶In 32 pts;  Summers p.210 misprinting ‘Scouts’ for ‘Secrets’.  Published under her
married name of Mason.

1827
342.

£90

The Mysterious Marriage; or, The Will of my Father. Printed by C. Baynes. Published by
George Virtue. Front., added engr. title. Contemp. half black morocco, edges of boards rubbed.
¶Some of the 9 plates have been re-engraved, and they are not all bound according to the
directions.

1824

£50

343.

The Mysterious Marriage; ... Printed by C. Baynes. Published by George Virtue. Front.,
added engr. title, plates with offsetting; lacking plate opposite p.80, a few spots in text & one
leaf torn. Contemp. half calf; sl. rubbed with sl. wear at head of title.
1824
£30

344.

The Mysterious Marriage; ... George Virtue. Front., added engr. title & 8 plates, one dated
1824; sl. browning & spotting. Rebound in full light brown calf, black labels. v.g.
¶The engraved title bears the name J. Virtue.

[c.1840?]
345.

£45
PRINCESS CHARLOTTE
The Rose of Claremont, or, Daughter, wife & mother. Printed for Thos. Kelly. Front. engr.
title only, 8 plates bound in at front. Text to p.600 only. Contemp. beige cloth; marked, sl.
rubbed & worn at head & tail of spine. Renier booklabel.
¶Published in parts indicated by signatures. This thinly disguised account of the life of
Princess Charlotte with frontispiece of genuine portraits of the principal royal characters
and a mixture of real and fictional plates, was originally published in 2 vols in 1820.  It
is not clear if this remainder(?) issue is intended to be complete but there is no hint of a
continuation, and Jarndyce Catalogue 100 had a similar volume with the plates as here
gathered at the front. A miscalculation by the printers is suggested.

1823

£60

__________

346.

WEBER, Veit, pseud. (Georg Philip Ludwig Leonhard Waechter) Woman’s revenge; or,
The tribunal of blood. A romance. Published by J. Clements for the proprietors. (Romancist
and novelist’s library, vol.3.) Fairly recent orange roan; sl. faded & rubbed, boards, paper
label on front board. 42pp.
¶BL only on Copac. Translated from the German. The dialogue is printed with speakers’
names like a play. See also item 254.

1841

£380

WEEKLY
347.

WEEKLY. The Weekly Magazine of Fiction, Miscellaneous Reading, and General
Entertainment. Vol. I. no.1-27/28. 1 Jan. - 1 July, 1848. 4to. Published for the Proprietor, by
John Dicks. Illus.; a few internal spots. Contemp. plain purple cloth; rubbed at corners &
faded to brown. Scarce.
¶No copies traced on Copac. Two column text. All published, and then combined with
Reynolds’s Miscellany.  The major story is ‘The Count of Crisono’ by Edwin F. Roberts,
with short stories by him, with also ‘The Poacher’s Daughter’ by Mrs [Susannah] G.W.M.
Reynolds. There are superior illustrations by H. Carter, Arthur Miles, &c.

1848
348.

£125

OATH OF VENGEANCE
WHITE-BOYS. The White-Boys; or, The oath of vengeance. A story of Ireland. And The
Stolen Heir: or, Constantine the deformed. (Books I-II.) 4to. [Henry Lea.] 112, Fleet Street.
(Lea’s London library.) Illus.; rust mark affecting prelims & title, lacking following f.ep.
Orig. black wavy-grain cloth; stitching weakening, a little rubbed.
¶‘The White-Boys’ is not in Loeber and untraced on Copac.  BL lists three other
collections called London Library but not this one.  These are the first 16 nos of the
London Library, the text in two columns, each part with a full page and an internal illus.,
some by Robert Prowse. It was serialised in the Halfpenny Miscellany published by
Lea, in 1861-62 with an illustration. The second story is set in Scotland and includes an
illustration of Burke & Hare, but is incomplete. The binding might indicate that the series
ended here.

[c.1864?]

£150

348

A1

SECTION II: PENNY DREADFULS: Authors writing mainly after 1870
This section contains material primarily written for boys from 1870 to the early years of the
twentieth century. As well as penny dreadfuls and boys’ periodicals, there are examples of
cheap American publications, late crime chapbooks and women’s novelettes.
349.

A1. The A1 Boy’s Novelettes. Conducted by Charles Stevens. Vol. 1. no. 1. 4to. Published
at 5, Hind Court, Fleet Street; printed by Shaw & Co. Illus.; sl. spotted. Folded as issued;
stabbed in margins. 16pp.
¶Ulva, the Gladiator: a tale of the cross and the sword. One penny weekly, with the next
two titles listed. Not in BL.

[c.1885?]
350.

£15

AIMARD, Gustave, pseud. (Olivier Gloux) Aimard’s Indian Tales. Edited by Percy B. St
John. 6 vols. George Vickers. In smaller format with orig. illus. front wraps. Disbound.
¶The tales, originally published in 25 vols in the 1860s by Ward & Lock are here revised
and edited by Percy St John.
The Buccaneer Chief. 1876
The Flying Horseman. 1876
The Guide of the Desert. 1876
The Insurgent Chief. 1876
The Last of the Aucas. 1877. Splitting at spine.
The Smuggler Hero. 1877

1876-77

£65

ALDINE PUBLISHING COMPANY
351.

Aldine Detective Tales. No. 41 & 50. Aldine Publishing Co. Sl. browned with minor
marginal tears. Stabbed in orig. col. pict. wraps, each containing ads. for other series.
¶Each 96pp for 2d. BL has only 28 nos. (1893-1923). 41. The King of the Detectives. By
Old Sleuth (Harlan P. Halsey?). 50. The Mysteries of a Night; or, The Shadow Detective.

[1894?]
352.

£40

The Aldine Half-Holiday Library. A complete story of adventure weekly. Vol. I. no. 1,
2; vol. VI. no. 139; vol. VII. no. 158-163, 165-168. 171-175, 177-180. 20 nos. Aldine
Publishing Co. All sl. browned & dusted, a few (including no. 1 in poor condition) with outer
leaves split along spine.
¶BL has 904 numbers.

[1893-97?]
353.

£120

JULES VERNE OUTDONE!!!
Aldine Romance of Invention, Travel, & Adventure Library. Bound as no. 1 - 232. 17 vols.
Aldine Publishing Co. Each issue 32pp. with double column text and coloured wrappers;
text pages are all browned and sometimes chipped, with some loose pages and one lacking
back wrapper. Red binder’s cloth; some vols with torn, chipped or rubbed spines, many parts
loose.  Some vols contain the label of Barry Ono the ‘Penny Dreadful King’ with a cutting
about him in vol. I, also a few the label of Tom Langley. A fragile set in probably the original
binding cases.
¶This series contains much inventive American fictions.  It is celebrated for the adventures
of Frank Reade with his amazing steam driven horses, and land and flying machines.  BL
lists 272 nos. This extensive run lacks nos 52, 53, 66, 74, 76, 82, 84, 96, 101, 139, 218, &
231 text pages.

[1894-1902]
354.

£1,500

The Aldine Romance of Invention, Travel, & Adventure Library. Aldine Publishing Co. BL
lists 272 nos. of this series, 1894-1906. 13 issues, each 32pp. with double column text and all
but one with coloured pict.wrappers; sl. marked, text pages are all a little browned, spines sl.
worn, some staples sl. rusted.
¶This series is celebrated for the adventures of Frank Reade with his amazing steam driven
horses, flying machines and submarines.  Most carry the signature of Arthur Hosking.

ALDINE
ALDINE PUBLISHING COMPANY, continued
45. Frank Reade’s Flight to New Mexico. Plain wrappers. Disbound.
71. Adrift in the Frozen Sea.
89. Frank Reade’s Prairie Triumph.
99. The Fate of the Snow Bird.
138. The Lost Navigators.
141. The Weird Island.
153. Chasing a Pirate.
155. Beyond the Gold Coast.
156. 7,000 Miles Underground.
159. The White Atoll.
190. Jack Wright and Frank Reade. Ink numbers, owner’s stamp, spine splitting.
230. Jack Wright’s Electric Sea Launch. Lacking back wrapper.
264. Frank Reade’s Queen Clipper of the Clouds.

[c.1896-1906]
355.

£650

Aldine “Tip-Top Tales”.  No. 54, 60, 64, 79-81, 84, 90, 94, 99, 108, 124, 126, 132-33, 150,
159, 161, 163, 182, 184, 189-200, 209-14, 217-24, 227-28, 230, 232, 241, 243-44, 270. (55
nos.) Aldine Publishing Co. Sl. browned. Stabbed in orig. col. pict. wraps with ads; one
or two detached or with splits in spine, but on the whole in good condition. A few owner’s
marks & stamps.
¶A substantial collection of largely American adventure tales which are of slightly different sizes.

[c.1895-98]
356.

£750

Aldine “Tip-Top Tales”.  No. 209.  Aldine Publishing Co.  Browned.  Orig. col. pict. wraps.  
Disbound, lacking spine strip, chipped at edges. A poor copy.
¶No. 209. The Lawyer’s Shadow; or Level-headed Luke’s legacy. An American tale, in
small format.

[c.1902]

£10

__________

357.

‘BOOKS THAT NEVER GROW OLD’
ALGER, Horatio, Jr. Alger Series. (Clean adventure stories for boys.) No. 99, 170, 171. 3
vols. New York: Street & Smith Corporation. Ads; paper browned. Orig. col. front wraps
laid down. Crudely bound in marbled boards, dark blue or green cloth spines.
¶These scarce 15 cent novels are fairly well preserved. Dates are from advertisements.
99. Ragged Dick, or, Street life in New York. (1926) The note refers to a sequel
in no. 170.
170. Fame and Fortune, or, The progress of Richard Hunter. (1926) A sequel to no.
169. With back wrapper.
171. Mark the Match Boy, or, Richard Hunter’s ward. (c.1926) With back wrapper.

[1926]

£65

358.

ALLY SLOPER. Ally Sloper’s Half Holiday. We can offer individual numbers of this comic
and satirical periodical from 1884-1923. Illus. The wartime issues are in sl. smaller format
and some issues are sl. browned & chipped at edges. £10 EACH.
1884-1923
£10

359.

ANSWERS. Answers’ Library. No. 302. March 4, 1916. Answers Newspaper. Illus, two
column text; marked. Orig. orange printed wraps. 32pp.
¶The Silence of Hylton Reeve or, For his mother’s sake, by H.M.R.  Described as a ‘grand
complete novel’, with also part of a serial “The Mysterious Mrs Alastaire”, by H. St John Cooper.

1916
360.

£10

A LONDON BOY IN EGYPT
ARAB. Arab Jack; or, The adventures of a London Boy in Egypt and the Soudan. Hogarth
House. Illus.; title creased, staples sl. rusting. Black cloth spine with illegible paper label.
¶Ono 10. In 12 pts, text in two columns. With the trimmed original col. wrapper laid
down on leading pastedown.

[c.1885]

£50

BEESON
BEESON, Walter Thomas
Walter Beeson, 1861-1947, was surveyor or bursar of St John’s College, Oxford who
attempted to supplement his income writing periodical fiction. He jointly edited a Christmas
annual ‘Heroes of the hearth’ in 1883. He was the father of Cyril Beeson the expert on
forestry and clocks, who was a youthful friend of T.E. Lawrence, his next-door neighbour.
361.

GALLEY PROOFS
The De Leons of Ousnay. (John Dicks.) (Bow Bells novelettes, no.101.) Illus. Contemp.
limp sheep; worn at head & tail of spine & sl. rubbed. 57pp.
¶Galleys or pages from the original publication laid down on rectos, with illustrations from
the pink front wrapper and the text.

1881
362.

£50

MANUSCRIPTS
The Grey Monk, or The Squire of Cherrington. An original story. 4to. A manuscript of 237
leaves mostly in purple ink. Stabbed in a torn paper wrapper.
¶The novel is addressed from 69 Plantation Rd, Oxford, July 1890 with a note of
6d sent (for postage) if rejected, as it undoubtedly was. In the style of an old blood
(perhaps inspired by J.M. Rymer’s ‘The Black Monk’) it was by this time distinctly
old-fashioned.

1890
363.

£250

Kidnapped - the events of a week. An original story. 4to. A manuscript of 95 leaves in
purple ink, p.92 sl. wormed affecting a few letters, numbered 87.  Stabbed with brass butterfly
paper clips in a paper wrapper.
¶The tale of the kidnapping of a young woman addressed from 69 Plantation Road, Oxford
21/3/92, and presumably rejected by a publisher. Inserted are two photographs of a Loving
Cup with arms and a Latin inscription, presented to Walter Beeson by St John’s College
after 60 years service and friendship.

1892
364.

£150

Marked Money. (Answers story competition.) (An original tale.) A manuscript of (1),33
leaves in black ink;  p.3 torn with loss of a few words.  Stabbed with brass butterfly paper
clips with one central fold; sl. foxing to title.
¶A crime story addressed from 69 Plantation Rd, Oxford 29/11/89.

1889
365.

£100

Piggotts Disappearance. A manuscript of 20 leaves in purple ink. Stabbed with brass
butterfly paper clips with one central fold;  final blank leaf wormed.
¶A simple crime story addressed from The Cottage, Plantation Road, Oxford 5-3-89.

1889
366.

£100

Sister or Sweetheart?  An original story by the author of “In spite of himself” etc.  Ms in 9
parts (chapters). 4to. A manuscript of 119 leaves with 9 part titles bearing Beeson’s name,
written in blue & purple ink; some revisions pasted on. Stabbed.
¶A story addressed from 69 Plantation Rd, Oxford 15 Feby - 90 to the Editor of the
Halfpenny Novelette, Strutt St, Manchester (replacing Birmingham).

1890

__________

367.

£150

BELL, Heather, pseud. (Joseph Robertshaw) Tom Lee: a Wharfedale tragedy. York:
T.A.J. Waddington.  Illus., initial 6pp. & final 8 pp. ads, a few corners creased.  Stabbed in
orig. brown printed wraps; staples rusting.
¶BL, York Minster & University only on Copac. An account of a local murder
published at the instigation of J.H. Heyworth at the Wilson Arms Hotel, Grassington
which is advertised on the front wrapper. The titlepage is headed: A thrilling tale!
This is a slightly later issue, after 1910, as the back wrapper refers to the dowager
Queen Alexandra.

[1907]

£110

BONNIE
368.

BONNIE. Bonnie Boys of Britain. Christmas number. Published with No. 8 of the Bonnie
Boys of Britain. n.p. Illus. Folded & stabbed as issued. 16pp.
¶The Spectre Schoolboy. A Christmas story. By S. Dacre Clarke (Guy Rayner), &c.
Without the coloured plate.

[1884]
369.

£30

BOY. The Boy Soldier; or, Garibaldi’s Young Captain. (E.J. Brett?) (Boys’ Library - new
series.) Illus.; pp.77-78 strengthened at edges. Bound without printed titlepage in green
binder’s cloth. v.g.
¶Ono 43 is a mixed copy with title dated 1871, in part made up from this edition in 24
penny pts, the text in two columns.  The first edition appears to be from Newsagents’
Publishing Co. 1867.  Advertisements in the parts list ‘English Jack amongst the Afghans’
and the last part announces ‘The Young Apprentice’.

[1880?]

£50

BOYS
370.

The Boys’ Champion Paper. Edited by S. Dacre Clarke (Guy Rayner). Vols. I-II. Sept. 26,
1885 - Sept. 11, 1886. 125 Fleet Street. Illus., titlepage to vol. I only. Maroon binder’s cloth,
marbled sides, green leather label.
¶Ono 61.  The journal is then to be combined with ‘Comrades’.

1885-86

£75

371.

The Boys’ Champion Story Paper. Vol. IV. no. 78 - Vol. V. no. 118. 12 July 1902 - 18 April,
1903. Folio. James Henderson & Sons. Illus. Unbound issues; browned with some splits &
dusting.
£65
1902-03

372.

The Boys’ Comic Journal: stories of fun, adventure and romance. Conducted by Edwin J.
Brett. Vol. I, IX (Quarterly division XVIII), XVI (pp.1-208), XXI (Quarterly division XLI),
XXII, XXVII, XXXI. 7 vols. Edwin J. Brett. Illus., paper browned & occasionally sl.
trimmed. Variously bound: 2 vols in half black roan, 1 in orig. publisher’s pict. cloth, 3 in
orig cloth or paper wraps and one in plain paper wrap.
¶See Ono 62.  4 complete and 3 half volumes.  With the free numbers of ‘The Boys’
Comic Novelette’ in vols, XXVII & XXXI. Vol. XXXI also contains a slightly imperfect
copy of Vol. XXXIX of ‘Young Men of Great Britain’.

1883-98
373.

£150

The Boys’ Favourite. Conducted by Edwin J. Brett. Vol. I. no. 1-41. Nov. 11, 1870 - Sept. 1,
1872. Edwin J. Brett. Illus. Bound with 4 green monthly front wrappers & 2 back wrappers
in green binder’s cloth, red leather label sl. chipped.
¶All published:  a note to no. 41 states that the serial stories will be completed in ‘Boys of
England’. Not in BL.

1870-72

£120

374.

“Boys’ First-Rate Pocket Library” of complete tales.  No. 50.  A Game of Gold!  Deadwood
Dick’s big strike. Aldine Publishing Co. Some browning & spotting. Orig. col. pict. wraps.
Text marked, spine splitting. Publisher’s stamp on front wrapper with initials RO, 33 and
‘Deadwood Dick, gold seeker’ in blue pencil.
[1891?]
£25

375.

The Boys’ Friend. Vol. III. no. 54-104. 4/2/95-19/1/97. Folio. Printed for the Proprietors by
The Geraldine Press.  Illus., in five columns on blueish paper;  some pages sl. browned, some
tears with sl. loss. Blue binder’s cloth; dulled & discoloured, maroon leather label rubbed,
inner hinge cracking.
¶Authors include Henry St John, Charles J. Mansford, Claud Heathcote, Charles
Edwardes, Paul Lefevre.

1895-97

£45

BOYS
BOYS continued
376.

The Boys’ Friend. New series. Vol. IV. no. 157-182; vol. VIII. no. 39-416. June 11 - Dec.
3, 1904; Dec. 5, 1908 - May 29, 1909. (The Proprietors, Carmelite House.) Green cloth
binders as vol. 7 & 16; vol. IV issues loose in binder.
¶Including Nelson Lee stories.

1904-09
377.

£75

The Boys’ Graphic. Vol. I. 8th March - 30th August 1890. 4to. Printed & published by the
Popular Publishing Co. Illus.; a few leaves proud. Orig. red cloth; dusted, rubbing at head
& tail of spine & hinges.
¶Edited, and with fiction by Guy Rayner.  Only two volumes appear to have been
published, covering one year. Includes serial novels: Harry Stanton, Half-Mast High, Lost
on a continent, Riven by Steel, The Underground City. With another published version of
the engraving on p.392 inserted.

1890
378.

£65

The Boys’ Herald: a healthy paper for manly boys. Vol. V. no. 212, 213, 215-16, 218-22,
225, 230, 237; vol. VIII. no. 365-415. Between Aug. 10, 1907 - 1 Feb., 1908; July 16, 1910
- 1 July, 1911. (Amalgamated Press.) Unbound numbers stabbed as issued, some in groups
with spines guarded with tape, some in poor condition, dusted, split at spine or frayed &
creased at edges, a few with text loss to mice.
¶Published from 1903 to 1912 and then continued as The Herald.

1907-11
379.

£110
101 ORIGINAL ISSUES COMPLETE
The Boys’ Leader. Vol. 1. no. 1 - Vol. 4. no. 101. Sept. 12, 1903 - Aug. 12, 1905. The
Proprietors. Illus.; paper sl. browned. Original issues, stabbed through spines.
¶In tabloid newspaper format.  ‘The paper a boy can take home’.  ‘Funny Pips’ given away
with every copy.

1903-05
380.

£250

The Boy’s Leisure Hour. The Christmas Number of the Boy’s Leisure Hour. Double number.
Vol. IX. no. 223. Xmas, 1888. Charles Fox. Illus. Folded as issued; sl. spotted. 16pp. v.g.
¶‘Falcon Crest, or, The Glades of Englewood Forest.’

1888
381.

£30

The Boys of England. A young gentleman’s journal of sport, sensation, fun and instruction.
Vol. I-VIII, X-XI, XIII, XVI-XVII, XX, XXII, XXXV, XLIII, XLVI, L, LIII-LIV, LVII. (Nov.
1886 - Nov. 1894) 22 vols in 21. Newsagents’ Publishing Co. (Edwin J. Brett.) Illus.; minor
imperfections. Variously bound, in varying condition, half in orig. publisher’s cloth, some
vols with splits at spine, but generally sound.
¶Vol. XI lacks the first number.  Vols. I & VI contain Hugh Walpole’s Brackenburn bookplate.  
Several vols are part of the reissue. Some contain Christmas numbers and the last vol. one
of the Boys Prince of Novelettes. Volumes XVII & XX are in the original illus. card wraps.
Vol. I nos. 1-9 were originally entitled:  ‘Boys of England:  a magazine of sport ...  Conducted
by Charles Stevens’ and Vol. I has the reprinted titlepage naming Brett as the editor. (We have
a number of odd volumes, mostly from the reissue also available separately.)

1866-94
382.

£380

The Boys of England Christmas number. Edwin J. Brett. Illus. Disbound & outer leaf split at
spine, old sellotape repair to tear in p.1. 16pp.
¶‘The Spectre Schoolboy of Shadowglide Hall.’  Also ‘The Coiners’ Haunt’ illustrated by
Phiz, &c.

[1886?]
383.

£30

Boys of the Empire. A journal in colours, of fun, instruction, and romance. Edited by Edwin J.
Brett. No. 9. 2 April, 1888. Illus. in colour on alternate pages. Folded as issued. v.g. clean copy.
¶An almost mint single part but without the free plate of Lady Catharine Douglas issued with it.

1888

£25

369

372

373

381

393

395

397

406

BOYS
BOYS continued
384.

Boys of the Empire: .... Edited by Edwin J. Brett. Vol. I. no. 1 - vol. III. no. 77. Feb. 6,
1888 - July 22, 1889. 4to. 3 vols in 2. Printed by Leighton Bros. for the Proprietor, Edwin J.
Brett; Publishing Office, 173, Fleet Street.  Vol. I & II with col. illus. on one side of leaf only,
& black & white illus; without the presentation col. plates. Contemp. grey & red binder’s
cloth; Vol. I-II following hinge splitting, spine defective but internally good.
¶Ono 55. Bound in at the end of vol. II is the Christmas number published with no. 46:
The Haunted Priory, 16pp. partly printed in blue ink.

1888-89
385.

£150

Boys of the Empire: an Up-to-date-boys journal. (Vol. 2) no. 38 - (vol. 22) no. 311. June
1901 - Sept. 1906. Edwin J. Brett. Illus.; some browning. Bound in 10 vols. in red binder’s
cloth; damp marked at head, spines faded.
¶Beginning from the first joint issue of the two periodicals.  In the last issue a new ‘Boys
of England’ is advertised.  The first number of the New Series printed on pink paper and
unopened is inserted, once folded, at the end.

1901-06
386.

£250

ORIGINAL ISSUES
Boys of the Isles. Guy Rayner’s popular weekly. Vol. I. no. 1-36. Jan. 22 - Sept. 29, 1889.
Popular Publishing Co. Folded as issued. Some nos. dusted, torn at edges or split along
spine, some with tape repairs.
¶Ono 57. From no. 19 enlarged to tabloid format. Ono only had to no. 18. Scarce.

1889
387.

£110

Boys’ Own Journal. Edited by George Emmett. vol. I. no. 1-12. May 17, - Aug. 4, 1883.
St. George’s Publishing Office.  No. 1 is a specimen issue, the rest disbound;  some internal
marks, dusted & torn at edges.
¶All published.  The Journal is to become ‘Sons of Old England’ and all the stories will
be concluded in supplements to the latter.  ‘Dr. Badgerboy’s Pupils’ and ‘All at Sea;  or
Captain Scuppers’ School Afloat’ are examples of the serials.  Not in BL?

1883
388.

£75

A LONG RUN IN WRAPPERS
The Boys’ Own Paper. An almost complete long run of monthly parts of this periodical,
established in 1879 by the R.T.S. as a wholesome alternative to the penny dreadfuls. Most in
orig. wraps, in v.g. bright condition.
¶Nov. 1917 - Dec. 1941; lacking Oct. 1919, Sept. 1937, Oct. & Dec. 1941.

1917-41

£1,250

389.

The Boys’ Own Paper. Examples of weekly parts of this periodical, established by the R.T.S.
as a wholesome alternative to the penny dreadfuls. In orig. red printed wrappers; some sl.
marked or dusted with staples rusting.
£10 each
1905-1907

390.

The Boys’ Own Paper. … With col. pict. wrappers most containing one or two coloured plates.
1905-1907
£10 each

391.

Boys’ Popular Weekly. Edited by Guy Rayner. (Guy Rayner’s Boys’ Popular Weekly - Guy
Rayner’s Popular Weekly. An illustrated journal of current events & entertaining literature.)
Vol. I. no. 1 - Vol. II. no. 41. April 21, 1888 - Jan. 19, 1889. Popular Publishing Co. A few
transparent tape repairs. Blue binder’s cloth.
¶All published according to BL.

1888-89
392.

£75

The Boys’ Prince of Novelettes. Complete story. Edited by Edwin J. Brett. No. 76-80, 82,
83, 88-91, 94-99.  “Boys of England Journal”.  Illus.  Browned & chipped at edges, spines
strengthened with brown paper tape.

BOYS
BOYS continued
¶A complete 8pp novelette given away every week with the “Boys of England Journal”
(nos. 1515-1538). Adventure stories of various kinds published anonymously.

[c.1890?]
393.

£65

CHEERFUL CHING-CHING
The Boy’s Standard. Vol. IV. no. 79-104. 5 May - 27 October 1877. 4to. Printed by Brooke
& Ford & published by Charles Fox. Illus.; sl. spotting caused by e.ps. Orig. mauve cloth;
spine rubbed & faded, inner hinges splitting.
¶With the 16pp extra Holiday number 28 July 1877.  Containing ‘Cheerful Ching-Ching’,
‘Young Will Watch’, &c.

1877
394.

£50

The Boy’s Standard. Christmas Number. 4to. Printed by Sully & Ford; published (for the
Proprietors) by Charles Fox. Illus. Folded as issued; stabbed in margin, sl. torn at edges. 16pp.
¶’Mine Host of the Holly Bush. His guests and their Christmas stories.’ Obviously
inspired by Dickens.

[1884]
395.

£30

The Boys’ Weekly Reader: a magazine of pure literature, devoted to the intellectual recreation
and instruction of the home circle. Ed. by Edwin J. Brett. Vol. III- IV. (New series. no.53104. 7 Jan. 1880 - 29 Dec. 1880.) Folio. 173, Fleet Street. (Kelly & Co., printers.) Illus. 2
vols in 1 in half maroon roan; lacking spine strip but internally sound and clean.
¶With the two Christmas supplements and an inserted plate of mild military caricatures.
The fiction is supplemented by a long series of Warriors from the Bible.

1880-81
396.

£50

The Boys’ Weekly Reader: ... Ed. by Edwin J. Brett. Vol. 8. No. 181- 206. 21 June - 13 Dec.
1882. Folio. (Edwin J. Brett, 173, Fleet Street; Kelly & Co., printers.) Illus. Orig. orange
printed illus. card casing, plain brown cloth spine; sl. affected by damp, dusted & sl. damaged
at edges. Internally good and clean.
¶Price 2s.6d. A typical mixture of adventure and school stories with two column text and
two illustrations per issue.

1882
397.

£30

The Boy’s World. Vol. II. no. 46 - vol. IV. no. 26; Vol. VII. no. 26 - vol. VIII. no. 8. 21 Feb.,
1880 - 12 Aug., 1882; 30 March - 16 Nov., 1885. 4 vols. James W. Allingham. Illus.; some
parts browned and chipped with one leaf detached. Various rather rough bindings and casings.
¶Later including ‘Our Boys Paper’.  With contributions by Ralph Rollington.

1880-85
398.

£125

The Boys’ World Pocket Library. No. 3-7, 9-11, 15-16, 18, 20, 23-24. 14 nos. 16mo. Boys’
World Office, 29, Farringdon Street.  Illus.  Each 32pp. penny story in wraps printed in purple
ink; some nos. rather dusted with the odd torn wrapper.
¶From no. 20 in slightly shorter format.
3. The Stormy Petrel.
4. Young Bobblechop’s bothers. By Oswald Allan (Timothy Giggle).
5. Dick Whittington, and his wonderful cat Whisker. By Leon Lewis.
6. Young Lochinvar or, The lost bride of Netherby. By Brenchley Beaumont (i.e. Walter Viles).
7. The Gobbling Goblins of Grumbleton Grange. A Christmas story. By Oswald Allan.
9. Larry O’Calloran’s School-days. An Irish story, by Vane St John.
10. Ronald Grahame; or, The bonnets o’ Bonnie Dundee.
11. Stage Struck Simon; or Frolics before the footlights. By Oswald Allan.
15. Victor Vaughan’s Vow;  or, The backwoodsman.  By the Author of ‘Ned Neville’...
16. Sea-Foam;  or, Cradled on the deep. By the Author of ‘Warwick’ (i.e. Walter Viles).
18. True After All; or, The Beachem House boys. By an old boy.
20. Nipper’s Ghost.  By the Author of ‘Homeless Jack’ ...
23. Australian Jack; or, The Rugby boy at the Antipodes. By an eminent author.
24. A Life for a Life.  A story of shipwreck and war.  By the Author of ‘Ned Neville’ ...

[1902?]

£225

BOYS
BOYS continued
399.

The Boy’s Yearly Book for Eighteen Hundred and Sixty-five.  Illus. ... from designs by R.
Huttula and E. Law. S.O. Beeton. Half title, plates, illus.; a few spots. Contemp. half
maroon roan; rubbed; leading hinge roughly repaired.
¶The two major works of fiction are ‘Paul Mascarenhas.  A tale of the Island of Sumatra’
and ‘The Young Dragoon, or The every-day life of a soldier’.  This cumulation of the
‘Boy’s Penny (later Monthly) Magazine’ contains a mixture of fiction and miscellaneous
information: Town Boys. By one of them (Including Stage boys.); How to make
Cameras; Stories of the Kraken, or Gigantic Polyp; Moustachios; or, Winning the Cross
of Honour, &c.

1865

£65

__________

400.

HOGARTH HOUSE
(BRADLEY, J.J.G., pseud. (James Skipp Borlase)) The King of Diamonds. Sequel
to ‘Gentleman George’.  Hogarth House.  Illus.;  tear to vignette title without loss, some
gatherings browned. Partially unopened in orig. colour pictorial wrappers; some slight worm
damage, not affecting text.
¶Ono 69:  the complete shilling edition of the original 12 pts.  The subtitle to pt. 1 is ‘The
Adventures of the Pack in France’.

[c.1885]
401.

£50

(BRADLEY, J.J.G., pseud. (James Skipp Borlase)) (The) King of Diamonds: or, The
Adventures of the Pack in France.  A sequel to “Gentleman George”.  Hogarth House.  Illus.;  
some gatherings browned. Bound without title but with front wrap of the complete edition in
dark green binder’s cloth.
¶Ono 69: probably the complete shilling edition of the original 12 pts.

[c.1885]
402.

£35

BRITISH. British Boys: the best and biggest halfpenny boys’ paper in the world. Vol. I. no.
1 - Vol. II. no. 41. Dec. 12, 1896 - Sept. 18, 1897. George Newnes. Pages 1 - 2 detached &
sl. torn; some browning. Disbound.
¶104 nos. in all were published 1896-98.

1896-97
403.

£75

WILD WEST
BUFFALO BILL. Buffalo Bill Wild West Series. No.1-6. 16mo. General Publishing Co.
Orig. col. pict. front wraps. 6 vols in 1 in contemp. black cloth, as Vol. I. v.g.
¶Buffalo Bill, William Frederick Cody, first brought his Wild West Show successfully to
Britain in 1887. BL has 12 parts. The series probably contributed to his publicity at 2d per
title. I. Buffalo Bill. 2. Custer’s last charge. 3. The Deadwood Coach. 4. Buck Taylor. 5.
Lawson the lassoer. 6. The King of the Cowboys. See also items 414-418.

[1887]

£150

BURRAGE, Edwin Harcourt, 1839-1916
Burrage was first an illustrator, later becoming a journalist who found his perfect role in
writing popular boys’ school and adventure stories. He became a substantial member of the
community in Surrey.
404.

CHING-CHING YARNS
Ching-Ching Yarns. No. 6, 8. Printed by Sully & Ford, & published by T. Harrison Roberts,
Ltd. Illus.; sl. browned. Stapled in orig. col. pict. wraps; sl. spotted & dusted, wraps
detached no. 6.
¶Not in BL. The wrappers only list eight of these smaller format tales with 68pp. for one
penny, with 9 - 12 announced for June.
6. Hal o’ the Heath, the Wandering heir. See Ono 101 for another edition of this title in the
“Best for Boys library”, (1892).
8. Valiant Roy: the pirates’ scourge. A tale of the Mexican Gulf. Not ascribed to Burrage.

[c.1900?]

£20

BURRAGE
BURRAGE, Edwin Harcourt, continued
405.

Dick Strongbow, the Diamond King: the wonder of the world. 4to. n.p. (Hogarth House?)
Illus.; some parts browned; tear without loss on pp.3-4. Contemp. half dark green cloth;
spine chipped at head & tail with splits in hinges.
¶Ono 95.  In 22 pts;  text in two columns.  The first page carries the original wrapper design
printed in blue, & pp.12-13 contain a splendid double illustration by Robert Prowse also in
blue, presumably originally issued as the coloured plate which is advertised at the head of the
title. The text seems to be reprinted from a periodical and in this copy p.3 may be reset.

[c.1900?]
406.

£60

For Honour: or, The young privateer. Hogarth House. Illus. Orig. col. wraps; sl. dusted,
lacking spine. All parts loose.
¶Ono 98:  the 1/6 issue with ‘The Blue Dwarf’ advertised in the gutters.

[c.1885]
407.

£45
GIANT JACK
Giant Jack: a story of the Red Mountains. (Charles Fox.) Illus.; paper browned. Orig. pts
nos 1-6, 8-9; some nos dusted & soiled with tears at edges, most spines splitting.
¶Ono 100; lacking no. 7 only.

[c.1890]
408.

£20

Handsome Harry of the Fighting Belvedere. Vol. 3. Hogarth House. Illus. Orig. pict. wraps;
spine partly defective, sl. tear to front wrap.
¶Pts 21 - 29 containing the end of ‘Handsome Harry’ on pp.201-279 and the first part of
‘Cheerful Ching-Ching’ on pp.(280), 1-22.  Most illus. are not included in the pagination.  
This may be part of NUC’s ‘The original edition’.  The gutters advertise ‘The Blue Dwarf’.

[c.1885?]
409.

£20

Handsome Harry of the Fighting Belvedere. No. 3-4, 7-8, 10-11. 6 pts. [26, Dean St., Fleet St.?]
Illus. Orig. penny parts; paper browned, some marks, a few marginal tears, edges & spines frayed.
¶Featuring adventures of Ching-Ching.

[c.1885?]
410.

£20

Jack and Joe; or, The Troublesome Twins. Hogarth House. Orig. colour pictorial wrappers;
sl. dulled, spine sl. chipped. v.g.
¶Ono 106: the complete shilling reissue of the original 12 pts.

[c.1885]
411.

£45
TOM TARTAR
The Marvellous Adventures of Tom Tartar at Home and Abroad.  (By the Author of “Handsome
Harry” and “Cheerful Ching Ching”.)  (W. Lucas, 26, Dean Street.)  Illus.;  browned & last leaf
chipped & partly detached. Without wraps in green binder’s cloth; splits in hinges.
¶This complete edition not in Ono. A bargain 544pp. for one shilling, originally in 17
penny parts, and including ‘Tom Tartar at School’ and ‘The Two Tartars’.

[c.1890]

__________

412.

£35

CAPTAIN. The Captain:  a magazine for boys and “old boys”.  Vol. I-IV.  (April 1899 March 1901). 4 vols. George Newnes. Plates, illus. Purple binder’s cloth; spines faded.
¶From Vol. II edited by ‘The Old Fag’ R.S. Warren Bell:  by or about Henty, C.B. Fry,
W.G. Grace &c. with many school stories. P.G. Wodehouse contributed to later volumes,
beginning in February 1902.

1899-1901
413.

£85

CAPTAIN. The Captain:  a magazine for boys and “old boys”.  March 1913.  (Vol. XXVIII.
No. 168.)  George Newnes.  Illus.;  final leaf of ads? torn out.  Orig. three colour wraps;  sl.
dusted, creased, torn at corners with slight loss, spine defective.
¶It includes the last part of ‘The Eighteen-Carat Kid’ by P.G. Wodehouse.

1913

£25

416

CHING CHING
CHING CHING
See also item 404
414.

Ching Ching’s Novelettes.  No. 1. - Presented gratis with “Ching Ching’s Own”.  Printed by
Chas. Straker & Sons. Illus. Folded as issued and unopened; creased & sl. torn at edges. 16pp.
¶‘Snapson of the “Snake”, a sea story.  By the author of “For honour” (Edwin H. Burrage,
the editor).’ In small format. At least 13 novelettes were issued and they later were
extended in size.

[1888]
415.

£20

Ching Ching’s Own. Edited by E. Harcourt Burrage. Vol. V. no. 63 - Vol. VI. no. 75. June 22Nov. 23, 1889. 4to. W. Lucas. Illus.; browned, some signs of worming in margins. Marbled
boards, dark blue cloth spine.
¶Also included is the Double Christmas number  ‘A Jolly Christmas’ also issued on 23
November.

1889
416.

£40

(Ching Ching’s Own.) The best for boys. Ching Ching’s Own. An amusing and instructive
journal for boys. (Edited by E. Harcourt Burrage.) Vol. IX; new series Vol. I-VI. 21 June
1890 - 27 Feb., 1892. 7 vols in 4. W. Lucas for the Proprietor. Illus.; minor blemishes and
repairs with sl. loss of text. Issued in various formats, the new series vols. I-II on pink paper.
Vols IX & III in black cloth; vol. I & II in red cloth with sl. rubbing; vols IV-VI in half
maroon calf, spine defective.
¶Although full of fiction by Burrage, this periodical is more like a comic than its
predecessors.

1890-92
417.

418.

£120

(Ching Ching’s Own.) The best for boys. Ching Ching’s Own. … New series Vol. I-II, V.
Sept. 1890 - 19 Dec., 1891. 3 vols in 2. W. Lucas for the Proprietor. Illus.; minor blemishes
and repairs with sl. loss of text. New series vols. I-II slightly larger, on pink paper. Vols I &
II in marbled boards, black cloth spine, inner hinges strengthened, vol. V in black cloth.
1890-91
£85
IN WRAPPERS
(Ching Ching’s Own.) The Best for Boys “Ching Ching’s Own”.  Edited by E. Harcourt
Burrage.  Division XV.  “Best for Boys” Publishing Co.  Sl. browned & wormed in lower
margin. In orig. grey pict. wraps defective at spine in an orange cloth binder.
¶New series. Vol. VI. no. 66-78, Dec. 26, 1891 - March 19, 1892 for 1s.6d.

1892

__________

419.

£65

CLAY, Bertha M., pseud. (Charlotte Monica Brame) The Fair Mystery. [c.1882] Col.
front & plates & engr. illus. BOUND WITH: Heigho! For a husband. [1881-82] Plates, illus.;
pp.307-16 creased. [Edwin J. Brett] 2 works in 1 vol. without titlepages in contemp. blue
binder’s cloth; rubbed & sl. faded. Renier booklabel.
¶See Ono 256. The first work is in 18 pts each with a full page illus., and with two col.
plates given away with pts 1/2 and 3. The second is 19 pts all but the last with full page
illus. and with 2 col. plates given away with pts 1/2 and 3.

[c.1882]/[1881-82]

£65

COMRADES
420.

Comrades: (an illustrated journal of instructive & entertaining literature for young people.
Edited by Charles Shurey.) Vol. I. no. 37-49.Sept. 2 - Nov. 11, 1893. C. Shurey. Illus.; text
browned.  In pink cloth boards from ‘Spare moments’, rebacked with black cloth.
¶This is the first series and is preceded by the Grand summer double number Aug. 26,
1893, and followed by the Christmas number with roughly colour printed titlepage, which
lacks pp. 7-10 & the last leaf.

1893

£60

COMRADES
COMRADES, continued
421.

PUBLISHER’S WHEEZE
Comrades. Edited by Charles Shurey. New series. Vol. III. no.13 - 22. BOUND WITH:
Pals. Vol. I. no.1-4. C. Shurey Illus. Green binder’s cloth; blackened at spine and edges,
without leading f.ep, inner hinge cracking.
¶On closing down Comrades Shurey tried to persuade his readers to buy his new Pals
by continuing all the serials into the new publication. Pals failed after 31 issues, but the
owner of this copy gave up before ‘Caradoc the Briton’ and other stories were complete.

[1895]
422.

£50

Comrades: an illustrated journal of instructive & entertaining literature for young people.
Edited by Charles Shurey. Vol. I. no. 1-49; Vol. II. no. 13-24; Vol. III. no. 1-21. 3 vols. C.
Shurey. Illus.; some imperfections, text browned. Green, black & red binder’s cloth.
¶BL seems to have vols. IV and V only. Only Vol. III (Part I) has titlepage and contents
leaf. According to Kirkpatrick this is the revival, but this has more than his 63 issues.

[1898-99?]
423.

£50

(Comrades, 1886-88.)  ‘Arry’s Illustrated Budget.  No. 5.  With supplement, Christmas
number. (No. 26. Old series.) Printed by Shaw & Co., & published for the Proprietors, 135,
Fleet Street. Illus. Folded as issued; stabbed in margin. 4pp + pp.209-224.
¶Not in BL. A highly deceptive publication. The four outer pages complete two serials,
and enclose Vol. I. no. 14, Dec. 18, 1886 of ‘Comrades’ with which the Budget is to be
incorporated. Price 2d.

1886
424.

£10

Comrades. The Boys’ Jubilee Journal. Amusement, fun, and instruction. (Quarterly division
III.) Vol. II. no. 27-41. 15 Oct. - 21 Jan. 1888. Folio. (J. S. Turner & Co.; printed by Shaw
& Co.) Illus; part column ad. cut out from pp.63-64. Orig. wraps; split along paper spine
into two sections, illus. front. wrapper torn with sl. loss and repaired; back wrapper marked &
creased, some edges chipped.
¶A half yearly issue, the text in three columns, including the Pantomime Number with
double page illus., but without the free coloured plate isued with it. There are more
advertisements and fillers than in some of the other periodicals.  Edited by Guy Rayner
(Samuel Dacre Clark) who contributes one of the series.

[1887-88]
__________

425.

£50

DAISY BANK PUBLICATIONS. JONES, Reginald B. Full Account of Palmer the
Rugeley Poisoner.    Manchester:  Daisy Bank Printing & Publishing Co. (“Daisy Bank”
publications, no. 38.) Sl. browned. Stabbed in green illus. printed wraps. 32pp. v.g.
¶With list of the first 55 titles in the series.  Another edition of the Palmer title was no. 12
in perhaps a later printing by J.H. Evans & Co.

[c.1912]
426.

£50

JACK SHEPPARD
DAISY BANK PUBLICATIONS. ROBINSON, Tom. The Life and Adventures of Jack
Sheppard, house and prison breaker. Containing all his wonderful exploits and marvellous
escapes ... Manchester: Daisy Bank Printing & Publishing Co. (Daisy Bank publications, no.
54.) Paper sl. browned. Stabbed in orig. orange illus. wraps; spine sl. rubbed. 32pp.
¶An early issue, listing the publications to no. 52 and announcing to no.57. The running
head and number on p.11 are inverted.

[c.1915]
427.

£85

DEVIL. The Devil’s Diamond, or, The Fortunes of Richard of the Raven’s Crest. Hogarth
House. Illus. by I. Gooding. Orig. pict. wraps in red & yellow with black title, lettered spine
sl. strip torn & chipped. v.g.
¶Ono 147, in the Hogarth House Standard Library. Originally in 5 pts, priced at 6d.

[c.1880?]

£45

DICK
428.

DICK. Dick & His Friend Duke; a tale of adventure in the Fiji Islands. Harkaway House.
[c.1900] Illus., with titlepage. BOUND WITH: (SAINT JOHN, Vane Ireton) Rupert
Dreadnought; or, The Secrets of the Iron Chest. Harkaway House. [c.1900] Illus., sl.
browning. 2 works in 1 vol. in patterned maroon binder’s cloth; sl. rubbed.
¶See Ono 148 & 582-83.  The first work is in 138pp with traces of pt. nos. 1, 4 & 7, bound
with a trimmed front wrapper leaving no indication of price. The second work is in 13 pts
and 208pp, with a trimmed front wrapper laid down at the end. The West Harding Street
address is current from about 1900. A previous owner notes in pencil on the titlepage that
‘Dick & His Friend Duke’ is by the Author of ‘O’Neill of the Red Hand’.

[c.1900]/[c.1900]
429.

£55

DICK TURPIN LIBRARY
DICK TURPIN. Dick Turpin Library. 7 nos. Geo. Newnes, Ltd. Illus. Orig. col. pict.
wraps; staples sl. rusted, corner cut from each except in 94 at inner margin, otherwise good.
138 nos. were issued, 1922-30.
¶94. On a False Trail. 97. In Newgate’s Grip. 98. Ted Hinton’s Inheritance. 124. The
Riddle of the Well; p.1 spotted. 125. Black Bess’s Comrade. 126. All Square with the
West! 129. The House of Ghosts; p.1 spotted, spine chipped at tail.

[c.1927-30]

£35

DICKS, John, 1818-1881
From humble beginnings Dicks trained as a printer, and from 1847 worked as general
manager to G.W.M. Reynolds, before publishing cheap literature, plays and educational
works on his own account. See also item 141. A well researched biography was published in
2005 by Guy Dicks.
430.

Dicks’ English Library of Standard Works. Vol. I-II, VI-XIII, XVI-XXV, XXVII-XXVIII,
XXXII-III, XXXVI. 4to. A made-up set in 15 vols. John Dicks. Illus., three column text.
Vols to XXVII in green binder’s cloth, some torn & repaired, the rest variously bound.
¶The original series of reprints of popular English and French fiction in parts, reproducing
the original illustrations, edited by Percy Saint John. Vols XXVIII & XXXVI are in
original wrappers, vols XXXII-III bound together in half red roan.

1883-93
431.

£250

Dicks’ English Library of Standard Works. Vol. XII. no. 3 - Vol. XIII. no. 12 (with part of no.
13); vol. XX. July 8 - Dec. 7, 1887; June 19 - Sept. 11, 1889. 2 vols. John Dicks. Illus.; one
leaf torn & repaired, a few minor tears. Vos XII-XIII in contemp. pink binder’s cloth; faded
with sm. splits in following hinge, vol. XX in marbled boards, black cloth spine; sl. rubbing at
head of hinges.
¶Serialised fiction in parts including Ainsworth’s ‘Rookwood’ and works or part works by
Dumas, Albert Smith, Samuel Warren, Lever, Dickens, Carleton, Douglas Jerrold &c.

1887
432.

£60

Dicks’ English Library (of Standard Works). Vol. 1-6, (nos. 1-22). John Dicks. Illus., two
column text. Orig. maroon cloth; sl. rubbing, some inner hinges cracking. Good clean copies.
¶Reprints of popular English and French fiction reproducing the original illustrations,
edited by Percy Saint John. This new series is in smaller format.

[1894-96?]
__________

433.

£75

DUCHESS. The Duchess Novelette: the largest novelette in the world; ed. by Charles
Shurey. Vol. I. no. 1-31. Folio. Printed & published by Charles Shurey. Illus.; sl. browning
at edges & marked, a few tears with any loss mostly in margins. Dark blue binder’s cloth.
¶24pp mostly anonymous penny sensational stories with two column text issued between
17th September 1894 and 15th April 1895. With an attractive coloured plate inserted
in No. 1.  ‘A Wild Love’, ‘A Dancing Girl’s Love’, ‘A Ghostly Guest’ (on pink paper),
‘Snatched from his Grasp’, etc.

1894-95

£120

430

ELMES

434.

STIRLING STORIES
ELMES, W.F. Smasher Jim the Convict. Stirling: Drummond’s Depôt. (Stirling stories,
no. 51.) Illus.; sl. browned & spotted, one corner trimmed in margin, spine strengthened with
tape. Orig. pictorial front wrapper trimmed & mounted on brown paper wrappers. 16pp.
¶A large format two column penny tale:  no. 52 is to be a sequel ‘Reclaimed’:  an
obviously pious response to penny fiction.  BL notes that the stories were issued by the
Stirling Tract Enterprise.

[c.1895]

£20

EMMETT, George, 1835?-1897
It is possible that Emmett and his brother William served in the Army in the Crimea but it is
more likely their military fiction is based on published accounts. George made a somewhat
precarious living as author and publisher at Hogarth House.
435.

All’s Well. Profusely illus. by Harry Maguire. Hogarth House. Front. & last leaves detached,
illus.; most gatherings browned, staples rusting. Orig. col. wraps; circle mark on front.
¶Ono 164, originally issued in 7 pts. A naval adventure with a frontispiece of Horatio Nelson.

[c.1885]
436.

£25

Captain Jack; or, One of the Light Brigade. (Shot and Shell.) (Hogarth House.) Illus.,
without titlepage in orig. col. printed wraps. v.g.
¶Ono 170. A reissue in volume form of the 21 part issue priced 1s.6d. with the publisher’s
address 32, Bouverie Street. The series title (for six military stories) heads the text title.
George Emmett was apparently fond of telling of his experiences at the battle of Balaclava,
where he was wounded.

[c.1885]
437.

£20

HOW I WON THE V.C.
For Valour; or, How I won the Victoria Cross. 4to. Hogarth House. Plates, illus.; a few
marks, some pages sl. browned. Rather roughly bound in maroon cloth; sl. marked.
¶In 18 pts and 252pp, see Ono 174, illustrated by Harry Maguire. This may be a later issue.

[1871?]
438.

£50

Frank Fearless or The Cruise of the Firebrand. Hogarth House. Pt. 1/2; sl. browned, creased
& dusted at edges, pt. 1 outer leaves split along spine, with orig. col. pict. front wrapper only.
¶See Ono 175. This may have been given away as an advertisement with a periodical.

[c.1884]
439.

£10

Out on the World. Profusely illustrated by eminent artists. Hogarth House. (Hogarth House
library.) Torn front wrap only, strengthened at spine with green tape and at fore-edge with
transparent tape. A poor copy.
¶Ono 181;  originally issued in eight nos.  A slip printed ‘One Shilling & Sixpence’ has
been pasted over the original ‘One Shilling’ price.  Gipsies, travelling entertainers and lost
high-born children.

[c.1885]
440.

£15

Red Hugh, the Backwoodsman. (By Silvershot.) Hogarth House. Pt. 1/2 in orig. col. pict.
wraps; text sl. foxed & torn at edges.
¶Ono 183, published in 13 pts.

[c.1885?]
441.

£8

Robin Hood and the Archers of Merrie Sherwood.  By the Author of “For valour” ...  Tall 8vo.  
Hogarth House. Half title, illus. Bound with the col. front wrapper priced at one shilling, in
half green imitation morocco grain cloth.
¶Ono 185; issued in 3 vols, but this is an issue in 38 pts only, the text in two columns.
The titlepage of vol.II with number partly erased is present and Emmett’s name is at the
head of the first part.  Loosely inserted is an ALS in pencil to “Dear Plummer” (Richard
William Plummer) from W.A. Taylor about reading and the trade in penny dreadfuls.

[c.1890]

£50

EMMETT, George
EMMETT, George, continued
442.

Shaw, the Lifeguardsman. Hogarth House. Front., plates, illus. Contemp. half calf, labels;
front joint weak.
¶Ono 186. Part of the series Shot and Shell and no longer issued in parts. Set during the
Napoleonic War.

[c.1885]
443.

£85

POSTER:  ‘FUN, FROLIC, ADVENTURE, PLUCK & DEVOTION’
(Tom Wildrake’s Schooldays.) Poster advertising Tom Wildrake’s Schooldays. Nos. 1
& 2. 32pp. at one penny. Hogarth House. Brownish paper, large illus. by H.C.M.; sm.
inconspicuous repair at head largely in margin, sm. marks. c.56 x 43 cm. A v.g. copy.
¶Ono 191.

[c.1885]
444.

£120 †

MY ADVENTURES AMONG THE PRAIRIE INDIANS
Tomahawk and Rifle.  Profusely illus. by Harry Maguire.  Hogarth House.  Illus.  Contemp.
grey blue cloth; spine faded, title from orig. spine wrapper? A good clean copy.
¶In 11 pts, the text in two columns and probably a reissue of that described as by
Silvershot (Ono 192).  ‘Tyburn Dick’ is advertised in the gutters, also the toy theatre plays
‘The Red Rover’ and ‘Turpin’s ride to York’.

[c.1885]
445.

£50

FIRST PART WITH WRAPPER
Whip the Wind. A tale of the Prairie. Hogarth House. Pts 1/2 in orig. yellow pict. wrapper;
sl. chipped, marked & faded, splitting at spine.
¶This early wrapper lists the Library to no. 34 and advertises, with the cover illustrations
‘The Boys of Bircham School’ and ‘Frank Fearless’.

[c.1880?]
446.

£15

Young Tom Wildrake’s Adventures in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America. William Cate, at
the Office, Hogarth House.  (Hogarth House library, no. 30.)  Some leaves sl. frayed at foreedge. Orig. pink printed wraps; sl. faded, back wrap chipped, spine partly defective. Text
pages good.
¶Ono 195. Probably by Edwin Harcourt Burrage. The titlepage does not bear Emmett’s
name although the back wrapper advertises ‘Tom Wildrake’s Schooldays’ as by him.  
This is the complete edition of the 17 pts at 1s.6d.  The wrapper title is “Young Tom’s
Adventures ...” inviting confusion with other heroes with this name.  The plainer wrappers
usually indicate a later issue, but here appear to be slightly earlier, with the Hogarth
House Library numbered and listed to no. 34. Cate’s address is 21, Cursitor Street and he
describes himself as a Printing Contractor.

[c.1880?]
447.

£60

ON BOARD A MAN-OF-WAR
Union Jack: the British Boy Sailor, or Life on Board a Man-of-War. By Charlton. 7 & 8,
Rolls Buildings, Fetter Lane. Front., titlepage misbound, illus.; some foxing. Recent blue
binder’s cloth, black leather label. v.g.
¶Ono 199 in 29 pts is an earlier edition. Here there are 227pp and the gutter imprint is
11 Crane Court on the early parts (from the National Steam Printing Company?), then 15
Wine Office Court, and 7 & 8 Rolls Buildings on the later parts.  With a frontispiece of the
Nelson Memorial, and a double plate of the execution of Richard Parker (given with no.
10 and pt. III) bound between pp. 76 & 77. The story ends with the death of Nelson.

[1890?]

__________

448.

£65

EMMETT, William Laurence. Will Dudley; or, The Scarlet Riders of Hounslow Heath.
Hogarth House. (Hogarth House library.) Orig. col. printed wraps; detached, spine partly
defective.
[c.1885]
£35

EMMETT, W.L.
449.

EMMETT, William Laurence. Will Dudley; or, The Scarlet Riders of Hounslow Heath.
Hogarth House. Illus., col. illus. front wrap. BOUND WITH: OUTLAWS. The Outlaws of
Epping Forest. Hogarth House. [c.1885] Illus., one part browned. Col. illus. front wrap. 2
works in 1 vol. in contemp. red binder’s cloth; spine sl. faded.
¶Ono 203, also issued in 18 pts, text in two columns & Ono 441, also issued in 26 pts.

[c.1885]
450.

£75

ENGLISH LADIES. The English Ladies’ Novelettes. Edited by Edwin J. Brett. (Vol. III.,
no.53-78.)  Index to vol. III containing 30 complete stories. (27 Jan. - 20 July 1892.)  Office:
173 Fleet Street. (E.J. Brett.) Illus., 4pp. cata. on yellow paper. Orig. red cloth publisher’s
binding; dulled with sm. split at tail of spine.
¶26 issues, four with two stories.  The series was incorporated with ‘The Princess’s
Novelettes’ later in 1892.

1892
451.

£60

EVERY. Every Boy’s Journal. Vol. I. no. 1-10. April 12 - June 14, 1884. WITH: Every
Boy’s Paper. Vol. I. no. 1-10. June 14 - Aug. 16, 1884. E. Maurice. Illus.; paper sl. browned
with worming in some margins.  The original issues stitched with fine string, in a paper folder.
¶Both are BL only on Copac.  All published, no. 1 stamped ‘Specimen’, the two papers
having a joint issue on 14th June.  Including fiction by Charlton (Henry Emmett) and
Philander Jackson (Alfred Burrage).

1884
452.

£60

FAMILY HERALD. Family Herald Library of Fiction. Vol. VI. no. 151-170. 19 Sept. 1884 - 30
Jan. 1885. 4to. (William Stevens. Printed by William Clowes & Sons.) Two column text; a few
marks. Contemp. green binder’s cloth; sl. rubbing to leading hinge, leading inner hinge splitting.
¶Anonymous serial romantic fiction.

1884-85
453.

£25

FAMOUS FIGHTS
FAMOUS FIGHTS. Famous Fights Past and Present. Ed. by Harold Furniss. Police Budget
edition. Vol. I. no. 7, 8, 10, 12; vol. V. no. 58; vol. XII. no. 14, 146. Printed & published by
Frank Shaw, (Harold Furniss).  Illus.  Unopened, printed on pinkish paper;  tear in first leaf
no. 12 without loss, some browning at edges, with minor spots, creases and splits.
¶BL only on Copac. Seven penny issues, some by the editor. The Vol. I issues are dated.
The series ran to no.149, and was then incorporated in the Illustrated Police Budget.
There was however a shorter-lived new series from a different publisher. Harold Furniss, a
low-life journalist, should not be confused with the more famous caricaturist Harry.

1901-[1907]
454.

£75

CHILD MURDER
FISH, William. Full Particulars of the Dreadful Murder of Emily Holland, at Blackburn.
William S. Fortey. Illus. A single folded sheet, unopened with tear in pp.6-7 but otherwise in
near mint condition. 8pp.
¶Not on Copac. A late example of the criminal chapbook with account of the crime of attempted
rape and murder by a hairdresser, the prisoner’s confession and verses about the murder.

[1876]
455.

£220

FORGET-ME-NOT. Forget-Me-Not: a pictorial journal for ladies. Vol. I. no. 1-26. 4to.
Published at 108, Fleet Street. Illus.; without general title. Contemp. half blue calf. v.g.
¶In 16pp penny weekly parts, published every Thursday; text in two columns. Fiction,
sewing, advice, competitons, etc. The Forget-Me-Not was still being published in 1920:
more love-stories than blood stories.

[1891]
456.

£45

FRANCILLON, Robert Edward. A Great Heiress: a fortune in seven checks. (Grant &
Co.) Without wrappers or titlepage. Disbound.
¶A novelette in 124pp not recorded on Copac. Forming one of Grant’s Christmas
numbers. Wolff 2326 lists it for 1883.

[1883]

£35

454

GALLANT JACK
457.

GALLANT JACK. Gallant Jack; or, The pride of the British Army. Edwin J. Brett. Illus.;
sl. browning. Orig. pict. wraps printed in blue; sl. foxed, spine chipped.
¶See Ono 224. BL & Oxford only on Copac dated (c.1870) or (1884?). This is the
complete sixpenny issue of the original 12 pts, from the West Harding St. address. Tipped
in at end is an 8pp Catalogue of Brett’s publications.

[c.1900]
458.

459.

£40

POSTER
GALLANT JACK. (Gallant Jack; or, The pride of the British Army.) Poster advertising
Gallant Jack. Nos. 1 & 2 in neat wrappers. 173, Fleet Street (Edwin John Brett). Printed in
red & black, 6 illus. c.56 x 43 cm. A v.g. copy.
[c.1890?]
£150 †
GEM. The Gem. Vol. L. no. 1,501. Nov. 21, 1936. Amalgamated Press. Illus., outer pages
in blue & red; sl. marked. Stabbed as issued. 28pp.
¶A representative issue with a complete long story ‘Captain Tom Merry’ by Martin
Clifford (i.e. Charles Hamilton).

1936
460.

£15

GIRL. (The Girl’s Own Paper.)  The Girl’s Own Annual.  1884.  “Leisure Hour” Office.  
Chromolitho. front., plates (some col.), illus. Half purple roan; worn, inner hinges cracking.
¶Apparently in a publisher’s binding, but without titlepage and contents list and the
Summer Number. Possibly a remainder issue.

1884
461.

£35

GOLDEN. The Golden Argosy. Vol. V. no. 15. March 12, 1887. Folio. New York: Frank
A. Munsey. Illus.; sl. dusted. Folded as issued; outer leaves split along spine, one old fold
pp.225-240.
¶No holdings on Copac. BL has a bibliographic study of the periodical which seems
to have had an English edition in 1885 only. It ran from 1882-88 in New York
and then became The Argosy and according to Kirkpatrick it was the first ‘pulp’
magazine, although some of the English magazines are also printed on poor quality
newsprint paper.

1887
462.

£50

OLD SLEUTH’S OWN
HALSEY, Harlan Page (Old Sleuth). Old Sleuth’s Own. No. 41, 91, 109, 135. New York:
J.S. Ogilvie Publishing Co. Sl. browned. Orig. grey pict. wraps; sl. dusted.
¶41. The Twin Ventriloquists; or Nimble Ike and Jack the Juggler. (1895) Wormed in
upper margin. 91. The Wizard Tramp; or After the Race. (1897) Sl. chipped & creased,
brown paper wraps with trimmed front wrap laid down. 109. Tom, the Young Explorer; ...
(1898) Sl. torn at head of spine. 135. Great Billy; or From a farm to a palace. (1894) Sl.
wormed in margin at tail.

1894-98

£45

HEMYNG, Bracebridge, 1841-1901
Samuel Bracebridge Hemyng went to Eton and became an unsuccessful barrister. As a young
man he helped Henry Mayhew with his study of London prostitution in his ‘London Labour’.
This provided material for his ‘The Women of London’, and he wrote other novels. His first
Jack Harkaway story was published in 1868, but most of his very popular schoolboy fiction
was published after 1870.
463.

The Bedouin’s Secret. Proprietors at 10, Allen Street, Goswell Road. (True Blue: a weekly
library of high-class fiction, no. 8.)  Illus.;  paper browned.  Orig. blue pict. wraps;  sl. dusted
& torn at edges. 16pp.
¶A halfpenny weekly containing a complete “novel” and a serial ‘Scapegrace Jack’ by
Charles E. Pearce. Apparently a different work from the Aldine series.

[1900?]

£15

HEMYNG
HEMYNG, Bracebridge, continued
464.

POSTER
Dick Lightheart; or, The Scapegrace of the School. - First of the Scapegrace series. The
Scapegrace of the School. No. 2 & a coloured picture gratis with No.1. 1d weekly. 4d
monthly.  “Boys of England” Office, 173, Fleet Street.  (Edwin John Brett.)  6 illus.  An
advertising poster; old folds, laid down on thicker paper. 55 x 41.5cm.
¶This was first published as ‘The Scapegrace of the School’ in ‘Young Men of Great
Britain’ in March 1872 and reissued in 1878 as ‘Dick Lightheart’.  It seems likely that this
poster, which is similar to that for ‘Poor Ray’ (see item 543) dates from earlier than the
1895 suggested by the British Library catalogue.

[c.1885?]
465.

466.

£125 †

Jack Harkaway Among the the Malay Pirates. Hogarth House. (Hogarth House Harkaway
library.) Illus.; a few spots. Bound without front wrapper in black binder’s cloth; spine sl. faded.
£30
[c.1885]
GIFT GRIMALDI PLATE
Jack Harkaway and His Son’s Adventures in China.  Complete.  “Boys of England” Office.  
Originally published in 11 halfpenny pts as Edwin J. Brett’s “Jack Harkaway ...”, illus.;  some
text pages sl. browned. Blue binder’s cloth; lacking leading f.e.p.
¶Bound in is the fine colour plate given away with no. 3:  headed ‘The Clown of 1820.  
“The clown was funnier then”’ and titled ‘Joey Grimaldi as clown’ showing the drunken
clown as watchman, quoting the first two lines of ‘Hot Codlins’.

[1895?]
467.

£65

Jack Harkaway and His Son’s Adventures. In China (Vol. I). In Greece (Vol. II). In Australia
(Vol. III). (Harkaway House.) Continuous pagination in 596pp, illus.; without titlepage, sl.
damp marked. Disbound, with some spine strip.
¶See Ono 266-268. A reissue in the Harkaway series no. 124-172(?) with this work no.
25-74(?), some part nos. invisible in the gutters.

[c.1900?]
468.

£40

(Jack Harkaway and His Son’s Adventures in China.) Jack Harkaway’s Adventures in China.
Edwin J. Brett, Ltd. Illus.; sl. browning. Trimmed front wrapper laid down. Green binder’s
cloth. v.g.
¶A late reissue in 11 halfpenny pts, the text still bearing the 173 Fleet St. address, but the
plain orange pict. wrapper with an illustration from another work probably indicates a later
remainder reissue.

[c.1905?]
469.

£35

Jack Harkaway and His Son’s Adventures Round the World. FIRST EDITION. 2 vols. Edwin
J. Brett. Illus., continuous pagination; a few leaves proud & dusted at edges. Disbound.
¶This edition not in Ono.  These volumes form nos. 98 - 121 of the “Boys of England”
edition and there is nothing to show that they are not by Hemyng. The mechanics of
publication also suggest the same origin for several works. From other editions it is clear
that the text of vol. II ends on p.277 but here the text continues on that page with the first
pages of ‘Jack Harkaway and His Son’s Adventures in China’.  After p.282 there is a
titlepage for that work, dated 1875 followed by two extra plates, and then the text begins
again, with a text title on p.277 followed by a reprint of the former text up to p.282. Through
miscalculation there are no pages 283-284. The China volume is here not quite complete,
ending on p.380. More research is needed into the bibliography of the Harkaway stories.

1874-75
470.

£50

Jack Harkaway and His Son’s Adventures Round the World.  2 vols.  “Boys of England”
Office.  Illus.;  sl. browning.  2 vols. in 1 (vol. I misbound after vol. II) in royal blue binder’s
cloth; spine dulled.
¶Ono 307. At the end of vol. I continuations through China, Greece and Australia are
announced together with ‘Harkaway and his Boy Tinker’ all of which are elsewhere
usually attributed to Hemyng. Originally in 21 halfpenny parts. The parts have running

466

HEMYNG
HEMYNG, Bracebridge, continued
headlines ‘Edwin J. Brett’s Jack Harkaway and his son’s adventures’.  The titlepages have
slightly different typography.

[c.1895]
471.

£50

Jack Harkaway in Search of the Mountain of Gold. Hogarth House. (Hogarth House
Harkaway library.) Without titlepage. Orig. col. pict. wraps; sl. dusted, spine strengthened
with brown tape.
¶Ono 272: this is the complete shilling edition of the eleven parts, also numbered (26)-36
as the third volume of the “Harkaway” series, although the last page has ‘End of Book the
first’.  The title is ‘Jack Harkaway and his Friends in Search of the Mountain of Gold’.

[c.1885]
472.

£25

(Jack Harkaway in Search of the Mountain of Gold.) Jack Harkaway and His Friends in
Search of the Mountain of Gold. Book I. (Hogarth House.) Illus.; some spines strengthened.
Dark blue binder’s cloth; some leaves not held by stitching, last part possibly from a different
issue loosely inserted, without wrappers.
¶Ono 272 like this only contains Book I in 11/(26)-36 pts: all the gutters here advertise
‘Tyburn Dick’.

[c.1885]
473.

£10

Jack Harkaway Out West Amongst the Indians. Hogarth House. 16 pts (in 15, pts 1 & 2
together).  Spines guarded, title & frontispiece trimmed and laid down on separate ‘wrapper’.
¶Ono 275:  probably the original part issue.  Page 1 has a note in red ink ‘Book III’.

[c.1885]
474.

£35

JACK HARKAWAY IN GREECE
(Jack Harkaway’s Adventures in Greece.) Edwin J. Brett’s Jack Harkaway’s Adventures in
Greece.  Complete in two volumes.  “Boys of England” Office.  Illus., some hand-col.;  some
internal marking, one repair. 2 vols. in 1, green cloth spine sl. creased. A good-plus copy.
¶See Ono 268. This copy is the original part publication in the Jack Harkaway series,
pp.105-448. The titlepage is the trimmed & laid down title to vol. II but the part titles to
Vol. I are still incorrectly ‘Jack Harkaway and his son’s adventures in China’ and in Vol. II
‘Jack Harkaway and his son’s adventures in Greece’, the correct title of the work.  A ms.
explanatory note 1991 by a former owner is inserted.

[c.1875?]

£45

475.

Jack Harkaway’s Perils. New York: Street & Smith. (Round the World Library, no.12.) Text
paper browned & col. front wrapper laid down. Crudely bound with dark blue cloth spines,
marbled boards.
£20
[1925]

476.

Mischievous Matt. New York: Street & Smith. (Round the World Library, no.147.) Text
paper browned & col. front wrapper laid down; sl. spotted. Crudely bound with dark blue
cloth spines, marbled boards.
£20
[1926]
“DIME” 15 CENT NOVELS
Round the World Library. 21 novels. New York: Street & Smith. All have text paper
browned & col. front wrapper laid down. All are crudely bound with dark blue cloth spines,
marbled boards.

477.

¶Harkaway stories ‘always in print’.  First published here in January 1925.  Although
attributed to Hemyng, how many of these are by him is open to speculation.
1. Jack Harkaway’s Schooldays. (1925)
6. Jack Harkaway at Oxford. (1925)
12. Jack Harkaway’s Perils. (1925)
19. Jack Harkaway and the Turks. (1925)
132. Jack Harkaway’s Pluck. (In Greece.) (1925)
138. Jack Harkaway Out West. Front wrap sl. torn at one edge. (1925)
139. Jack Harkaway Among the Indians. Wrap. sl. trimmed. (1925)

HEMYNG
HEMYNG, Bracebridge, continued
140.
141.
146.
147.
148.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.

Jack Harkaway’s Cadet Days. (1925)
Jack Harkaway in the Black Hills. (1925)
The Fool of the Family. (1926)
Mischievous Matt. (1926)
Mischievous Matt’s Pranks. (1926)
Bob Fairplay at Sea. (1926)
The Boys of St. Aldates. (1926)
Billy Barlow. (1926)
Larry O’Keefe. (1926)
Sam Sawbones. (1926)
Too Fast to Last. (1926)
Home Base. (1926)
Spider and Stump. (Adventures of two boys.) (1926)
Out For Fun. (1926)

1925-26
478.

£250

Round the World Library. No. 146, 155. 2 vols. New York: Street & Smith. Text paper browned
& col. front wrapper laid down. Crudely bound with dark blue cloth spines, marbled boards.
¶Although attributed to Hemyng these may not be by him.
146. The Fool of the Family. (1926)
155. Too Fast to Last. (1926)

1926
479.

£20
MONTHLY PART
Young Harkaway and his Boy Tinker. Edwin J. Brett. Orig. yellow pict. wraps printed in red
& black; sl. dusted, edges sl. torn & creased, spine partly defective, front wrap detached.
¶See Ono 282. This is Pt 5, price 4d, consisting of pp.205-252 published from 173, Fleet
Street. The back cover indicates that a cut-out Model of a Village Church was given with
this part, with a Model Farm to follow with the next.

[c.1877]
480.

£10

(Young Jack at School in America.) Edwin J. Brett’s Young Jack at School in America,
Amongst the Pirates, and on the Isle of Palms. 2 vols. (Harkaway House.) Without
titlepages. First page spotted, most pages browned, last two leaves creased & torn & repaired
with tape. Rebound in one vol. in half brown buckram.
¶Ono 284.  Brett’s preface points out that this is ‘An American story’, written in that
country and not connected with the ‘Boys of England’ serials.  As well as numbered in 20
halfpenny pts it is also numbered as no. 157-176 in the Harkaway series. In this copy the
verso of the first leaf of both volumes bears Barry Ono’s early stamp as Fred. Harrison’s
Novel, Book, Phonograph, Record & Cycle Exchange.

[1906?]

__________

£35

HORNER, W.B., & SON
481.

Horner’s Penny Stories for the People. W.B. Horner & Son. 28 large format 16pp penny
stories in two columns with illus. Stapled in printed wraps, except where stated.
¶A full list of titles is available on request. This collection contains nos. 45, 78, 79, 83,
84, 91, 103, 114, 138, 147, 182, 184, 197, 287 (containing a ms. note from the Author to
the Editor about a later edition), 295, 333, 978, 1238, 1280, 1299, 1358, 1451, 1467, 1520,
1529, 1786.

1891-1927
482.

£180

(Horner’s Penny Stories for the People.) 54 issues. W.B. Horner & Son. Illus. Contemp.
dark green cloth as ‘Horner’s Stories’;  hinges rubbed.  Owner’s signature March 28th, 99.
¶Published bi-monthly and then weekly and kept in print. This collection contains nos.
201, 205, 206, 208-221, 224, 226-35, 237-42, 244-58, 262, 265, 266, 270, 271 with only
no. 226 bound out of order.

[1898]

£125

HORNER
HORNER, W.B., & SON, continued
483.

Horner’s Penny Stories. 24 issues. W.B. Horner & Son. Bound without wrappers in dark
blue morocco grain cloth. v.g.
¶16pp illustrated stories, not bound in order. Nos. 301-02, 304-25. June - December 1899
on paper of varying quality, some sl. browned.  Only the front wrapper to the first story is
retained. Authors include Grace Pettman, A. Blair Lees, Annie M. Watson, Fannie Eden,
Margaret Haynes, &c.

1899
484.

£90

(Horner’s Penny Stories for the People.) 41 issues. W.B. Horner & Son. Illus. Contemp.
half maroon roan as ‘Horner’s Tales’;  rubbed with splits in hinges.
¶Published on the first and third Tuesdays of every month, in 16pp and kept in print.  This
volume, given as a present in 1927, contains nos. 13, 17, 22, 36, 41-43, 46, 51, 53, 63, 73,
75-78, 81-82, 84, 95-97, 101, 103, 105 (torn but complete), 113-114, 122, 124, 126, 129,
144, 149, 152, 154-155, 159-164. Most stories have authors, and some are sequels, not
bound in order.  Mildly religious, well illustrated fiction for women.

[c.1899]

__________

£85

ILLUSTRATED
485.

POLICE NEWS POSTER
The Illustrated Police News, Law Courts and Weekly Record. Saturday, Jan. 14, 1882. Price
one penny.  [George Purkess.]  Illus.  A poster with old folds, fixed to a sheet of thicker paper.  
75 x 50 cm.
¶An advertisement reprinting the front page of this penny newspaper. The front page
is devoted to current crimes, here: The Wimbledon mystery, Theft & suicide, Alleged
stabbing affray at Hackney, &c. with graphic illustrations.

1882
486.

£280 †

The Illustrated Family Novelist.  Vol. III, no. 62. Folio.  (T.H. Roberts & Co.)  Illus., final
ad. leaf. Orig. pink printed wraps. Resewn as issued; one leaf torn without loss & one torn in
margin by careless opening, spine frayed, sl. faded.
¶No. 62: The Dudley Heritage, signed S.D. A complete weekly issue at one penny;
published 1878-97. Here the wrapper lists nos. 1-62.

[1880]
487.

£10

The Illustrated London Novelette. Vol. I, no. 6. Folio. John Saunders, printer (for the
Proprietors) at 125, Fleet Street. Two illus. by S. Hodson. Orig. cream wraps, front printed in
red & black. Stabbed as issued but thread broken, sl. dusted and creased at edges. pp.80-96.
¶No. 6: Gay Blount; or Her fortune. A complete novel weekly at one penny, with two
column text. Published 1880-93.

[1880?]

__________

488.

£15

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
JACK. (Jack O’Lantern.) Important Notice! Ready on Monday, July 8th, Nos. 1 and 2 of
one of the most interesting stories ever written, entitled Jack O’Lantern; or, The Imp of the
School. A splendid coloured picture given away! ... Handbill approx. 26 x 18 cm; sl. spotted
with sm. tears at edges.
¶Issued in 1889 or 1895.

[1889?]
489.

£15

JACK. Jack of Warwick; or, The Cowboy of Texas. Complete. Harkaway House, 6, West
Harding Street. Some gatherings browned, upper corner trimmed from parts, some spines
strengthened. Paper wrappers with ink title; spotted, without a spine strip.
¶Ono 315: p.1 is trimmed at all margins and laid down. A complete 6d reissue of the
original 11 pts, from Brett’s West Harding St. address.

[c.1905?]

£25

JARROLDS
490.

JARROLDS. Jarrolds’ Penny Popular Stories. Jarrold & Sons. Large format, 16pp penny
stories in two columns with illus. Stapled in printed wraps. v.g.
¶16. Langbridge, Frederick. Aunt Lydia’s Hamper. Pink wraps with sl. surface damage.
[c.1893]. 32. Courtenay, Charles. Meredith Square. With illus. by Theophile Frend.
Cream wraps. [1893].

[1893]
491.

£25

WITH COLOURED PLATE
JESTER’S. The Jester’s Revenge;  or, The Seven Masks.  Boys of England Office.  Pts 1/2
in orig. col. pict. wraps, sl. dusted, spotted and torn at edges, & pt. 6;  sl. browned on first
page.
¶Not in Ono and not listed among the works of R.J. Lambe, which it closely resembles, on
the back cover. Dated Oct 3/99 by a previous owner, but BL dates the complete work to
1894?. Inserted is the coloured plate given free with no.1.

[1894?]
492.

£20

CIRCUS LIFE
JOHNSON, Henry T. The Pride of the Ring. A story of circus life. 2nd edn. Aldine
Publishing Co. Front & illus, 2pp. ads; paper browned, a few creases, marks & chips at
edges. Orig. col. printed wraps; marked with red ink stain, lacking spine strip.
¶Toole Stott 4079; originally a three-year serial with “unexpected vivid glimpses of circus
life behind the scenes”. Two column text. Copac does not list this 2nd edn.

[1902?]

£45

LAMBE, Robert Justin, 1853-1899
Robert Kirkpatrick has shown that Lambe was christened William Arthur Clarence. He
started life as a newsagent like his father who had written stories for Edward Lloyd. Lambe
turned to writing boys’ historical stories for E.J. Brett’s publications; Brett later made him
an editor.
493.

The Armourer’s Son;  or, The Mysteries of the Tower of London.  Complete.  “Boys of
England” Office.  Col. front. & plate, illus., 5pp ads.;  a few spots at end.  Neat brown
paper wraps.
¶Ono 333:  the complete edition of the original 11 pts.  ‘Bob Blunt, the Traveller’ is
advertised at the end.

[1893?]
494.

£50

THREE WORKS BY LAMBE
The Black Cavalier; or, The banner of England. Harkaway House. [c.1900?] Col. front.,
illus. In 13 pts in two columns. BOUND WITH: The Man of Mystery; or, Under the royal
warrant. (Edwin J. Brett.) Printed by Alfred Bradley. [c.1890] Without titlepage, illus. In
13pts in two columns. BOUND WITH: The Captain of the Guard; or, The mysteriour
horseman.  A romance of Old London.  By the Author of “By Command of the King”.  
Harkaway House. [c.1900?] Front. & illus. In 12 pts in two columns. 3 works in 1 vol. in
half black cloth imitating leather. Bookplate of Eric Quayle, 1962.
¶See Ono 334, 343, 339.

[c.1900?] / [c.1890] / [c.1900?]
495.

£85

Bob Blunt, the Traveller. 2 vols. Edwin J. Brett. 1 col. & 1 uncol. folded front., illus. 2 vols.
in 1 bound with one front wrap & one linen mounted back wrap in an old binding case with
green cloth spine & red cloth on front board.
¶See Ono 38. This is the part issue in 36 pts and 220 + 214pp whereas the later Ono issue
is in 413pp and 26 pts. Vol. II is set in Abyssinia.

[c.1885?]
496.

£45

Bob Blunt, the Traveller.  Vol. I.  (Edwin J. Brett.)  Lacking wraps, staples rusting, first leaf sl.
chipped & detached.
¶Ono 38. Nos. 1 - 13 of the reset edition in 208pp.

[c.1893]

£20

495

LAMBE
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497.

Bob Blunt, the Traveller. 2 vols. Harkaway House, West Harding Street. Illus.; sl. browning
at edges. Orig. cream pict. wraps, printed in red & black; sl. dusted & spotted with small
chips at heads & tails of spines. v.g.
¶See Ono 38.  The wrappers have the title ‘Young Bob Blunt the traveller’ and the
earlier imprint of Edwin J. Brett, “Boys of England” Office.  Originally published in 26
pts this is the complete edition with the shilling price for each volume altered with an
ink stamp to 6d.

[c.1905?]
498.

£45

‘ILLUMINATED’ WRAPPERS
The Boyhood Days of Jack Straw;  or, The Sword of Freedom.  Complete.  “Boys of England”
Office.  Col. front. & plate, illus.;  sl. spotting.  Orig. colour printed wrappers with additional
stitching; sl. marked & torn at fore-edge.
¶Ono 336, originally in 12 pts, the text in two columns. The coloured plates were given
away with nos. 1/2 and 3. At the end of the text is an advertisement for a new story
‘On and Off the Stage’ with a specimen of pp.24-27 of the text.  The front wrapper is
multicoloured and printed on white paper.

[c.1890]
499.

£75

The Boyhood Days of Jack Straw.  No. 1, 2.  (Boys of England Office.)  Illus.  Folded,
unopened, as issued; sl. spotted with sl. dusting & sm. tears at fore-edge.
¶Ono 336.

[c.1890]
500.

£10

By Command of the King; or, The Days of the Merrie Monarch. Complete. Harkaway
House, 6 West Harding Street. Sl. browned, pp.179-188 detached & sl. chipped at corners.
Without wrappers, staples sl. rusting.
¶Ono 338 is a slightly earlier issue.

[c.1900?]
501.

£25

The Captain of the Guard; or, The Mysterious Horseman. A romance of old London. By
the Author of “By command of the King”.  Harkaway House.  Illus.;  sl. browned.  Orig. col.
printed wraps; sl. browned & chipped at fore-edge & spine.
¶See Ono 339 for the earlier edition. In 12 pts, the text in two columns, priced 6d. See
also item 494.

[c.1905?]
502.

£40

Dark Deeds of Old London.  No. 1 & 20.  (Boys of England Office.)  2 pts.  Folded as issued;  
browned, no. 1 splitting at some folds, sl. creased and torn in margins.
¶Ono 340, without the presentation “tinted picture”.  These are halfpenny parts also
advertising ‘Up-to-Date Boys’.

[c.1886?]
503.

£10

The Five Swordsmen; or, The Royal Guard. (Printed by Alfred Bradley.) Paper sl. browned;
without titlepage. Front wrapper trimmed, sl. chipped at corners and laid down on old blue
paper wraps, sl. faded & torn, staples rusting.
¶Ono 341: in 11 pts each with full page illus; text in two columns. The BL edition
is published by E.J. Brett, in (1891?). The story begins in Bermondsey in 1509, but
presumably was inspired by Dumas.

[1891]
504.

£30

The Five Swordsmen;  or, The Royal Guard.  Boys of England Office.  Illus.;  sl. browned,
without the advertisements. Col. pict. front wrapper only, torn & chipped at edges.
¶Ono 341. Like the Ono copy, this is the complete edition of the original 11 pts with price
reduced to 6d.

[1891?]

£40

511

LAMBE
LAMBE, Robert Justin, continued
505.

The Man of Mystery; or, Under the Royal Warrant. (E.J. Brett.) Illus.; paper sl. browned &
creased at corners. Lacking the front wrapper.
¶Ono 343. Originally in 13 pts; without titlepage, the text in two columns. See also item 494.

[c.1890]
506.

£25
POSTER
(Rattlin’ Tom’s Schooldays.) Poster advertising Rattlin’ Tom’s Schooldays. No. 2 & coloured
plate with no. 1.  Office:  173, Fleet Street (Edwin John Brett).  Printed in red & black, 4
illus.; minor marginal tears. c.56 x 43 cm. A v.g. copy.
¶Ono 524.

[c.1890]
507.

£150 †

The Sword of Fate; or, The Headsman’s Doom. E.J. Brett. Illus.; some page edges sl. browned,
tear at head of p.1 affecting one letter. Back wrapper only, spine defective, staples sl. rusting.
¶See Ono 344. This is the complete edition of the original 14 pts with at the end four
specimen pages of ‘The Black Cavalier’ and an 8pp. Brett catalogue on pink paper.

[c.1900?]
508.

£35
THE DETECTIVE
Tom Floremall in Search of his Father.  Being a sequel to “Tom Floremall’s Schooldays”.  
(Edwin J. Brett.) Illus.; sl. browned & dusted. Without wrappers.
¶See Ono 649.  This may be the earliest reissue in 9 pts of the 15 pt first version c.1885.  
Pt 1 has an illustration showing multiple portraits of White, the detective, in various
disguises. Stapled at the end is an 8pp Edwin J. Brett catalogue on green paper from
the West Harding St. address.  Lambe’s authorship is revealed in ‘The Boys’ Guide,
Philosopher and Friend’ which he edited as Tom Floremall.

[c.1900]
509.

£45

Tom Floremall in Search of his Father.  …  Edwin J. Brett “Boys of England” Off(ice).  Sl.
browned & dusted. Stabbed as issued with orig. blue front wrap, creased and one quarter torn
away, puncture tear in first few leaves.
¶This is one version of the 9 pt reissue with no titlepage or illustration to pt 1 as in the Ono
copy.  The wrapper has ‘Complete’ and ‘Price one shilling’.

[c.1900]
510.

£30
POSTER
Tom Floremall’s Schooldays. - Now ready. Tom Floremall’s Schooldays. No. 2 and a
coloured picture gratis with No.1.  Enclosed in a illuminated wrapper.  Price 1d.  Office:  173
Fleet Street. (Edwin John Brett.) 4 illus. A poster printed in black & red. 56.5 x 44cm.
£120 †
[1878?]
__________

LEA, Charlton (Alfred Sherrington Burrage?), 1850-1906
It is not certain whether Burrage or another author writing as Charlton Lea produced the
titles attributed to him. Burrage wrote prolifically as Philander Jackson, Cyril Hathaway
and under various forms of his own name as well as Charlton Lea in later life. He edited the
Young Englishman.
511.

Spring-Heeled Jack, the Terror of London. No. 25 & 26. n.p. (C. Fox.) Illus. Folded as
issued; sl. marked & spotted, some edges creased with minor tears.
¶See Ono 347. Two parts, no.26 with the well-known illustration of Jack holding a victim aloft.

[c.1890]
512.

£85

Dick Turpin Library. No. 1-175. 7 vols. Aldine Publishing Co. Text a little browned; one
torn leaf, pt 151 repaired. All with orig. col. pict. front wraps, bound in 7 vols in green cloth by
Sharpe & Kelley, Liverpool; some hinges splitting, with sl. rubbing & some vols damp marked.
¶An extensive run of this exciting adventure series which reached about 190 nos. Most of
the tales are by Charlton Lea, with a few later numbers by Stephen Hamilton Agnew.

[1902-09]

£750

LEA
LEA, Charlton, continued
513.

Dick Turpin Library. 44 nos. Aldine Publishing Co. Original penny numbers. All are
stapled, sl. browned and in the attractive orig. col. pict. wraps by Robert Prowse and F.W.
Boynington; most sl. rubbed, with minor tears to spine, unless otherwise stated.
¶2.
3.
11.
17.
20.
28.
29.
31.
42.
51.
52.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
62.
63.
64.
65.
68.
69.
71.
73.
81.
83.
84.
85.
103.
115.
127.
130.
132.
133.
137.
138.
141.
143.
150.
178.
179.
180.
181.

The Masked Man of Mystery.
The Secret of the Old Mint.
Tom King to the Rescue.
Turpin’s Great Fight for Liberty.
Ho, for the King’s Highway.
The Thief Taker’s Plot.
Dick Turpin’s Great Peril.
A Dastardly Deed.
Running the Gauntlet.
Caged in a Madhouse.
An Accursed Life.
The Invincible Seven.
A Gunpowder Plot.
Fighting for his Life.
In the Clutch of the Press Gang.
Among the Wreckers.
A Midnight Raid.
Dick Turpin’s Double.
A Wild Dash for Liberty.
The Sword of Fate.
A Life for a Life.
The Flying Horseman.
Traitor’s Gold.
Caught in the Toils.
A Tyrant’s Doom. Back wrap sl. defective at head.
The Stopping of the Royal Mail.
The Curse of Blood Money.
The Tragedy of a Lonely Heath.
The Robbers of the Dead.
A Rap for the Law. One corner trimmed across margin.
King John’s Treasure. One corner trimmed across margin.
The Hermit of the Glade.
A Prince of Scoundrels.
The Secret Shut of Steel.
Dick Turpin in Disguise.
The River of Fire.
The Poison Flower.
Black Justice.
The Fatal Thirteen. Wraps detached, most of back wrapper torn away.
The Tragedy of the Pines. Front wrap only.
Tracked and Taken.
The Knight of Malta.
The Vanishing Highwayman.
Tracking a Monster.

[1902-09]
514.

£350

Dick Turpin Library. Aldine Publishing Co. A run of nos. 101-182. Text. sl. browned. All
are in orig. col. pict. wraps; some have spines split or repaired with tape & some have an
inner margin corner cut off. A good set.
£180
[1905-09]
__________

515.

MAGNET. The Magnet. Vol. XXXVII. no. 1163, 1169; vol. XXXIX. no. 1196; vol.
XL. no. 1226-27, 1241; vol. XLI. no. 1250, 1271; vol. XLII. no. 1287-88; vol. XLIII. no.
1309; vol. XLIV. no. 1328; vol. XLVII. no. 1426; vol. LI. no. 1515; vol. LII. no. 1540.
Amalgamated Press. Individual issues.

523

MAGNET
¶15 nos of the celebrated story paper featuring Billy Bunter and Greyfriars School spread
between 31 May 1930 and 21 August 1937. These and similar items in this catalogue are
the remains of the stock of John Medcraft.

1930-37
516.

£80

MALEN, M.E.O. The Pearl of Levonby. With 14 illus., by D.H. Friston. (People’s edn.) John
Dicks, Office of “Bow Bells”. (Dicks’ English novels, no. 78.)  Front., illus.  Orig. grey-green
pict. wraps; sl. soiled & torn, strengthened at spine with green cloth, remains of ink label.
¶The novelette aimed at women readers is one descendant of the bloods: this sixpenny
series includes the last works of W.H. Ainsworth.

[c.1873]

£10

MARCH, R., & Co., Publishers
517.

Cora Pearl and Other Tales. 4to. R. March & Co. Internal mark. Orig. yellow pict. wraps.
Disbound.
¶This contains a reprint of the smaller 16pp. text of an earlier work, two pages imposed
horizontally side by side on greenish paper.  The first page contains the full page
illustration by C.H. reprinted on the wrapper. The last two leaves and the back wrapper
contain advertisements for March’s cheap publications.  The two stories are first ‘Whims
and fancies’ followed by the more titillating ‘Cora Pearl’ which gives a condemnatory
account of the famous courtesan. Unpriced.

[c.1885]
518.

£45

The Confessions of Maria Monk. Shewing the cruelties, persecutions & insults she endured
during a five year’s residence in a nunnery. Never before published.  Folio.  R. March & Co.  
Illus., ads on title verso. A single newsprint sheet, folded as issued; sl. browned & spotted
with splits in margins. 4pp.
¶A penny tale with illus. Each page is divided into 4 sections, reprinting an earlier
pamphlet of 24pp entitled ‘Awful disclosures of Maria Monk’.  There are many versions of
this tale, first published in 1836, and often used as anti-Catholic propaganda.

[c.1890]
519.

£45

English Convent, giving a graphic description of a life of eighteen years in an English
nunnery, extraordinary revelation by a Roman Catholic sister of mercy, as to the treatment and
insults they have to endure, after leaving their happy homes. Folio. R. March & Co. Illus.,
ads on title verso. A single newsprint sheet, folded as issued; sl. browned & dusted. 4pp.
¶As above, reprinting an earlier pamphlet of 24pp entitled ‘Life in a Yorkshire nunnery’.  
Dated in ink on another copy.

[1892]

__________

£50

MARVEL
520.

The “Halfpenny Marvel”.  Vol.II.  No. 49.    21, Whitefriars Street, E.C.  Illus.;  newsprint
browned. Stabbed in orig. faded pict. wraps, edges chipped, spine splitting. 16pp. A fragile item.
¶The Marvel ‘Started to suppress bad books for boys’ by Alfred Harmsworth.  No.49.  The
Derelict; or, Alone on a wide, wide sea. Coded 9/10/94.

1894
521.

£15

The “Halfpenny Marvel”.  Vol. IX.  No. 210.  Printed and published by the Proprietors, 24,
Tudor Street, E.C. Illus.; newsprint browned. Stabbed in orig. faded pict. wraps, edges
chipped, spine splitting. 16pp. A fragile item.
¶No.210. Frozen Gold. By Andrew Fletcher. Coded 9/11/97.

1897
522.

£15
STIRRING STORY OF CUBA
The Marvel. (The ‘Halfpenny Marvel’.)  Vol. X.  No. 240.  Printed and published by the
Proprietors, 24, Tudor Street, E.C. Illus.; newsprint browned. Stabbed in orig. faded pict.
wraps; spine splitting. 16pp.

MARVEL
MARVEL, continued
¶“Founded to counteract the pernicious influence of the ‘Penny Dreadful’” but this is an
adventure story not much different in tone. No. 240. Under the Lone Star. By John G.
Rowe. Coded 11/6/98.

1898
523.

£15

The Marvel. (The ‘Halfpenny Marvel’.)  Vol. XI.  No. 286.  Harmsworth.  Illus.;  newsprint
browned. Stabbed in orig. faded pict. wraps, edges chipped, spine splitting. 16pp. A fragile item.
¶No.286. The Traitor Navajo. A tale of the Wild West. By Lieutenant Paul Lefevre.
(Buffalo Bill’s Chum. By Paul Herring.) Coded 29/4/98(?)

1898

£15

__________

524.

MONTHLY. Monthly Magazine of Fiction. Vol. 10. no. 59. March 1890. Folly or Crime?
A complete novel. (Signed:) Catherine Wilson. Orig. green paper wraps printed in red; sl.
dusted & torn at spine, staples rusted. v.g.
¶Pp.257-320 available separately at 3d. BL lists 504 nos, 1885-1927, and later series.

1890
525.

£15

NED NIMBLE. Ned Nimble Amongst the Indians; or The secret of the Phantom Cave.
Edwin J. Brett “Boys of England” Office.  (Nimble series, vol. II.)  2 col. plates, illus.;  sl.
browned & torn at one corner, tear in last leaf. Orig. pink pict. front wrap. printed in black &
green with triangular piece torn from upper edge, other edges chipped, spine defective.
¶See Ono 421: this is the complete sixpenny edition of the original 11 halfpenny pts from
Brett’s later West Harding Street address. The coloured plates contain four caricatures: A
Happy Zulu, That Troublesome Infidel, A Fan-ciful Chinese and Modern Russian Christian.

[c.1905?]
526.

£35

NELSON LEE
NELSON LEE. The Nelson Lee Library. No. 158-65, 264-74, 285-93, 375-80, 443, 448-54,
477-84; New series no. 2-3, 6, 8, 11, 18, 22-27, 29, 31-32, 34-39, 41-62, 67-69, 71-76, 79-84,
97, 99, 104-07, 110, 113-17, 119-21, 123-24, 129-32, 134, 136, 140-51, 154, 156-59, 166,
168, 170, 172-73, 176-79, 182-85, 187, 191-93; [2nd] New series no. 2-6, 8-10, 16, 24-27,
65-70, 91-93, 147-48, 150-51, 155-59, 161. [3rd] New series no. 1-4, 6-8, 10-15, 17-18, 2021, 23-25. Between 15 June, 1918 - 12 Aug., 1933. Approx. 215 nos. Proprietors, Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street. (Amalgamated Press.) Stabbed as issued; one without wraps, one
front wrap torn away, a few tears and spine splitting and a little foxing in some issues, but
generally in good condition.
¶A very good representative run of this St Frank’s school story series almost entirely
written by Edwy Searles Brooks. The Wartime price is a penny halfpenny in smaller
format, increasing to twopence in 1922. This set unfortunately lacks the coloured portraits
of 1929 test cricketers and obviously is without the metal badges and models. After this
run the series was combined with ‘The Gem’.

1918-32
527.

£850

NELSON LEE. The Nelson Lee Library. Other copies of New series no. 41, 45, 48, 53-54,
59-61, 136, 144-45, 147. Between 12 Feb., 1927 - 23 Feb., 1929. 12 nos. Amalgamated
Press. Stabbed as issued; some browning, a few tears and spine splitting and a little foxing in
some issues.
¶The last three nos relate to the 1929 cricket test match, but do not include the free gifts.

1927-29
528.

£85

NEW. The New Boys’ Paper. Vol. I. no. 1 - 26; vol. II. no. 27 - 30. Nov. 12, 1906 - June
3, 1907. E. J. Blogg. Illus.; text sl. browned. In 2 vols. in grey card wraps; sl. chipped at
heads & tails of spines.
¶Not on Copac. Main illustrations are by Robert Prowse and HAL. This was all issued,
according to The Times Handlist.

1906-07

£85

NEWNES

529.

BLACK BESS LIBRARY
NEWNES, George, Publisher. Newnes “Black Bess” Library.  New series.  No. 1-4.  
George Newnes. Stapled in orig. col. pict. wraps; staples sl. rusting, no. 1 a little dusted,
corner torn from margin of no. 2.
¶BL only has nos. 1-38 of this series, 1921-22. Each no. has 32pp for 2d. The life of Jack
Sheppard is serialised in each issue.
1. Dick Turpin and the headless horseman.
2. Dick Turpin then river highwayman.
3. Dick Turpin’s rescue.
4. Dick Turpin the hero of Hounslow Heath.

[1921]
530.

£40
CUPID AND THE CINEMA
NEWNES, George, Publisher. Newnes’ Princess Novelettes. No. 1. Cupid and the Cinema. By
Clive Pemberton. George Newnes Ltd. Orig. pink pict. wraps; dusted, sl. torn, staples rusting.
¶32pp in slightly taller format, the text in two columns, at 1½d.

1919
531.

£20

NICHOLSON, W., & SONS. Nicholson’s Penny Stories. W. Nicholson & Sons. Large
format, 16pp penny stories in two columns with illus. Stapled in printed wraps.
¶29. Pettman, Grace. Weighed in the Balances. Orange wraps; sl. torn & damp marked.
[1918?]. *Originally Penny Gospel Stories.
30. Pettman, Grace. Found Wanting. Cream wraps; staples rusting, fore-edge chipped.
[1918?]. *The sequel, now 1½d and the series Nicholson’s Stories.

[1918?]
532.

£20

NUGGETS. Nuggets: a serio-comic budget of pictures and stories. Every Saturday. No.
165, 167-68, 183-85, 187, 189, 192-94, 196, 198-99, 204-05, 214-18, 220, 228, 232, 238,
240-41, 256-82, 284-89, 662. James Henderson. Individual parts; browned and some with
outer pages split along spine, frayed and dusted.
¶This is more a comic than a boys’ story paper. Nuggets was published 1892-1905 and this is
a representative collection between June 1895 and November 1897 with one issue from 1904.

1895-1904
533.

£300

OLD. Old & Young. A high class magazine for all readers. Christmas number. Vol. XLII.
no. 1153. Folio. James Henderson. Illus., including full page engravings; dusted with
repairs to tears in last leaf. Disbound. 32pp.
¶‘Old & Young’ was the successor to ‘Young Folks’.  Most of the contributions are signed.

1892
534.

£20

OUTLAWS. The Outlaws of Epping Forest. Profusely illustrated. Hogarth House.
(Hogarth House library.) Illus.; sl. spotted. Orig. col. pict. wraps; spine sl. worn.
¶A complete edition at Two shillings with undated titlpage. The illustrations and
typography reflect the earlier publication date of 1873 in 26 pts, but Part the Second has
been removed from Pt 1. The Hogarth House address is 32 Bouverie Street.

[c.1890?]
535.

£35

OUTLAWS. Outlaws of Epping Forest. Hogarth House. Illus. Contemp. black binder’s cloth. v.g.
¶An issue without date on the titlepage. With a trimmed coloured front wrapper loosely
inserted. Part the Second has been removed from Pt 1. The Hogarth House address is 32
Bouverie Street.

[c.1890?]
536.

£45

OXFORD. The Oxford and Cambridge Eights; or, The young coxswain’s career. Edwin J.
Brett, Harkaway House. Illus. Orig. colour pictorial wrappers; sl. browned, chipped & front
wrapper torn & detached.
¶Ono 443: the later issue from the West Harding St. address. The price is One Shilling
and the wrappers no longer bear the subtitle, although they do list this title among the
sixpenny volumes.

[c.1905?]

£30

PANTOMIME

537.

HANDBILL
PANTOMIME. (Pantomime Joe.) Important to our readers! Ready Monday, January 13th,
Pantomime Joe. One of the most admired stories ever produced. With the two numbers,
which are enclosed in a splendid illuminated wrapper, is presented gratis a grand coloured
picture ... Handbill approx. 26 x 18cm; sl. spotted with sm. tear in upper margin.
¶Pantomime Joe was serialised in 1873-74 so that the date of this separate issue is
probably either 1879 or 1890.

[1890?]
538.

£10

PEACE THE BURGLAR
PEACE, Charles. Charles Peace; or, The adventures of a notorious burglar. Founded on
fact and profusely illustrated. 4to. 56, Wych Street, Strand. Illus.; title browned. Later light
blue buckram, black leather label.
¶See Ono 129 which is the original Purkess edition of 1880, this being a reissue in 100 pts
with two column text, before 1900.

[c.1890?]
539.

£250

PEACE, Charles. Charles Peace; ... Pts 1-48 only. 4to. [56, Wych Street, Strand.] Illus.;
paper a little browned. Contemp. dark green cloth. v.g.
¶The first 48 pts of 100, with text in two columns.

[c.1890?]
540.

£120

PEOPLE’S. The People’s Pocket Story Books. 3 nos. James Henderson. Small format at
3d.; sl. browned. Orig. pict. wraps. BL has only 40 nos. of this series, 1867-73.
¶331. Tom Rodman:  his eventful career at school and afloat.  By J.A. Maitland, R.N.  Part
I - At School. Sl. dusted.
354. `His Heart’s Queen. By Mrs. Georgie Sheldon. Lacking back wrap, spine defective,
front wrap sl. chipped & dusted.
369. `Marguerite’s Heritage. A complete novel. Pink printed wraps; dulled & torn with loss.

[c.1893?]
541.

£30

KAIRON THE CHARIOTEER
PHILLIPS, Alfred R. Kairon the Charioteer; or, The factions of the blue and green.
Illustrated by Harry Furniss. 4to. James Henderson. Illus.; title marked & torn with early
reinforcement, a few marks & minor repairs & to one plate. Blue cloth spine, marbled boards.
¶Not in Ono or BL. One of the Young Folks illustrated story books, with text in three
columns, with a front wrapper bound in. With signatures of Edgar Vincent Barwood 12th
May 1888, etc. The illustrations, signed BEE, are particularly spirited.

[1888]

£85

POOR RAY
542.

Poor Ray, the Drummer Boy.  A story founded on facts;  by a contributor to the “Army and
Navy Gazette”.  “Boys of England” Office.  (E.J. Brett.)  Illus.;  without titlepage.  With the
mounted front wrapper to no. 1 in green binder’s cloth; misbound with pp.49-60 between
pp.36 & 37, but complete.
¶Ono 461. Advertised on the last page as a complete volume at one shilling.

[c.1885]
543.

544.

£45

POSTER
Poor Ray, the Drummer Boy. - Given away with nos 1 and 2 - a splendid coloured picture.
Poor Ray the drummer boy. Every boy should read this grand story. 1d weekly 1d. Boys of
England Office. (E.J. Brett.)  6 illus.  A poster printed in black & red; traces of old folds with
one hole, sl. dusted and expertly mounted on thicker paper. 57 x 42cm.
[c.1885?]
£85 †
Poor Ray, the Drummer Boy. … (Harkaway House.) Without titlepage, paper sl. browned.
Front wrapper only, detached, staples rusting.
¶Completely reset in 147pp, with the illus. on different pages.  The final advertisement

538

545

POOR RAY
POOR RAY, continued
states that Brett’s Shilling series is being issued in Sixpenny volumes. The front wrapper
has the price altered to 6d, but still carries the ‘Boys of England’ Office imprint.

[c.1900?]

__________

545.

£30

GIRLS’ NOVELETTES
PRINCESS. The Princess’s Novelettes ... Ed. by Edwin J. Brett. Vols I-II. (No. 1-51. 9,
March, 1886 -  22, Feb., 1887.)  2 vols.  Folio.  Office - 173, Fleet Street.  Illus.  Orig. maroon
cloth; sl. rubbing, inner hinges cracking, tear without loss in leading f.ep vol. II.
¶A weekly penny publication, the text in two columns. The romantic tales are
supplemented by Boudoir gossip.

[1886-87
546.

£125
DIXON BRETT, DETECTIVE: ORIGINAL DESIGN
PROWSE, Robert. Original Artwork for the Aldine Diamond Library, or Aldine Detective
Library, by Robert Prowse the Younger. Three-colour watercolour worked-up design on
artist’s board, signed R.P. (19)19. Image approx. 32.5 x 25 cm; sl. dusted.
¶Dixon Brett, Detective. An Ocean Mystery. 2d. Pencilled note: Diamond no. 112.
With inset of Chinaman Wun Foo. BL lists 212 pts, 1907-14, 6 new series, 1914, and an
amalgamation with the Aldine Detective Tales for which it only lists 28 nos. 1893-1923.

1919
547.

£225 †
BOYS’ NOVELETTES
RAYNER, Guy. Guy Rayner’s Boy’s Novelette. 7 nos. BOUND WITH: The Young
Britons’ Complete Story Novelette. 4 nos. Popular Publishing Co. Illus.; one pt browned &
sl. chipped at edge, a few marks in text. Eleven parts in green binder’s cloth, marbled boards.
¶Penny weekly tales. Guy Rayner’s vol. I. no. 22, 38, 44, 49, 50; vol. II. no. 60, 85;
Young Britons’ vol. I. no. 14, 16, 22, 25. One by Charles T. Podmore, and one by Edgar
D’Arcy. Rayner was responsible for both series and the second bears his portrait. BL only
seems to have one of this selection.

1889
548.

£45
GREYFRIARS
RICHARDS, Frank (Charles Hamilton) Special Constable Coker! A new long, complete
tale of Harry Wharton & Co. at Greyfriars School. The Proprietors at the Fleetway House.
(The Magnet library.) Illus. Folded as issued; tears in spine & at margins, with one corner
causing some loss of text of ‘The star of the circus’, some creases.  A well read copy.
¶Dated April 17th 1915.  ‘The editor will be obliged if you will hand this book, when
finished with, to a friend.’

1915
549.

£20
SPECIMEN
ROUGH & READY JACK. Rough & Ready Jack: his adventures E.W.N. and S. Boys of
England Office.  Pts 1/2 in orig. col. pict. wraps;  dusted & sl. torn at leading edge, holes for
ring binder punched along inner margins.
¶See Ono 538: published in 14 pts. This specimen issue is dated 20/4/95 by its previous
owner, A. Slater? Inserted is the coloured plate given free with this part.

[c.1895?]
550.

£15

ROUGH AND READY JACK. Rough and Ready Jack: his adventures E.W.N. and S.
Complete. Harkaway House. Illus.; text browned. Rebound in brown binder’s cloth. v.g.
¶Ono 538: with titlepage but wrappers not bound in, originally in 14 pts.

[1901?]
551.

£35

ROUTLEDGE, George, Publisher. Routledge’s Every Girl’s Annual. Edited by Alicia A.
Leith. 1883. George Routledge & Sons. Col. fronts., titlepages & plates, illus. Orig. blue
dec. cloth; inner hinges splitting, lacking leading f.e.p, following hinge strengthened with
paper. a.e.g. A poor copy.
¶Published from 1878-88.

[1883]

£20

ROVER
552.

ROVER. The Rover. No. 497; 660. Oct. 24, 1931; Dec. 8, 1934. 2 nos. D.C. Thomson.
Illus., outer pages in blue & red; dusted. Stabbed as issued, with minor tears at leading edge
pp. 253-80; 85-112.
¶‘The Rover’ ran from 1922-1973.

1931/1934
553.

£15

RUSSELL, Fox. The First Cruise of Three Middies. FIRST EDITION. 4to. Wells Gardner,
Darton. Front., illus. by H.J. Rhodes; a few marks in text. Orig. red pict, cloth, bevelled
boards; spine faded & sl. rubbed, inner hinge cracking.
¶An interesting upmarket attempt to imitate the boys’ adventure story, with an attendant
Chinaman like Ching-Ching, in a more elevated and educational framework.

[1897]
554.

£45

SCHOOL. School and Playground Stories. Vol. 2. no. 20. Printed by Sully & Ford; &
published by Charles Fox. Illus. Folded as issued; sl. browned with sm. piece torn from
spine fold, tear without loss in last leaf. 15pp.
¶’Mountain Tom.’ Price one halfpenny. The last page reproduces the wrapper design of
‘Spring Heeled Jack’.

[c.1890?]
555.

£8

AS ISSUED
SCRAPS. Scraps. Vol. I. no. 1-6, 9, 11-22, 24, 26-38, 40-52; vol. II. no. 53-74, 76, 90, 92, 9497, 99-104, 111-12, 119, 126, 136. I Sept., 1883-27 March, 1886. 80 individual issues. James
Henderson. Illus., caricatures. c.80 numbers, folded as issued; some dusted with tears at margins.
¶A comic paper with some fiction. The Christmas Double supplement is no. 55 and the
Christmas Triple supplement no. 70.

1883-86
556.

£250

SMART. Smart Novels. No. 1382. March 21, 1921. Shurey’s Publications. Illus., ads.
Wraps printed in red & black on orange paper. Stabbed as issued; sl. dusted & rubbed. 36 pp.
¶‘Smart Novels’ was the successor to Shurey’s ‘The Duchess Novelette’ (see item 433)
and ran until the 1960s.  No. 1382 contains ‘Her hour of temptation’ by Sybil Campbell
Lethbridge, a serial and other items.

1921
557.

£10
GLASGOW POISON MYSTERY
SMITH, Madeleine Hamilton. The Great Glasgow Poison Mystery. 4to. Felix McGlennon.
(City garden series, no. 3.) Illus.; one stain. Stabbed as issued in illus. wraps; sl. dusted. 8pp.
¶Not recorded on Copac. Two column text on yellow paper. A retelling of the 1857 story of
Madeleine Smith, her relationship with Pierre L’Angelier who died of arsenical poisoning,
and the celebrated Not Proven verdict at her trial. This is the modern version of the earlier
street broadsides and chapbooks by a publisher best known for collections of songs.

[c.1920?]
558.

£35

SONS OF BRITANNIA. Christmas number. December 17th 1870. Printed by Woodfall
& Kimber; printed for the Proprietor by Henry Lea. Illus. Folded & stabbed as issued; sl.
creased & chipped at fore-edge. A good clean copy. 16pp.
¶‘Home for the holidays’ edited by George Emmett.  This publication does not name
the parent periodical Sons of Britannia which ran from 1870 to 1877 when it became
Champion Journal for the Boys of the United Kingdom. This number contains a
short story ‘Tom Wildrake’s Christmas party’, a play and a short charade, puzzles and
pantomime related material with illustrations by Harry Maguire.

1870
559.

£20
SPIES
SPIES. The Spies of the School;  or, Peeping Tom and Knowall Dick.  (“Boys of England”
Office.) [1899?]  Illus., col. plate given with pts 1/2.  BOUND WITH:  The Spies Abroad; or,
The perils of the Gold Coast. (“Boys of England” Office.) [1900?]  Illus.;  2 col. plates with
pts 1/2 & 3. 2 sets of pts, wrappers not bound in. Green binder’s cloth. v.g.
¶See Ono 610 & 609. Both are BL only on Copac. These seem to be the part issues in

563

SPIES
13 & 11 nos. respectively. A titlepage from another issue of the second work is loosely
inserted. A gutter note suggests that the two works were also numbered jointly as a series.

[1899?]/[1900?]
560.

£65

CARACTACUS
(STEVENS, Charles) Caractacus. Champion of the Arena. Tall 8vo. Hogarth House. Col.
front wrapper tipped in as title, illus.; some parts browned. Rebound in brown cloth.
¶See Ono 618. BL & Oxford only on Copac. In 11 pts, the text in two columns, in very
small type. This copy has Hogarth House and one George Emmett advertisements laid
down or tipped in.

[c.1885]
561.

£75

STORY-TELLER. The Story-Teller. (Vol. I.) The Story-Teller, La Belle Sauvage. Bound
without general titlepage or prelims, text in two columns.  Half dark green roan as ‘Tales etc.’.  v.g.
¶BL only on Copac. Edited by Arthur Spurgeon. Continuously paginated to p.716 and
apparently running from April-July 1907, but numbers are difficult to distinguish.  A
collection of short stories of varying lengths by a number of well-known writers: Hall
Caine, Arsène Lupin stories by Maurice Leblanc, Marjorie Bowen, Nat Gould, William le
Queux, L.T. Meade, Edgar Wallace, &c. Hall Caine tells the true story of Eugene Aram’s
lantern given to Henry Irving.

[1907]
562.

£85

EVERY WEDNESDAY
SUNDAY. Sunday Stories. Seven issues. Printed for the Proprietors by the Amalgamated
Press. Large format twopenny story magazines with continuous pagination & text in two
columns & illus. Stapled in cream wraps printed in red & blue; staples sl. rusting.
¶1,225. October 11th, 1919. Pettman, Grace. A Honeymoon Parting.
1,227. October 25th, 1919. Pettman, Grace. Marjorie’s Marriage.
1,243. February 14th, 1920. Wellesley-Smith, F.A. The Brand of Cain (serial).
*With no. 1,245 continuing the serial which has corner torn with some loss.
1,500. January 17th, 1925. Wellesley-Smith, F.A. The Sins he hadn’t done (serial).
1,558. February 27th, 1926. Nepean, Edith. Brennie of Monk’s Isle. 1926. *With
knitting patterns & recipes.
1,586. September 18th, 1926. Carter, Winifred. Taming Sylvia (serial). *With
Home Supplement on clothes and crochet.

1919-26
563.

£25

SWEENEY TODD
SWEENEY TODD. Sweeney Todd, the Demon Barber of Fleet Street. n.p. (Charles Fox.)
Illus.; without the titlepage, the odd spot. Rebound in half brown morocco. v.g.
¶Ono 626. In 48 pts; each part with full page illustration, the text in two columns and
scarce.  It is not certain who rewrote Rymer’s original blood ‘The String of Pearls’.  
George Augustus Sala vehemently denied having done so; it has also been attributed to
Charlton Lea (Alfred S.Burrage) and by Peter Haining to Frederick Hazleton who wrote a
play based on the story. This copy, from Haining’s library, has notes on the text inserted.

[c.1878?]
564.

£1,500

FINAL PART WITH TITLEPAGE
THREE. Three Boy Crusoes; or, Perseverance & Indolence. (No. 7?) Harkaway House. Sl.
browned & spotted without illus. One part, folded as issued, unopened; minor tears at edges.
¶Ono 644.

[1905?]
565.

£8

MANCHESTER PUBLICATION
THRILLING. Thrilling Life Stories for the Masses. No. 481-82. Tall 8vo. 2 nos.
Manchester: Thrilling Stories Committee. Illus. Stabbed in orig. cream wraps; sl. browned.
¶481. C.E.C. Sutherland. Cast Ashore. 482. C.E.C. Sutherland. The Maiden of Lone
Rock Grange. Penny weekly 16 pp.complete stories, text in two columns. The series was
published at least 1892-1904.

[1904]

£30

571

576

TINSLEY
566.

TINSLEY, Lily. At the Cross Roads. (Tinsley Bros.) Illus.; without wrappers or titlepage,
two column text. Disbound. 91pp.
¶A novelette by the daughter of the publisher William Tinsley, with text in two columns,
not in BL.

[c.1883?]
567.

£30

ONO’S COPY
TOM DARING. Tom Daring; or, Far from home. (E.J. Brett, Harkaway House.) Illus.; sl.
browned. Bound without wrappers or title in olive green binder’s cloth; sl. dulled.
¶Ono 646 & 647. A reissue of the 10 pts. This copy bears Barry Ono’s large stamp as
‘Fred Harrison’s Novel, Book, Phonograph, Record & Cycle Exchanges’.  The remains of
another stamp reads ‘2d. allowed if returned clean & another bought’.

[1899?]
568.

£50

TORCH. The Torch Adventure Library. (The Boys’ Torch Adventure Library.) No. 1- 32.
Edinburgh House Press. Ads in some nos. Stabbed in col. illus. wraps; some rubbed at spine,
or with tape repair.
¶Short tales in quite large type. In this set no. 15, The Jewel Thieves by K. Hawkins, is
replaced by a later edition in Wheaton’s Adventure Library published in Exeter c.1940
which has no wrapper. The listings state the country in which the story is set. Not all the
authors are listed by W.O.G. Lofts and D.J. Adley, and some are named only in connection
with this series. Perhaps the best known are Major J.T. Gorman, and Violet M. Methley.
The Witch Doctor,The Courage of Wong Dan, The Tiger Spirit, Yellow Pirates, &c.

1928-31/(c.1940)
569.

£280

TRAVELLING. The Travelling Schoolboys.  An interesting story.  Complete.  “Boys of
England” Office.  (“Tom Floremall” series of school stories.)  Illus.;  a few spots.  Bound
without wrappers in olive green binder’s cloth; sl. marked. A v.g. clean copy.
¶BL only on Copac. See Ono 662, which is a later issue: the number of parts is not indicated.

[c.1880]
570.

£60

TRIUMPH. The Triumph Library. No. 1 of our great new paper. James Henderson & Sons.
Illus. Folded as issued; sl. browned, creased & sl. torn at edges & along old fold. 4pp.
¶The BL set runs from 1908-09. An advertisement for a penny series, each issue to include
two long complete tales in 32pp in a grand coloured cover. The illustration includes Ha
Yip, the wily Chinaman in a school story ‘Tufty and Co.’.

[1908]
571.

£10

TALES OF PIRATES
UNDER. Under the Pirate Flag. Or Adventures at sea. (Tales of pirates and adventures at
sea.) 3 vols in 1. 4to. A. Ritchie. Illus., tear in margin of last leaf repaired with loss of a few
words. Bound with the col. front. wrappers of Vols 1-3 in later half green morocco. With the
signature of Ronald Rouse.
¶Ono 671; BL only on Copac. In 60 pts, with one or two engravings, text in two columns.
Pts 1-6, 14-60 are reissues with new text title of ‘Tales of pirates and adventures at sea’,
1864-65 (National Maritime Museum only on Copac), whilst nos 7-13 retain their original
title. Pt 1 was originally given away with pt 20 of The New Newgate Calendar and later
issues show it was issued simultaneously.  The Ritchie issue advertises at the end ‘Captain
Tom Drake’, c.1870, by George Emmett. The date is from the Ono copy. A second copy
of the first page is inserted.

[1889]

£350

UNION JACK
572.

NELSON LEE, DETECTIVE
The Christmas Union Jack. (Vol. II. no. 35.) 4to. 24 Tudor Street. Illus. Orig. wraps bound
into green buckram; sl. faded, inner hinge cracking.
¶Containing four complete Nelson Lee stories by Maxwell Scott (the pseudonyum of
John William Staniforth): Adventures at sea, on land, underground and in the air, coded
20/12/94. An inserted note states that Scott, who edited the ½d magazine, received 63/-

UNION JACK
UNION JACK, continued
(3 guineas) for his work. There is also a running serial. Nelson Lee became one of the
longest-running fictional detectives and rivalled Sexton Blake. The first appearance was in
‘A Dead Man’s Secret’ in the Halfpenny Marvel, 19 September 1894.

1894
573.

£150

EDITED BY KINGSTON & HENTY
The Union Jack: tales for British Boys. Vol. I. no. 1-40; vol. IV. (n.s. vol. I) no. 1-52. 2 vols.
[Griffith & Farren] &c.  Plates, illus;  lacking all after p.830 of vol. IV.  Half dark green roan;  
lacking spine strips, boards loose. Torn booklabel of Major- General Gowan, Wimbledon.
¶A higher class periodical, originally edited by W.H.G. Kingston whose photographic
portrait forms the frontispiece of vol. I. G.A. Henty took over the editorship in April 1880.
It ceased publication after vol. IV.

1880-83
574.

£110

SEXTON BLAKE
Union Jack. No. 1,312. Dec. 8, 1928; No. 1,369. Jan. 11, 1930. 2 nos. Amalgamated Press.
Illus. Stabbed as issued; sl. dusted, spine no. 1,312 rubbed.
¶The complete stories respectively are ‘The mystery of the black van’ a Sexton Blake story
(author untraced) and ‘The mystery of the wailing wall’ by Gwyn Evans (Gwnfil Arthur
Evans), which also includes Sexton Blake and the Shadow Club.

1928/1930
__________

575.

£35

UP-TO-DATE BOYS. Up-To-Date-Boys: journal & novelettes. Edited by Edwin J. Brett.
Vol. I, no. 1 - 26; 53 - 104. June - Dec. 1899; June 1900 - June 1901. Edwin J. Brett. Illus.;
printed on green paper. Bound in 3 vols. lettered 1-2, 5-6, 7-8 in maroon moiré grained
binder’s cloth; spines faded with minor splits at head & tail.
¶Publication of this journal is announced at the end of ‘Boys of England’.

1899-1901
576.

£125

UP-TO-DATE BOYS. Up-To-Date Boys. Edited by Edwin J. Brett. No. 1-23; 50-100.
June 30 - Dec. 1, 1899; 8 June 1900 - 24 May, 1901. Including Novelettes. 3 vols. Edwin J.
Brett, Harkaway House.  Illus., printed on green paper;  first leaf torn & repaired.  1st vol. in
contemp. half maroon roan; 2nd vol. in boards, red cloth spine, black label, faded; 3rd vol.
boards detached, lacking spine strip.
£125
1899-1901
VILES, Walter Percy

577.

MYSTERY OF THE RED MASK
Dashing Duke; or, The mystery of the Red Mask. Hogarth House. Illus., the titlepage forms
the last leaf; some leaves sl. browned. Unopened in orig. colour pictorial wrappers; spine
chipped, small repairs. Nice copy.
¶Ono 683: the issue as a shilling volume, the price printed on a slip pasted at head of wrapper.

[c.1885]
578.

£65

Dashing Duke; … Hogarth House. Illus.; some pages browned. Contemp. dark blue
binder’s cloth; spine faded.
¶Like the Ono copy, this has no illustration to pt 1, but a bi-coloured front wrapper has
been loosely inserted into this copy.

[c.1885]
579.

£45

Warwick; or, The Flower of Chivalry: a romance of real life replete with absorbing interest
and thrilling adventures.  By Brenchley Beaumont.  Boy’s World and Our Boys’ Paper Office.
(c.1905?)  Front. & plates in pts 2 & 3, final ad. leaf.  BOUND WITH:  COCKTON, Henry.
Valentine Vox the Ventriloquist. Author’s complete edn. George Routledge & Sons. (1882) 2
works in 1 vol. in dark green binder’s cloth. Lending library stamp, Selby.

583

586

VILES
VILES, Walter Percy, continued
¶Warwick is in 8 pts and is not in BL, which has nothing by Viles under the pseudonym
Brenchley Beaumont.  Text in two columns.  “Price sixpence”.

[c.1905?]/[1882]
__________

580.

£45

WALTER. Walter the Archer, or, The robber lords of the mountains. Complete in one
volume. (Edwin J. Brett.) Illus.; sl. trimmed (?) Col. front wrapper only; spine neatly
guarded with yellow paper.
¶Ono 685; BL only on Copac. Probably originally published in parts, the text in two
columns. William Tell and Gessler are among the characters.

[c.1900]
581.

£35

WALTER. Walter the Archer, ... Harkaway House, 6, West Harding Street, [c.1900].
Col. front wrapper trimmed and laid down as title, fold col. plate, illus. BOUND WITH:
Wildfoot; the wanderer of Wicklow. Edwin J. Brett, 1875. Front, illus. Second work sl.
browned. 2 works in 1 vol. Rebound in brown cloth. v.g.
¶Ono 685 & 689; both works BL only on Copac. Probably reissues of the original part
publications, the wrapper not necessarily connected with this issue.  The first work features
William Tell, and has only one of the plates originally given with the work, the second
work is also without the free coloured plate.

[c.1900]/1875
582.

£50

CHRISTMAS TREBLE NUMBER
WEEKLY. Weekly Budget. A family newspaper and magazine. News, politics, history,
tales, &c. Christmas treble number. No. 728. 12 Dec., 1874. (James Henderson) Weekly
Budget Office.  Illus.  Newspaper size, stabbed & folded as issued with one old fold;  sl.
dusted with sl. creasing at one edge.
¶The celebrated issue depicting the headquarters at the South London Press, surrounded by
portraits of the editors, publishers and authors including Roland Quiz (Richard Quittenton)
and authors Mrs G.L. Banks, Charles Stevens and Percy B. St John. Also advertising the
Christmas number of ‘Our Young Folks Budget’.

1874
583.

£40

WHITAKER, Joseph. Whitaker’s Journal of Amusing and Instructive Literature. Vol. I.
no. 1-26.  Saturday Jan. 1 - June 24, 1876.  4to.  The Office.  Contemp. quarter red roan;  sl.
chipped at head of spine.
¶BL & Oxford only on Copac. All published of this penny periodical containing
miscellaneous fiction and non-fiction and serialising three novels : ‘As Long as She Lived’
by F.W. Robinson, ‘Who Killed John Cameron?’ by J.S. Borlase and ‘Jack Racket’ by James
Greenwood.  There is a regular page on ‘Cookery and Domestic Economy’ by Mary Hooper.

[1876]
584.

£90

WHITEST. The Whitest Man at the Mines.  And Charley Jones, the “angel” of Dog-Town.  
Aldine Publishing Co.  (The Aldine “O’er land and sea library”, no.13.) Ads; paper browned,
with paper flaw in p.42 & tear from one margin. Stabbed in orig. col. wraps; splits in spine.
¶Cambridge only on Copac. Two column text, with useful lists of other Aldine series at end.

[1890]
585.

586.

£20

YOUNG ENGLAND
YOUNG ENGLAND. Young England: an illustrated magazine, for recreation and
instruction. Vol. I, IX, XIII, XVI, XVIII, LI. 1880, 1890, 1892, (1895), (1897), (1930?). 6
vols.  Young England Office (Sunday School Union).  1880 in half maroon morocco;  sl.
rubbed, other vols. in orig. publisher’s cloth, with green, blue or brown cases; sl. rubbed.
£85
1880-[1930?]
YOUNG LADIES. Young Ladies of Great Britain. No. 53-78. (Vol. II.) Published for
the Proprietor, William Emmet Laurence by George Brent (W.S.G. Urquhart). Illus. music;
pp.401-02 torn out. Half dark green calf; worn.

YOUNG LADIES
¶This volume not in BL. Ownership changes in July 1870 after no. 74 and alterations are
announced in the new volume to begin with no. 79; p.48 announces the new publication
‘Sons of Britannia’.

1870

£40

YOUNG MEN
587.

The Young Men of America. A sparkling journal for young ladies and gentlemen. Vol. XI.
no. 530. 3 Nov., 1887. Folio. New York: Frank Tousey. Illus. Outer leaves split along spine,
one old fold with sl. splits. 16pp.
1887
£20

588.

Young Men of Great Britain: a journal of amusing and instructive literature: conducted by
E.J. Brett. Vol. I-XVI, XXI, XXV, XXXIV, XXXV, XXXVII, Vol. II, III, new series. 23 vols
in 20. 4to. Newsagents’ Publishing Co. (Edwin J. Brett.) A made up set in mixed condition.
Vols IV-X, XII, XIV, XV, XVI are of the reissue. Vols I-III, in half black roan, red labels,
vols IV, V, VII, VIII, XIII-XV in orig. maroon cloth, vols VI & XXI, n.s. vol. II-III in original
wraps, black cloth spines, the last disbound,, vols IX & X, XI & XII, XV & XVI bound
together in half black calf, one with red label, vols XXV-XXXVI in brown binder’s cloth
causing some browning; some wear.
¶In 1868 Edwin Brett established this companion to Boys of England, aimed at a
slightly older readership, edited by Vane St John. It was subsequently combined to
form Boys of the Empire and Young Men of Great Britain, 1889. (We have a number
of odd volumes, mostly from the reissue, available separately, and also some parts as
issued, some in wrappers.)

1868-89

£750

589.

Young Men of Great Britain: … Vol. I-III, V-X, XV. 10 vols in 7. 4to. Newsagents’
Publishing Co. (Edwin J. Brett.) A made up set in mixed condition. Vols V, VI, IX & X are
of the reissue. Vols I-III in orig. blue cloth, vols V & VI, VII & VIII, IX & X bound together
in pairs in half black calf, two with red labels, vol. XV in orig. maroon cloth. Vols I & II have
Hugh Walpole’s Brackenburn booklabel.
1868-75
£280

590.

Young Men of Great Britain: a journal of amusing and instructive literature: conducted by
E.J. Brett. Vol. II. no. 28 - 52. 4 Aug., 1868 - 18 Jan., 1869. Folio. Newsagents’ Publishing
Co. (Edwin J. Brett.) Illus.; a few minor tears &c. Half black pigskin; rubbed with tear at
head of spine, inner hinge splitting.
¶Including the 12pp. Christmas number with first page printed in colour, and the coloured
plate of National arms presented with no. 31. With the stamp of the Old Boys Book Club,
19, South Road, Waterloo, Liverpool.

1868-69
591.

£50

FREE SUPPLEMENT
Young Men of Great Britain. Supplement (gratis). Supplement to no. 4. Feb. 18, 1868.
Illus. Folded as issued; minor tear in margin. Disbound. 4pp.
¶Three column text. Saved from the wreck, by W.H. Hillyard.

1868

£15

__________

592.

YOUNG PICKWICK: PROTOTYPE OF BILLY BUNTER
YOUNG PICKWICK. Young Pickwick’s Schooldays. Beautifully illustrated. 2 vols.
“Boys of England” Office.  2 colour plates as fronts., illus.  2 vols. in 1 in contemp. dark green
binder’s cloth; inner hinges cracking. A good clean copy.
¶Ono 702 is without titlepages; BL only on Copac. In 24 pts each with full page
illus., and continuous pagination. The characters wear contemporary costume: the
school is run by Dr Waddle and there is a fat boy called Swags, clearly a forerunner of
Billy Bunter.

[c.1890]

£125

589

REFERENCE

SECTION III. REFERENCE.
593.

BIRKHEAD, Edith. The Tale of Terror: A study of the Gothic romance. Constable & Co.
Half title. Orig. red cloth; sl. faded. Victor Neuburg’s copy.
¶’Some account of the growth of supernatural fiction in English literature.’

1921
594.

£20

COLLECTOR. The Collector’s Miscellany: a journal for collectors of old and modern
boys’ books, bloods, penny number romances, etc. No. 7 (5th series). Feb. 1947. Saltburnby-Sea: J. Parks. Orig. illus. wraps; sl. marked, creased & dusted.
¶One number of this valuable periodical containing researches into penny literature. This
issue includes an article by John Medcraft. Inserted is p.2 of a typed bookseller’s list of
penny dreadfuls:  ‘Ela the Outcast’ 30/-, ‘Dark Deeds of Old London’ 10/-.

1947
595.

£15

DAVIES, David W. An Enquiry into the Reading of the Lower Classes. Tall 8vo. Pasadena:
Grant Dahlstrom. Col. front., illus. Orig. dec. boards, beige cloth spine. (94pp.)
¶One of 250 copies published at the Castle Press. The author who describes himself as
“one of them” discusses cheap publications and street literature 1800-1850.  Sent by the
TLS to Victor Neuburg.

1970
596.

£25

HOBBYIST. The Hobbyist: every collector’s magazine. Vol. 1. nos. 5-13. Aug. 1946 (April 1947?).  Plymouth:  “The Hobbyist” (J.W. Warne).  Illus.  Stapled as issued;  staples sl.
rusted, sl. dusted. With some duplicates.
¶The magazine includes articles on stamps, cigarette cards, postcards, &c. and on
authors like G.B. Shaw, Trollope and Kipling. The articles on Story Paper Collecting
are by Reginald Cox and include items on the Nelson Lee Library and Sexton Blake.
Issue 8/9 contains 4pp coloured plates including a block from ‘The Prince’ from The
Collector’s Miscellany.

1946-47

£15

JAMES, Louis
597.

English Popular Literature, 1819-1851; edited, with an introd. and commentary, by Louis
James. 4to. New York: Columbia Univ. Press. Illus., two column text. Orig. blue cloth.
v.g. in d.w.
¶The American edition of Print and the People.

1976
598.

£15

Fiction for the Working Man, 1830-1850: a study of the literature produced for the working
classes in early Victorian urban England. FIRST EDITION. Oxford Univ. Press. Half title,
illus. Orig. brown cloth. v.g. in (price clipped) d.w.
¶The seminal work for the study of penny literature.

1963
599.

£35

Print and the People, 1819-1851; edited, with an introd. and commentary, by Louis James.
Allen Lane. Double titlepage, illus., bibliog. Orig. drab cloth; sl. marked in sl. torn d.w.
Signed by Victor Neuburg.
¶A survey and anthology, including extracts from penny dreadfuls.

1976
600.

£15

Print and the People, 1819-1851; edited, with an introd. and commentary, by Louis James.
Peregrine Books. Orig. col. card wraps . v.g.
¶A survey and anthology, including extracts from penny dreadfuls.

1978
__________

£12

REFERENCE
601.

JARNDYCE. ‘A Feast of Blood’.  Bloods & Penny Dreadfuls:  Nineteenth-century working
class fiction.  955 items.  Jarndyce Antiquarian Booksellers.  Illus.  Orig. wraps.
¶“Your new catalogue is a knockout ...  A feast indeed.”  “What a splendid catalogue/bibliography, clearly designed to be an authoritative work and a collector’s item.”  (Leslie Shepard)

2002-03
602.

£10

JARNDYCE. Bloods & Penny Dreadfuls:  Nineteenth-century working class fiction.  582
items. Jarndyce Antiquarian Booksellers. Illus. Orig. wraps.
¶We have a small number of copies available of our first Bloods Catalogue.

1994

£10

OLDENBURG UNIVERSITY
603.

Vom Penny Dreadful zum Comic: Englische Jugendzeitschriften, Heftchen und Comics von
1855 bis zur Gegenwart; eine Austellung ... (Austellung und Katalog: Kevin Carpenter.)
Oldenburg: Bibliotheks - und Informationssystem der Universität. Col. front., col. & black &
white illus. Orig. illus. cloth wraps. v.g.
¶The 1981 Exhibition ‘Penny Dreadfuls and Comics’ which was sent on loan to The
Bethnal Green Museum of Childhood in 1983 where a similar larger format English
catalogue was published. A valuable survey of the evolution of the comic from penny
literature.

1981
604.

£15

BETHNAL GREEN MUSEUM
Penny Dreadfuls and Comics; English periodicals for children from Victorian times to the
present day. A loan exhibition from the Library of Oldenburg University, West Germany at
the Bethnal Green Museum of Childhood, 2 June - 2 October 1983. 4to. Victoria & Albert
Museum. Illus., some col. Orig. col. pict wraps; sl. creased at corners, a few ink ticks in
comic bibliographies.
¶The catalogue by Kevin Carpenter is a useful brief introduction to penny dreadful and
children’s periodical literature with short bibliographies in each section.

1983
605.

£15

POSTER
Penny Dreadfuls and Comics; English periodicals for children from Victorian times to the
present day. Bethnal Green Museum of Childhood. 2 June - 2 October 1983. Bi-coloured
poster. Old folds.
¶The poster, depicting a mixture of familiar comic images had some yellow areas but was
mostly printed in black and white outline, perhaps with a view to children’s colouring.

1983

£15 †

__________

606.

PAYN, James. Penny Fiction.  An extract from “Some Private Views, being Essays from
‘The Nineteenth Century’ Review ...”.  Chatto & Windus.  Pp 116-132 with the volume
titlepage. Stabbed in later wraps with brown paper spine.
¶Inspired by Wilkie Collins’ remark about the ‘Unknown Public’ but largely examining the
later fiction.

1881
607.

608.

£20

DIME NOVELS
PEARSON, Edmund. Dime Novels; or, Following an old trail in popular literature.
Boston: Little, Brown, & Co. Half title, front. & plates. Orig. brown cloth. v.g.
£20
1929
PEARSON, Edmund. Queer Books. Constable & Co. Half title, front. & plates. Orig.
beige buckram; spine sl. sunned. v.g. in sl. torn d.w.
¶Printed in the USA and dealing largely with American popular literature.

1929

£25

REFERENCE
609.

STORY. Story Paper Collector. (Articles of interest to collectors of British Boys’ periodicals
of the past.) Vol. 2. no. 36-49. Oct. 1949 - Jan. 1953. Sm. 4to. Transcona, Manitoba: Wm H.
Gander. Illus. Stabbed in orig. sometimes partly col. wraps. v.g.
¶Edited and produced by William Gander, the magazine prints articles about the
periodicals, their contributors and publishers.

1949-53
610.

£25

TURNER, Ernest Sackville. Boys Will Be Boys: the story of Sweeney Todd, Deadwood
Dick, Sexton Blake, Billy Bunter, Dick Barton, et. al.; with an introd. by C.B. Fry. New
revised edn.  Michael Joseph.  Front., illus.  Orig. black cloth.  Near fine in d.w.
¶A most readable and amusing account, particularly of the later penny dreadfuls, first
published in 1948. ‘You need not be ashamed to be seen reading this book.’

1975
611.

£10

CHAPBOOK GOTHIC ROMANCES
WATT, William W. Shilling Shockers of the Gothic School: a study of chapbook gothic
romances. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press. (Harvard honors theses in English, no.
5.) Half title, front. & plate. Orig. col. patterned paper wraps, printed label on front; spine
sl. splitting.
1932
£25

180

